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ABSTRACT

The Early Education Project consisted of a home and school

approach to early hntervention with moderate to severely handicapped

children. A home-based parent training program incorporating infant

teaching/learning intervention systems was combined with a school-

based classroom project for toddlers and preschoolers to provide

instruction in early childhood skills and knowledge. ThxrpTogram

employed a developmental task analyzed curriculum wit,h a criterion-

referenced assessment method to determine a child's competencies

and skills and to identify the goals of the tntervention in

behavioral terms. The children participating exhibited moderate

to severe developmental handicaps; four major areas of teaching/

learning included language skills and concepts, motor skills, cogni-

tive skills and concepts, and self-help skills.

Following the criterion-referenced assessment, the test-teach

methods of direct and incidental instruction were implemented to

provide an instructional format for teaching, maintaining, and

elaborating new knowledge and skills. Parents in the home program

and teachers in the school program employed these methods to teach

and maintain the new skills and knowledge. A standard program

construction format and implementation procedure ensured consistent

and continuous instruction by both parents and teachers. Each

child's progress was monitored through the use of a standard data

collection format allowing for behavioral analysis of the effects



of intervention. The parent training model employed in the home

program provided for the gradual introduction of the parent to

concepts and skills of using antecedent and consequent control for

the children's learning as well as data collection, assessment,

and program writing. In the home program and the toddler and pre-

school classrooms direct and incidental instruction was provided

in the areas of language, self-help skills, cognitive skills, and

motor development.

The results of the project provided essential data with respect

to two very important dimensions of early intervention. First,

the normative data indicated that children's rate of achieving

developmental milestones was significantly accelerated in mental

development and language development for the school program and in

the area of mental development for the home program. Secondly, the

behavioral data demonstrated the profound and rapid increases in

knowledge and skill attained by the moderately/severely handicapped

children when they were directly taught these skills and knowledge.

The use of a data-based system of instruction ensured the capacity

to individually tailor and modify programs to suit individual

children's needs. Several experimental investigations during the

project demonstrated the specific effects of the intervention

procedures facilitating the children's acquisition of new skills.

The use of parents as the primary teachers in the home-based early

intervention program and the extensive gains made by the infants

as a result of this intervention strongly supported the use of a
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hume-based aspect of the project for children as soon as the

handicapping condition was identified. Indeed, the behavioral

data provided examples of instances in which children in the home

program were being taught the same skills and concepts as those

being taught to children in the school-based program. Thus,

earlier intervention resulted in the 'acquisition of these skills

at an earlier age by the children involved.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In recent years., many investigators have initiated programs

in the early-infant and preschool years with handicapped persons,

attempting to attenuate or eliminate the extensive retardation

which
*
has occurred with moderately to severely handicapping condi-

tions (Bricker and Bricker, 1976; Fredericks et al 1976; Guess,

Sailor, and Baer, 1976; Hayden and Haring, 1976). The present

research and development project the Early Education Project, was

an attempt to extend the material found in this early intervention

literature and to systematize the approach to early intervention

programing with handi,..apped children and their families. Thus,

there was a developmental component in this study, involving the

establishment of methods and techniques of early intervention with

families and preschool age children. The literature in this field

is limited with respect to systematic methods and prograns one can

implement. That is, although there are general descriptions of

approaches taken to early intervention, as well as very specific

programs working on one or two behaviors, there is not a greq. deal

of literature about general systems that are applicable to teach a

broad variety of skills and knowledge to preschool children, nor are

there general models of parent training available to enable the

parents of very young infants and toddlers to teach their children

these very important developmental concepts and skills. Thus, the

project's major emphasis was the development of a systematic and
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effective approach to early intervention with the moderately to

severely handicapped child.

In the process of developing these methods and techniques, it

was felt essential to provide at least partial validation and

evaluation of these approaches. Thus a major component of the ,

project involved a number of research characteristics, namely,.

evaluation of children's normal growth over che course of involve-

ment in the project, as well as specific behavioral analysis of

*\ the effects of the intervention process on the child's develop-

ment. Thus, a second major objective was investigating the

impact of the intervention process on the family and the child's

development within the family.

The third an.. perhaps most fundamental aspect of the project

involved the development of a serVice for early intervention with

families in the community which would enable the moderately to

severely handicapped child to reside more adequately within the

context of their family and their community. The report will

provide details about this service to forty-five families in the

Edmonton area who participated in the project. In the long run,

it will be the adequacy of this model's use with families in

assisting the maintenance-of the moderately to severely handicapped

child at home which will be the most significant development from

our work.



The Nature of Early_Intervention

In reviewing the above mentionee, literature on early inter-

vention with the handicapped, Berkson and Landesman-Dwyer (1977)

have indicated that the major emphasis in developing programs for

the'moderately to severely handicapped has been an applied behavior

analysis approach to this field itithe last fifteen years. The

use of this behavioral model seems to have been successful because

of the reliance upon empirical (experimental) evaluation of treat-

ment procedures and methodologies. In utilizing an early inter-

vention orientation of an applied behavior analysis approach,

Bijou (1975) has suggested the following five steps as being

characteristic:

(1) Specifying the goals of teaching and learning in

observable terms;

(2) Beginning teaching at the child's level of competence;

(3) Arranging the teaching situation to facilitate learning

(instAuctional procedures, Materials setting factors

and contingencies);

(4) Monitoring learning progress and making changes to

advance learning;

(5) Following practices that generalize, elaborate, and

maintain the behaviors acquired.

In order to achieve these five bas4c steps for early intervention,

the Early Education Project developed sevl approaches and

r
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techniques, in part stemming from previous research, and in part

stemming from developments the project staff carried out them-

selves.

The goals of teaching and learning were specified in observ-

able terms through the use of a behaviorally-based developmental

curriculum specifying the objectives for teadhing from birth to

approximately five tossix years of age. This curriculum then

served as the basis for a criterion-referenced assessment pro-

cedure which was employed to determine the child's initial level

of competence in behavioral terms. The behavior modification

methodologies were employed as well as a standard program con-

struction and implementation procedure in order to arrange a

consistent teaching situation to facilitate learning. A system-

atic data collection format to monitor behaviors being taught was

employed to evaluate the child's learning progress throughout

teaching, either at home or in the school, and changes were made

to programs in order to advance the child's learning to mastery

of the skills being taught or the knowledge being learned. The

development of an incidental teaching framework provided assis-

tance to maintain and generalize new behaviors or skills acquired

in order to elaborate and maintain the knowledge and skills

children were being taught..

Thus, the problems that were examined as a part of this

project include the development and use of the criterion-referenced

assessment device and the developmental curriculum, the development
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and evaluation of the direct teaching model associated with the

program implementation, the use of standard data collection

methods for both parents at home and teachers in school, in order

to ensure consistency across instructional situatians and instruc-

tional staff. These methods and approaches were then evaluated

through measures of the children's developmental progress on

standardized assessment devices, as well as in terms of their

acquisition of new skills and knowledge through behavioral and

performance assessments. These data served as the source of

information for subsequent evaluation of program effectiveness

'and more generally, of the effects of the early intervention

process itself. One limitation of this methodology was the lack

of a control group with which the children involved in this

project's progress could be compared; thus, in most instances,

the children served as their own control comparisons as these

between group comparisons were not viable within the context of

the present evaluation.

THE SCOPE OF THE EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

In order to establish the Early Education Project as an

early intervention program, several phases of development were

required. First of all, a staff training program was initiated,

covering areas of behavior modification in teaching, particular

testing and teaching models employed in the project, and program

writing and development skills. This staff training program is

f



the subject of further study and development at this time as it

has not yet attained final status. However, it was necessary to

develop this approach in order.to ensure consistent staff training

and consistent skill attainment by the staff members for imple-

mentation of the project.

Subsequent to the development of the staff training programs,

a parent training program was developed, both for the home and

the school aspects of the project. This will be more specifically

explained in the results segment of the report, but did include

a training program in school for the parents of children at school,

as well as an ongoing parent training program in the home project

to assist the parents in developing and maintaining skills in

teaching their children.

Teaching programs were developed stemming from endeavours

carried on by others in this field (e.g. Fredericks et al 1976)

with the initial starting point of a developmental curriculum of'

behaviorally described objectives for learning.

The Children in the Early Education Project

During the course of the eighteen months the Early education

Proj,ect was in operation, over forty-five children, between birth

and five and one-half years of age were identified to paLticipate

in the program. Two aspects of service delivery were decided

upon when the project was initiated. Children frdm the ages of

birth to approximately two years of age were to be involved in
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a home-based parent training program in which home teachers

served as resource persons to parents teaching their children and

assisting them in developing in one of the four areas of the

developmental curriulum. For children from approximately two

years of age until six, a school-based program was established

at the Mayfield Public School, a school of the Edmonton PUblic

School System, in which two classrooms were renovated and modified

to serve as early education classrooms for.toddler and preschool

age children.

In the home program, specifically, twenty-six children

between the ages of birth and three and one-half years were

involved with varying degrees of service. Typically, l'owever,

data will be presented from twenty-two children's progress over

the course of the project, because four children.moved from the

home program to the school program. Thus, information about

their growth and development and learning will be presentea under

the school program for the most part.

The intervention method chosen for children between two and

six years of age was a school-based early education classroom.

Children attended classroom four or five half days a week at a

public school located in Edmonton, Alberta. This program was

offered to children between the ages of twenty months and six

years, as it was felt that children younger than twenty months

would not benefit from travel to a centralized facility as much

as they would from parent training at home. Thus, three classes



of children attended this school during the morning and afternoon

each day, being brought there by cab or handi-bus.

Results

The behavioral data from the home program providel' three rather

salient and crucial findings regarding the Early Education Project

specifically and early interventiol generally. First, very young

moderate/severely.handicapped children can definitely be taught

skills/concepts very early in their lives successfully by their

parents. These parent-teachers can manage teaching programs and

monitor their child's progress quite effectively. Secondly, the

learning process the child experiences when the direct teaching model

is employed results in very rapid learning with very few errors in

most instances, as the child masters new concepts and skills. This

finding affirms the value and utility of the Test-Teach Method

developed by the staff of the project as an effective and very

positive approach to teaching. Punishment procedures were unnecessary

as a method when these direct teaching procedures were systematically

applied to assist the children's development. Thirdly, the children

exhibited very high levels of retention when assessed following

mastery of a program demonstrating the intact and functional memory

skills they possess. Coupled with this finding, the parent's view of

the application of these skills and knowledge to the child's natural

environment greatly enhances the ecological validity and significance

of this process.

The behavioral data in the classroomaspect of the Early
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Education Project provides vezy significant information regarding

the children's capabilities and the early intervention model's

effectiveness. In the language instruction area, extensive gains

were made with respect to initial verbal imitation training,

early referential functions of language skills, self-initiated

controlling aspects of language with others, and in some children's

cases, extended functions including action referents and pzonoun

descriptions. Logical use of affirmative/negation indices were

also acquired by seven children. Thus, extensive aspects of

functional- language were acquired by the children duving the

course of the project. In addition several areas of both compre-

hension and expression of language were expanded with .:11e inci-

dental teaching procedures.

In the area of cognitive development, the children for the

most part moved through,the operations and operations with

distractors programs enhancing their receptive language communica-

tion with adults and expanding their environmental exploratory

skills. They learned several levels of self-identification and

aqareness and other-awareness through the body parts identifica-

tion prog am. Stacking and puzzles programs resulted in more

extensive participation in environmental activities as did the

lacing programs. Through the writing and classification programs,

the children wer acquiring school-related basic skills. In the

self-help areas, many dressing skills were mastered by the chil-

dren as well as components of the personal hygi ne skills
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(washing and drying), toiletting programs, and eating skills

programs. Thus, in'all children's cases, progress was made in

terms of many new skills and concepts being acquired; in addition,

skills for surviving in the public schools were gradually being

acquired. Five students from the preschool classroom transferred

to special programs in the public school system at the termination

of the project.

The results provided two other major points. First, many

programs rewlired relatively few days to criterion and trials to

criterion indicating the tremendous learning capacity the children

have even with moderate to severe handicaps. In addition, the

children maintained these skills and knowledge over several weeks

of follow-up supporting the notion that their memory processes

were indeed effective. Secondly, very few errors occurred durtng

the teaching programs in many cases due to the use of the exten-

sive prompting and guidance procedures; this level of correct

performance was maintained in several teaching areas even when

the children were learning discriminative responses. Thus, it is

clearly unnecessary to use negative or aversive procedures to

obtain rather rapid learning of new skills and knawledge with

children having moderate to severe handicaps.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

In recent years, many investigators have initiated programs

in the early infant and preschool years with handicapped persons,

attempting to attenuate or eliminate the extensive retardation

which has occurred with moderately to severely handicapping

conditions (Bricker and Bricker, 1976; Fredericks et al, 1976;

Guess, Sailor, and Baer, 1976; Hayden and Haring, 1976). The

present research and development project, the Early Education

Project, was an attempt extend the material found in this

early intervention literature and to systematize the approach to

early intervention programing with handicapped children and their

families. Thus, there was a developmental component in this

study, involving the establishment of methods and techniques of

early intervention with families and preschool age children.

The literature in this field is limited with respect to systematic

methods and programs one can implement. That is, although tnere

are general descriptions of approaches taken to early inter-

vention, as well as very specific programs working on one or

two behaviors, there is not a great deal of literature about

general systems that are applicable to teach a broad variety of

skills and knowledge to preschool children, nor are there general

models of parent training available to enable the parents of

.very young infants and toddlers to teach their children these

very important developmental concepts and skills. Thus, the



project's major emphasis was the development of a systematic

and effective app-oach to early intervention with the moderately

to severely handicapped child.

In the process of developing these methods and techniques,

it was felt essential to provide at least partial validation

and evaluation of these approaches. Thus a major component of

the project involved a number of research characteristics, namely,

evaluation of children's normal growth over the course of involve-

ment in the project, as well as specific behavioral analysis of

the effects of the intervention process on the child's develop-

ment. A second major objective was investigating the

impact of the intervention process on the family and the child's

development within the family.

The third and perhaps most fundamental aspect of the project

involved the development of a service for early intervention

with families in the community which would enable the moderately

to severely handicapped child to reside more adequately within

the context of their family and their community. The report will

provide details about this service to forty-five families in

the Edmonton area who participated in the project. In the long

run, it will be the adequacy of this model's use with families

in assisting the maintenance of the moderately to severely

handicapped child at home which will be the most significant

development from our work.



The Nature of Early Intervention

In reviewing the above mentioned literature on early

intervention with the handicapped, Berkson and Landesman-Dwyer

(1977) have indicated that the major emphasis in developing

programs for the moderately to severely handicapped has been

an applied behavior analysis approach to this field in the last

fifteen years. The use of this behavioral model seems to have

been successful because of the reliance upon empirical (experi-

mental) evaluation of treatment procedures and methodologies.

In utilizing an early intervention orientation of an applied

behavior analysis approaa, Bijou (1975) has suggested the

following five steps as being characteristic:

(1) Specifying the goals of teaching and learning in

observable terms;

(2) Beginning teaching at the child's level of competence;

(3) Arranging the teaching situation to facilitate

learning (instructional procedures, materials, setting

factors and contingencies);

(4) Monitoring learning progress and making changes to

advance learning;

(5) Following practices that generalize, elaborate, and

maintain the behaviors acquired.

In order to achieve these five basic steps for early intervention,

the Early Education Project developed several epproaches and

techniques, in part stemming from previous research, and in



part stemming from developments the qoject staff carried out

themselves.

The goals of teaching and learning were specified in obser-

vable terms throngh the use of a behaviorally-based developmental

curriculum specifying the objectives for teaching from birth to

approximately five to six years of age. This curriculum then

served as the basis for a criterion-referenced assessment pro-

cedure which was employed to determine t.1, child's initial level

of competence in behavioral terns. The behavior modification

methodologies were employed as well as a standard program con-

struction and implementation procedure in order to arrange a

consistent teaching situation to facilitate learning. A sys-

tematic data collection format td monitor behaviors being taught

was employed to evaluate the child's learning progress throughout

tear,bing, either at home or in the school, and changes were made

to programs in order to advance.the child's learning to mastery

of the skills being taught or the knowledge being learned. The

development of an incidental teaching framework provided assis-

tance to maintain and generalize new behaviors or skills

acquired in order to elaborate and maintain the knowledge and

skilis children were being taught. The following discussions

will elaborate the use of these methods and approaches in the

Early Education Project and the detailed materials will be

presented in appendices attached to this final report.
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Thus, the problems that ifere examined as a part of this

project include the development and use of the criterion-refer-

enced assessment device and the developmental curriculum, the

development and evaluation of the direct teaching model associated

with the program implementation, the use of standard data

collectiot methods for both parents at home and teachers in

school, in order to ensure consistency across instructional

situations and instructional staff. These methods anu approaches

were then eva_uated through measures rf the children's develop-

mental prcgress on standardized assessment devices, as well as

in terms of their acituisition of new skills and knowledge through

behavioral and performance assessments. These data served as

the source of information for subsequent evaluation of program

effectiveness and more generally, of the effects of the early

intervention process itself. One limitation of this methodology

was the lack of a control group with which the children involved

in this project's progress could be compared; thus, in most

instances, the children served as their own control comparisons

as these between group comparisons were not viable within

the context of the present evaluation.

THE SCOPE OF THE EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

In order to establish the Early Education Project as an

early intervention program, several phases of development were

required. FiTst of all, a staff training program was initiated,

covering areas of behavior modification in teaching, particular



testing and teaching models employed in the project, and program

writing and development skills. This staff training program is

the subject of further study and development at this time as it

has not yet attained final status. However, it was necessary to

develop this approach in order to ensure consistent staff training

and consistent skill attainment by the staff members for imple-

mentation of the project.

Subsequent to the development of the staff training programs,

a parent training program was developed, both for the home and

the school aspects of the project. This will be more specifically

explaiaed in the results segmenl of the report, but did include

a training program in school for the parents of children at

school, as well as an ongoing parent training program in the

home project to assist the parents in developing and maintaining

skills tn teaching their children.

Teaching programs were developed stemming from endeavours

carried on by others in this field (e.g. Fredericks et al, 1976)

with the initial starting point of a developmental curriculum

of behaviorally described objectives for learning.

Developmental Curriculum

The developmental curricUlum which served as the basis for

specifying the goals of teaching is a sequence of behaviors in

five areas of developMent: language, motor, cognition, self-

help, and socialization,skills (See Table 1). The content of

the curriculum originated initially from the Portage Guide

1



Cognition:

TABLE 1

FIVE AREAS OF THZ DEVELOPMENTAL CURRICULUM
IQ

ability to remember, see, or hear likeness

and difference, and to determine relationships

between ideas and things.

Self-help: behaviors enabling.child to care for hinself in

areas of eating, dressing, :ching, and toiletinq.

Motor: concerned with coordinated movements of large and

small muscles.

Language: ability to receive and understand information-

showing meaning through speech and gestures.

Socialization: concerned with appropriate interpersonal behaviors

with adults and peers.



(Shearer et al, 1972); however, considerable modifications to

this original framework have been made by adopting materials

from other curricula especially in the areas of motop develop-

ment, language, self-help and cognition; in addition a different

sequencing procedure was employed. Each developmental area

consists of a sequence of strands or clusters of behaviors which

represent a progression from simple to complex behaviors leading

to a terminal behavioral objective (see Table 2 for examples

from early motor development). The curriculum modified from

the Portage Guide (Shearer et al, 1972) attempts to represent

functional behavioral goals, skills, and knowledge in each area

of 4evelopment such that once acquired these skills and knowledge

will aid in more typical developmental progress for the delayed

chtild. Appendix A presents the objectives for the four major

teaching areas from the project.

These objectives in the developmental curriculum thus

Served as a means of identifying the sequence of instructional

/objectives for determining whether to initiate programing with

the children in the project. Their parents or the teachers in

/ the school program were able to thus see the direction of

, teaching ar any one point in time in terms of overall objectives

of the teaching, as well as specific short term objectives of

a particulac instructional program.

The Children in the Ea ly EducationPoet

During the course of the eighteen months the Early Education



TABLE 2

STRANDS OF TERMINAL OBJECTIVES AND SUB-SKILLS
FOR EARLY MOTOR tEVELOFI'lENT*

1. Controlled Eye Movements

2. Head Control Prone

A. Looks at object in hands (P15A)

(1) eye movements on back (P5)

(2) looks and holds (P7A)

(3) looks at hands (P14)

A. Holds head and chest up 15 seconds prone on elbows
(P13)

(1) holds head up 5 seconds (P6)

B. Lifts head prone on elbows

(1) raises head within 10 seconds (P2)

(2) raises head within 5 seconds prone on elbows
(P8)

*0

C. Turns head and reaches for toy prone on elbows

(1) head turning (P3)

(2) raises head (4)

*See Appendix A for complete list of objectives
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Project was in oper4tion, Over forty-five children, 'between birth

and.five and one-half years of age were identified to participate

in the program. Two aspects of service delivery were decided

upon when the project was initiated. Children from the ages of

birth to approximately two years of age were to be involved in

a home-based parent training program in which home teachers served

as resource persons to parents teacWing their children and

assisting them in developing in one Of the four,areas of the.

developmental curriculum. For children from approximately two

years of age until six, a school-based program was established

at the Mayfield Public School, a school of the Edmonton Public

School System, in which two classrooms were renovated and modi-

fied to serve as early education classrooms for toddler and pre-

school age children.

In the home program, specifically, twenty-six children

between the ages of birth and three and one-half years were

involved with varying degrees of ervice. Typically, however,

data will be presented from twent two children's progress over

the course of the project, because four children moved from the

home program tb the school'program. Thus, information about

their growth and development and learning will be presented under

the'schooll program for the most_ part. Table 3 presents a

summary of the sex, date of birth, residential location, program

involvement, material on medical problems, as well as an indi-

cation of skills in walking, dressing toileting and speech of

the twenty-two children involved in the home program as of June 1,



TABLE 3

DESCRIPTION OF HOME PROGRA14 CHILDREN

Sex D.O.B. Residence

Day
Pro-
gram

Medical
Problems

(Elaborate)
Ambula-
tory

Dres-
sing
Skills

Toilet
Train -

ing Speech

M 19/12/75 Home EEP Gastrointestinal No No No NoF 29/6/75 Rosecrest EEP Heart No No No NoM 31/3/75 Home EEP Heart Yes No No NoF 31/12/74 Rosecrest EEP Heart No No No NoM 9/8/74 Home EEP Heart No No No NoM 27/3/75 Home EEP ;:-- Respiratory No No No NoF 6/3/77 Home EEP Heart Disorders No No No NoM 22/1/75 .EEP Respiratory No No No No
4 .Home

F 2/4/75 Home EEP Heart No No No No
1-4F 29/5/75 Home (foster) EEP No No No No NoM 2/6/74 Home EEP

sv
No No No No No

M' 13/1/75 Home EEP Heart Yes No No NoM 25/7/76 Home EEP No No No No. NoF 20/3/76 Home REP No No No No' NoF 9/1/75 Home 'EEP Hypothyroid No No No No
F . 8/4776 Homer EEP Heart No No No NoF 1/3/6/75 Home EEP No No No No NoM 28/12/74 Home EEP Congenital Heart No No No No
14 15/1/76 Home EEP No No No No No
M 18/12/77 Home EEr Congenital Heart No No No NoM 21/1/76 Home REP No No No No No

4.,
M 16/8/76 Home EEP No, No No No No t)

1-`
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1977. As can be.seen in thii table, many of.the children ia the

home program had other medical difficulties in addition to

Downs' Syndrome, which were catributing to difficulties of

.growth and development. As is indicated in the table, moot of

the children were quite.young when virly intervention was

initiated. In addition, most of the children, of course, were

unable to function in terms of crawling or walking, speech,

self help skills such as dressing and toileting.

The intervention method choaen for Children between two and

six years of age was a schobl-based early education classroom.

Children attended classroom four i7 five half days,a week at a

public school located in Edmonton, Alberta. This program was

offered to children between the ages of twenty months and six

years, as it was felt that children younger than twenty months

would not benefit from travel to a centralized facility as much

as they would from parent training at home. Thus, three classes

of children attended this school during the morning and afternoon

each day, being brought there by cab or handi-bus. Data regarding

the children's sex, date of birth, residence, medical problems,

and general functioning in walking, dressing, toileting, and

speech are provided in Table 4. Again, as can be seen from this

table, although many of the children were walking, few of them

had adequate dressing self help skills and many were unable to

speak in order to function adequately in their environment. The

program was taitiated at the school as well as in family's homes

on November 15, 1975. With the final classes during the last

40
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DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL PROGRAM CHILDREN

Sex D.O.,B. Residence
Day

Program

Medical
Problems
(Elaborate)

Ambu
latory

Dressing
Skills

Toilet
Training Speech

11/7/73 Rosecrest EEP Yes Some Partial Some17/9/73 Home EEP
Yes Some Partial Some5/10/73 Rosecrest EEP Heart/Speech Yes Some Partial Some23/11/73 Foster home EEP No Some Partial Some9/1/74 Home EEP Yes Some Partial Some8/2/74 Home EEP Heart/Lung Yes Scme Partial Some9/2/74 Hone EEP Heart disorder No Some Partial Some25/3/74 Home EEP Yes Some Partial Some29/6/74 Home EEP Yes Some Partial No22/1/74 Rosecrest EEP Heart/cong. hip No No No No7/6/70 Home EEP Bowel problems Yes Some No Some17/12/70 Foster home

and home
EEP Yes Most Yes Some

19/12/70 Home EEP Heart/Visian No Most Partial Same4/6/71 Home EEP Heart/Speech Yes Most Yes Some8/7/71 Home EEP 7es Some No Some9/7/71 Home EEP Visual/Speech Yes Some Partial SOme
15/10j71 Home EEP Yes Most Yes Some8/4/72 Home EEP Yes Partial Some
13/9/72'. Rosecrest EEP Heart disorder Yes Some No No
7/10/72 Foster home

and home
EEP Yes Most Yes Some

:41
5/2/73 Home EEP Yes Most Yes Some
10/3/73 Home EEP Heart disorder Yes Sow Yes Some20/5/73 Home EEP Yes Some Yes Some
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week of June 1977; the hame program continued until the end of

July, 1977. Thus, the twenty-three children in the school program

and the twenty-two children in the home program, constitute the

forty-five persons involved in the Early Education Project over

the twenty month period of the project.

Staff

The personnel involved in the implementation and delivery

of services constituting the Early Education Project included

two teachers in the school program and one teacher in the home

program, three developmental assistants, two of whom worked in

the school program, and one working in the home program, a part-

time secretary for typing and stenographic services, a co-ordin-

ator, and seven research personnel involved from time to time

in the collection of data and testing of children in the program.

The staff members were given the staff training program in order

to teach them the basic components of the behavior modification

program as well as the specific methods and techniques of the

project. Following this training, they were monItOred periodi-

cally on the job to determine the general effectiveness with

which they implemented programs and procedures.

An extremely valuable human resource participating in this

program were the parents of the children in the home program.

The parents, particularly the mothers, consistituted the teaching

group for the youngsters between birth and two years of age in

the home program. They were trained by the home teacher to

4 3
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teach and develop programs for their children in each of the

developmental areas. Their efforts were responsible primarily

for the progress and gains their children made. This character-

istic of the project provides one of the unique human resource

developments of this type of approach. That is, through parental

training, a person in the child's life is trained to provide not

only the specific teaching and instruction related to the project,

but to provide assistance and teaching throughout the child's

days and life at home.

Implementation Procedures and Methods

This section of the report will describe the specific method-

ology involved in the criterion-referenced assessment, the direct

teaching model for instruction, the program format employed in

developing teaching material for parents and children, the data

collection system, and the incidental teaching format for elab-

oration and generalization of skills the children have been

taught.

The Test-Teach Method: Criterion-Referenced Assessment

Employing the developmental curriculum, an assessment

of the competencies or behaviors the child possesses is arranged;

such information indicates to the teacher or parent where to

begin programming and subsequent instruction.

The criterion-referenced assessment format provides a

;behavioral assessment of the child's knowledge and skills in

several areas of development. This criterion-referenced format



differs signiftcantly from normative assessment procedures as

well as standard criterion-referenced assessment procedures.

Normative assessments comPare a child's performance against
1

other student's performance on the same test or norms established

from a large group of students; whereas, criterion-referenced

assessments measure studen's progress in terms of accomplishing

specific tasks which are sapled from the domain of tasks

which indicate mastery of' the behavioral objective (Snelbecker,

1974). The important difference lies in the criterion-referenced

assessment's comparison of a child's performance to an externally-

established standard or criterion rather than to the performance

of other children. This assessment procedure provides directly

relevant and functional information regarding a child's level

of developmental competencies and as a result has direct impli-

cations for instruction.

The Test-Teach method of criterion-referenced assessment

differs from standard formats through the sequential introduction

of prompts and guidance to assess the child's skills even if the

child is non-responsive at a spontanedus level; that is, prompts

and physical assistance are gradually introduced attempting to

determine how extensive intervention must be in order to obtain

a response from the child% Thus, the level of remedial input

required if the child is not responding at a spontaneous level

is determined In the assessment procedure.

During the initial assessment each terminal behavior of

curriculum is assessed to determine if it is within the teaching

4 3
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range of the student. The terminal behavioral objective is the

final most complex behavior for that strand. Spontaneously

responding at this level indicates competency in that skill or

ulderstanding of the particular concept or set of concepts. For

example, in the language area, a terminal behavioral objective

might read as follows:

Child achieves 80% or more correct responses in a session
of 32 trials or 12 correct responses in a row when asked
"Whets that?" and presented with the following 16 stimuli
singly: cookie, pants, ball, nose, chair, pop, shoe, car,
tummy, table, apple, cup, top, mouth, spoon, drum.

Another objective in the cognitive development area would be as

follows:

The student will reach, for, grasp, and retain a small object
using a pi-,zer grasp within five seconds of the teacher
presenting that object to the child and saying "(child's

. name), you take".

The testing procedure for the criterion-referenced assess-

ment incorporates the testing of each terminal behavior for

successive strands starting with the first strand for each

developmental area or at a point that seems appropriate for that

child. First, for each behavioral objective, instructions,

conditions for performance, standards of behavior and product,

and the observable behavior required to indicate competencies

on that skill or concept have been established (Anderson and

Faust, 1973). These components cf the behavioral objective are

essential in order to have consistent assessment of.the ot,jective

across examiners. Table 5 provides a series of behavioral objec-

tives in the area of motor development. (See Appendix A for



TABLE 5

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES IN TRE MOTOR MILL AREAS

1. Controlled Eye Movements

A. After placing an objEA in the child's hand, he wt11 focus his eyes
on it within 5 seconds for a durationsof 2 seconds (15A)

(1) Eye movements on back
Child will, wiile lying on his back, follow a moving object
or a light ht!'od 15-20 cm. with his eyes from the centre two
inches to the left and right side of his head.

(2) Looks and holds
Child will stare at tester's face.for 5 seconds if it is
within 15-25 cm. of child's eyes.

(3) Looks at hands
Child will bring his hands to his face and look at them for
2 seconds at least once during a one-minute observation
session preceded by the tester touching the child's hands
and bringing them in front of child's face.

2. Head Control Prone (on abdomen)

A. Child will hold his head in full face forward position for 15 seconds
if child is placed prone on elbows with head up within 5 seconds of
being told to "look" and offered a toy within view.

(1) Hold head up 5 seconds
Child will hold his head in full face forward position for
5 seconds while prone if told to "look" and offered a toy
held 1 foot from child at a height of 15 cm. within 5 seconds
of command.

B. If child is placed prone on elbows, he will lift his head up to full face
forward position with 5 seconds if told to "look" and offered a toy within
view.

(1) Raises Head
Child will raise his head 8 cm. off floor within 5 seconds
of rattle sound made 15 cm. above head.

(2) Raises Head
Child will raise his head at least 15 cm. off matt to full
face forward positien while prone within 5 seconds of being
told to "look" and offered a toy within view.

C. If child is placed on elbows with head up, he will turn his head from
side to side within 5 seconds of being told to "look" and offered a toy

within view.

(1) Head turning
Child will turn his head from centre of body to R and L while
prone within 5,seconds of rattle sound being presented.

4 7



complete objectives.)

Thus, for each terminal behavioral objective as well as

each sub-objective, a criterion or standard is established to

determine the presence of the skill or concept in the child's

repertoire. This procedure ensures that the child's competency

either through direct assessment or natural observation reliably,

meets or exceeds a pre-established criterion. For each objective

assessed a set of Instructions for task completion is presented

to the child; this may be a verbal instruction alone or it may

be a verbal instruction with the addition of a model by the

teacher. The conditions for aSsessing performance are set out

by the examiners as specified in the objective. This procednre

thus constitutes the assessment portion of the competency based

instructional model (Baine, 1977).

Secondly, the amount of prompting or assistance required

to complete the behavioral objective is assessed within one of

the following six levels. At each successive level there is

the introduction of an increasing amount of prompting (cueing)

and/or guidance given to the child (see Table 6).

Level 5 - The behavior is performed appropriately following

the instruction without further prompting or guidance of any kind.

Level 4 - The behavior is performed appropriately following

.a repeat of the instruction and one or two additional verbal

prompts after no response by the child or an incorrect response

within 5 seconds of the initial instruction. Verbal prompts

,are repeated instructions or statements desiened to initiate the



Instruction --192=4.--, scpre 5
4,

4:1

5 sec.

TABLE 6

ASSESSMENT SEQUENCE FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF
PROMPTS AND GUIDANCE

InstrUction 4, correct----)Verbal prompt score 4

'04

5 sec.

Instruction correct
score 3Physical prompt

Instruction 4.
inicum guidance

correct
) score 2

5 sec. 5 sec.

Instruction
Maximal guidance score 1

score 0



behavior or focus the child's attention on salient or relevant

aspects of.the material (Becker, Engelmann, and Thomas, 1975a).

Level 3 - The behavior is performed appropriatblY in all

respects after repetition of the instruction and the provision

of one or two physical prompts or a model; this occurs if the

achild makes'ho response or an incorrect response after 5 seconds

following level 4 instruction. Physical prompts are teacher-

gestures or a model following the instruction or command which

provide further prompts to the child in order to elicit the

appropriate 1;ehavior (Becker, Zngelmann, and,Thomas, 1975a).

Model cues are defined As the teacher or another child actually

modelling or demonstrating the desired task. There is no physical

contact between the teaCher and child at this point.

Level 2 - The behaviof is performed after instructional

repetition and provision of minimum physical guidance if the

child makes no response or'an incorrect response after 5 seconds

following level 3 instruction. 'Minimum physical guidance is

defihed as a teacher-initiated behavior where there is phySical
I.

Contact vith the child - the degree of physical coLtact is

assisting the child with one finger for a maximum of 5 seconds

(Martin et al, 1975).

;

Level 1 - The behavior is performed Appropriately after the

teacher again repeats the inetruction and provides more physical

guidance following the lack of's child's response within 5

seconds or an incorrect response to ltvel 2 guidance. More

physical guidance refers to anything bore than that defined at
.)
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level 2 including hands-on guidance for a period of 5 seconds

or leading the child through the behaviori(Becker, Engelmann,

and Thomas, 1975a; Maitin et al, 1975).

Level Q, Behavior is not performed in Any respect following

the physical guidance of level 1 for at least 5 seconds.

As can be seen in Table el procedures extend over a possible

period of 25 seconds of assessment depending upon the child's

responsiveness. This procedure is conducted three times for

each objective to indicate the stability of the behavioral

objective and determine the teaching level of the objective.

: The stability of.the terminal behavioral objective is assessed

as the lowest or most frequent level of assessment exhibited

by the child on these three trials.

Upoil .ompletion of assessment, a terminal objective is

considered to be within a child's teaching range if the child

resppnds to Minimum physical guieance or physical and/or verbal

prompts by the teacher; that is, if the child's assessment is

summarized as Levels 2 3, or 4. The important point here

being the child's performance at Levels 2, 3, or 4 indicates

that the prerequisite skills.are present but the child is not

completely competent.

However,-if the child is totally unable to perform the

actions required to meet the termlral objective or requires

maximum guidance from the teacher (i.e., Levels 0 to 1 c;n the

.assessment) then some subskills within the strand are assumed

to be lacking ancrtherefore.should be further aFsessec; ere



'eventually taught. If the child performs at level 0 or 1 over

three trial., within-strand assessment is required for the sUb-

skills (see Table 7 for examples).

If subskills within a strand are to be assessed, two

possible procedures are employed: (1) a baseline is taken once

a day for a five day period for each subskill; (2) at the time

of assessment for tfie terminal behavior or before program imple-

mentation, each subskill is probed three times. With this method,

the three probes are carried out at Level 5 and no additional

lrvels of testing are employed. The child's performance is

recorded as 5 or 0 which indicates eitier mastery of the skill

or concept, or no response or the incoirect response. In both

of these instances teaching will begin with the lowest behavior

scored at a zero level in the sequence and work up the strand

teaching all of the behaviors the child was unable to perform

at Level when assessed on baseline; subskills on* which the

child wu competent would be placed on review to maintain them

in the child's repertoire. The summary assessment grid for

several terminal objectives and subobjectives given in Table 7

.illustrates several behavioral objectives assessed in the

motor area of development. Behaviors 1A, 2A, 2B, and 2C all

represent terminal objectives in each strand aesessed.at Level 5.

Level 5 was the lowest and most frequent assessment level over

three assessment trials. The stability-index is summarized as

Level 5 for teaching purposes. Objectives 3A, 3B, 3BI, 3C, and

301 were *11 assessed at Level-0 for teaching. Objective 4A was
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TABLE 7

COMPLETED EXAMPLE OF INFANT CRITERION-REFERENCED ASSESSMENT IN MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Criterion Referenced Assessment Guide

Motpr Elevelooment

- summarised stability index

1. Controlled Eye Movements

111 MCI
11/111111111111

IIIMIIIIII
MIMI
IIIIIII

2. Mead Control Prone

IMMO
11111111111111

1111E11=
1111111111111
1111111111

A. Looks at object in hands (P15A)

(1) eye movements on back (P5)

(2) looks and holds (P7A)

(3) looks at hands (P14)

A. Holds head and chest up 15 seconds prone on elbows
(P13)

(1) holds head up 5 seconds (P6)

B. Lifts head - prone on elbows

(1) tlaises head within 10 seconds (P2)

(2) raises head within 5 seconds prone on elbows
(PS)

C. Turns head and reaches for toy prone on elbows

(1) head turning (P3)

(2) raises head (PS)

3. Head Control SuPine

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

4. Rolling

MINI
minomml

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

5. Sitting

"1'13
liZaill11

NAME

0.0.5.

TEACHER

DATE

A. Molds head up 15 seconds

6. Lifts head within 10 seconds

(1) lifts head momentarily withip 1 minute (P11A)

C. Turns head

(1) moves head side to side (P4)

A. Rolls back to stouich

(1) rolls side to stomach

S. Rolls stomach to back (P21)

(1) rolls side to back (P100)

A. Sits with back unsupported on floor and chair

(1) need erect
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At Level 2, thus 411 was tested; Objectives 4, 4B1, and:5A6 were

assessed at Level 0 and 5A1 at Level 5. From this assessment

data the teacher would begin this planning of teaching programs

with the parents in the Head Control Supine area as this is the

lowest terminal objective in the strands on which the child

didn't attain mastery.

In summary, the criterim-referenced procedure indicates to

the teacher the what and where to begin instruction for specific

objectives and subobjectives. ThisAssessment procedure is then

combined with the teaching model using a consistent program

format to provide the instructional design for home or school

teaching.

Instructional Program Development

Instructional programs for use by parents at hame and

teachers in the school are employed from various sources (Ander-

son, Godson, and Willard, 1976; Fredericks et al, 1976) as well

as written by the teachers and staff of the project. The

program fornat results in each one containing the following

elements:

(a) behavioral objectives - the terminal objective

the Child must attain for mastery of the skill

or concept and completion of the program;

(b) the sequence of steps appropriate to teach the

objective - these are derived from a task analysis

of the objective or other sources;
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(c) avrocedural section which outlines how to imple-'

merit the direct teaching model in relation to

that specific objective;

( ) review and maintenance comppnents which are imple-

mented following criterion achievement to assist

the generalization and maintenance of the behavior

over time.

The Test-Teach Method: Direct Teaching Model

The Direct Teaching Model used within the project and

in conjunction with the developmental curriculum and criterion-

referenced assessment procedure provides the teaching format

for parents and teachers trying to attenuate developmental delays.

The teaching model is derived from a basic behavioral

instructional model developed by Engelmann (Becker, Engelmann

and Thomas, 1975b). The two components of this model include

an attention component and an instruction component as shown in

Table 8. Attention signals are continuously used to secure the

child's looking and listening and then teaching or task informa-

tion is provided; if the child responds appropriately rewards

and precise feedback follow or if incorrect, correction procedures

.are provided. Intermittent reinforcement is provided following

attention signals in order to build up and maintain persistent

attentiveness on the child's part as this has been a particularly

critical area of delay. The antecedent events include task

information and instructions, prompts, and teacher guidance;

the consequent events include rewards, the use of wrong or "no"



TABLE 8

COMPONENT MODEL FOR INSTRUCTION

Attention Child looks Reward Task Child
-----"Consequences

Signal and listens Intermittently Informaticm Response

Directions-Instructions
Prompts-Verbal

-Physical
Guidance -Physical

c)

t

Precise Feedback

Praise-Consumables
or

Correction Procedure
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as negative feedback, precise feedback regarding accurate respon-

ding, corrective feedback,.and correction procedures.

This approach emphasizes the importance of both the antece-

dent events (prior to the child's response) and the coniequent

events following the child's response; the functional influence

and control of these events over the child's behavior is the key

process in the teaching model (Skinner, 1953, 1968). Much

research evidence (in particular, Becker, Engelmann and Thomas,

I975b; Zeamann and House, 1963; Martin et al, 1975) has suggested

that these antecedent instructions prompts and guidance and

consequent events are particularly important to ensure acquisition

of new skills and concepts by the developmentally handicapped

child.

The Direct Teaching Model employs prompts and physical

4guidance procedures to assist the child ia responding to the

learning situation. This procedure is modified from the work

of Martin et al. (1975) and his colleagues at the Manitoba Institute

on Mental Retardation. The levels :if promptihg and guidance are

the same as those previously described in the assessment pro-

cedures with some distinct alterations. Two distinct procedural

Jifferences between the assessment procedure and Direct Teaching

Model are as follows:

1) In the teaching model, teaching begins at Level 1 and

progresses through to Level 5. Assessment on the other

hand begins with Level 5 and progressed down to Level

1. The teaching model uses the inverse order of the



//
teachIng levels.

4

ammessent procodurs in terms of the introduction of

prompts rind guidance.

(2) In the assessment model, prompts and guidance are not

preiented together; however in'the Direct Teacbing

Model the prompts and guidance are employed in a cumu-

latine manner at the lowest levels and gradually faded

out as tbe child progresses.

The prompts and guidance are presented as close as

possible after each other or, when appropriate, together. For

example, it is not possible to present an instruction and verbal

prompt in any other.manner than one following the other. However,

physical prompts can be provided at the same time as verbal

prompts. Also, physical prompts and physical guidance 'can be

presented together, where one hand guides and one hand prompts.

The cumulative nature of verbal and physical (perceptual)

prompts and guidance (motor cue) implies that they serve as

medi ors for the desired response. Thii cumulativeo)rocedure

dif ers from the model ?resented by Martin et al (1975). Within

ttie Direct Teaching Model, prompts are always presented following

discriminative signal (either attention or task instruction)

and faded out in a gradual sequential manner as soon as possible.

Table 9 shows the sequence and content of each of the five

As can be seen in Table 9, the guidance and prompting is

gradually faded out as the teacher or parent moves up the

sequence through the teaching levels. Table 10 presents an
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TABLE 9

FIVE INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS OF THE DIRECT TEACHING MODEL

T achin Levels Components

Leel 1 1. Instruction
2. Model *
3. Verbal prompt
4. Physical prompt
5. Physical guidance - Level 1

41

Level 2 1. Instruction
2. Model *
3. Verbal prompt
4. Physical prompt
5. Physical guidance - Level 2

Level 3 1. Instruction
2. Model *
3. Verbal prompt
4. Physical prompt

Level 4 1. Instruction
2. Model *
3. Verbal prompt

Level 5 1. Instruction
2. Model *

* May or may not be included depending upon the terminal behavior
n the program.
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EXAMPLES OF TEACHING LEVELS AND CONCOMITANT SCORING CATEGORIES

Level 2

TEACHER BEHAVIOR SCORING CATEGORIES

Say eat Instruction model

You say :it Danny "eat"
(gestures to own mouth
while saying this)

Use one finger on child's
mouth

Verbal prompt model

Physical prompt

Physical Guidance - Level 2

4

In the foregoing example the word eat is scored as a model because the
teacher is emitting the sound she wants the child to imitate. If the teacher
used both hands to issist in forming the child's mouth to produce the sound,
this would have been an example of Level I teaching.

2. Level 3

TEACHER bHAVIOR

Say ball

Danny say ball.
(points to the child
while saying this)

SCORING CATEGORIES

Instruction model

Verbal prompt model

Physical prompt

Note: "Danny say" i$ scored as a verbal prompt because it is a verbal directive
followin9 the instruction, directing the child to engage in a specified
behavior. In this instance the verbal prompt is an expanded instruction
because the teacher includes the child's name. The physical prompt is
pointing to the child indicating he should respond.

3. Level 4

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Say eat

Say eat

SCORING CATEGORIES

Instruction model

Verbal prompt model

Note: In this example the verbal prompt is a repetition of the initial
instruction.

4. Level 5

TEACHER BEHAVIOR SCORING CATEGORIES

Say eat

(1',;

Instruction model



example of the teaching levelsito clarify the specific component

sequence for a given _trial.

In addition within a series ofeeveral trial* at any

specifi teathing level, the teacher/parent gradually reduces

or fades the amount of guidance or prampting such that the

transitions on trials between levels, e.g. the last trial of

Level 1 to the first trial of Level 2, is no greater change than

the transitions between trials within the teaching level. This

fading process is very implimtant in easing the transition to

lesser amounts of prompting and guidance while at the same time

reducing the child's dependence upon the tencher for assistance.

The criterion for'shifting from one level to another is

three consecutive correct respanses at a given teaching level.

If the student displays an incoyrect response at any level, the

teacher immediately drops back to the previous level of instruction

and continues teaching at that level until three consecutive

correct responses are obtained at that level again. If, however,

the child exhibi:ts the behavior immediately after the instruction

without the need for prompting and guidance this is recorded by

circling the trial and after five consecutive instances the child

is moved from that step in the program or from that particular

program into the next step of instruction. :This procedure allows

for skipping rather quickly through the steps of,the program if

the child does not require prompting and guidance in order to

proceed.



Data Collection Format

Teachers and parents record student performance following

each instructional trial. Recordings are made on the Training

Session Data Sheet developed by Martin et al (1975) at the

Manitoba Institute on\Mental Retardatian which is presented-in

Table 11. Child doirec responses are recorded by indicating `

the number of the teachin level. For examplO, if the child

responds correctly at Levei 1 instruction, a number 1 is recorded

in the appropriate box on 'the data sheet; similar recording

procedures are used for all teaching levels. The first row of

Taile 11 indicates the tyidcal pattern of recording for a parti-
/

cular behavior. Child incorrect responses are recorded by an X

or 0 in the apprOpriate column for individual trials. This

example illustrates criterion shifts up and down which record a

child's performance during a teaching session. This recording

system is very functional as it allows for ease of recording and

gives an ongoing record of child progress through the levels of

teaching for programs and steps within programs. Using the cri-

terion for shifting. up and down within the five levels, the

teacher knows examtrwhere the child ia,and what to do next.

The results of our criterion referenced assessment procedure

tell us at what level to begin teaching. The parents and teachers

then begin the instructional program at this level and gradually

inclease the level of teaching by the reduction of prompts and

gutdance until the child is responding spontaneously on his or her
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own to the natural cues or signals. The reason for sinning at

the level of assessment is to ensure the gieatest sumess for

the child in a teaching situation.

gAgure'l illustratep the graphing Nrmat used within the

programa. this graph represents the child's progress through each

teaching level and for various behaviors in.a gross motor imitation

program. Aa can be seen in the gra0h, days are shown across the
abottom and behaviors in the program as successive panels going

up the side. As the child's performance reaches criterion at

each level it is graphed from the 0 - 5 level with review for

five days and maintenance once a week being indicated after

learning as unconnected dots following level 5. In this example

.two actions are taught at once requiring the child to discrimi-

nate between them. When the child imitates one reliably, it is

placed on review and another action is ificorporated. Review,

the time generalization procedure; is taken once a day for five

consecutive teaching days; if the child is correct 4 of 5 or

5 of 5 trials, the behavior is placed on maintenanee. Mainter-

nance, the long term follow-up procedure, is checked once a

--Toeek for five weeks. As-can be seen in the graph, the second

behavior, clap hands was nat well maintained so it was re-taught

after tap table was learned. This graph exemplifies the manner

in which one can monitor ihe children's progress in pyograms

and make helpful changes in, program or teaching if a iilateau is
41>

attained. This format also aided the evaluation of teaching

effectiveness.
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The Test-Teach Method: Incidental Teaching Model

Au Incidental Teaching Model adapted from Hart and

Risley's work (1975) has also been developed. This procedure is

designed to transmit information to the child, practise the

development or generalization of a skill or concept or teach

new skills or concepts for language and other areas in naturally

occurring situations. The procedure is readily employed by

parents, teachers, and volunteers in assisting the child to learn

to use language more effectively. Modifications to the procedure

outlined by Hart and Risley include the development of parent/

teacher-initiated situations for incidental teaching as well as

the child-initiated situations. Table 12 presents a schematic

illustration of both child-initiated and parent/teacher initiated

situations. Parent/teacher-initiated situations as well as

child-initiated situations a:e employed because many of our

children do not exhibit spontaneous language. This decision-

making model includes a series of decisions about which verbal

cues and prompts as well as guidance may be used to assist the
6

child in responding. Further explanations of this model with

examples will follow. The teaching staff were given in-service

training modules for each of the foregoing areas. A major

difference in using the incidental teaching model waa the lack

of data collection by the teachers. The language rating system

(kysela and Hillyard, 1976) was employed to monitor the teachers'

use of these procedures and changes in the children which may

have occurred.



CONDITION 1

MU-ULM
CHILD IN ACTIVITY
SEES DESIRED OBJECT

CHILD GESTURES/VERBALIZES
TO TEACHER/PARENT

ACCFPTABLE GESTURE/ .

VERBALIZATION

1
PARENT/TEACHER ASSISTS

'r.tHILD

CCMDITION 2
!Ant__ '....12E___XLIMKt_ACH'ED

TABLE 12

INCIDENTAL TEACHING DECISION MAKING MODEL

Decision to use incleental
teaching

IF
(a) ltiACCEPTABLE

OR

(0 CHILD REQUIRES
ASSISTANCE BUT
DOES NOT REQUEST

MAND, QUESTION
N3DEL PRESENTED
BY PARENT/TEACHER

1.

IF ACCEPTABLE
4

PARENT/TEACHER
ASSISTS AND
PRAISES

I IF

UNACCEPTABLE

PARENT/TEACHER SELECTS AND IF CHILD DOES NOT--"P
INITIATES ACTIVITY RESPOND APPROPRIATELY

IF CHILD RESPONDS
APPROPRIATELY

PRAISE fRuM PARENT/TEACHER

PHYSICAL PROMPT WITH
NANO, QUESTION, MODEL
OR INSTRUCTION IS
PNEs.ENTED

IF ACCEPTABLE

TEACHER/PARENT
PRAISES

IF UNACCEPTABLE

pmysicAL GUIDANCE
WITH mAND. QuEsTIoN
MODEL INSTRUCTION IS
PRESENTED

IF ACCEPTABLE

TEACHER/PARENT
PRAISES

IF UNACCEPTABLE
NO CONSEQUENCES
AND TEACHER/PARENT
MOVES ON TO OTHER
ACTIVITIES

7:
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As can be seen in Table 12, this teaching method capi-

ta4zes upon naturally-occurring situations to teach children

new or more elaborate language skills. If the child doesn't

respond, the teacher/parent drops down to the equivalent of

Level 3 from the Direct Teaching Model to assist the child in

responding. If this action is still ineffective, the teacher

would go to the most extensive level of incidental intervention

similar to Level 1 of the Direct Teaching Model, using full

guidance along with the instructions. Thus, in a matter of

seconds the teacher may turn a spontaneous incident into a

teaching/learning situation for the child.
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EMPIRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

The following section will describe the research methods

employed in collecting data regarding the evaluation of the

Early Education Project. The three sections will include a

description of the normative data collection procedures, covering

four testing periods, the evaluation of children's progress

through teaching programs, which include pre - post measures

as well as multiple,laseline evaluations of the.teaching model's

effectiveness, an probes employed during the study to evalm.te

teacher effectiv/ness and parent effectiveness, including the

use of the Behavior Analysis System (Hinyard, Kysela and Davis,

1976) and the, Language Rating System (Kysela and Hillyard, 1976).

These descriOtions will serve as the basis for the interpretation

of the result:: in the next section of the final report.

Normative Testing Investigatlon

In order to obtain information about the handicapped

children's progress over the course of the Early Education Project's

duration, both normative assessment devices and criterion assess-

ment devices were used to measure the children's growth. In the

4
area of normative testing devices, the Bayley Scales pf Infant

Development (1969) and the Stanford-Binet Scales of :Intelligence

were employed to obtain measurements of mental age for the.

children. These devices were used as they seemed to cover the

full age range of the children involved and were sensitive
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enough to monitor changes in growth.that were occurring over

the six month intervals of testing. In the area of language

development, the Reynell Developmental Language Scales and the

Zimmerman Language Inventory were employed. However, because of

the lack of sensitivity of the Zimmerman scale to changes over

the six month intervals of testing, results are presented

primarily from the Reynell Language Scales in termsof monitoring

development of both the expressive and receptive (comprehension)

language skills with the children.

In terms of testing procedure, standard assessment pro-

cedures for these devices were employed for administration to the

children. Each child was tested upon entry into the home or

school program of the project, and tested subsequently at four

to six month intervals over the course of the duration of the

project. Thus, for most of the children in the home and school

programs, three testings were carried out and for a few children

in the school program, a fourth testing was carried out. However,

due to examiner differences and the few number of children

assessed during the fourth testing, analyses of this testing will

not be presented tn detail, although material will be presented

graphically from this analysis. Thus data will be presented

abonL mental age changes and language age changes, in terms of

both expressive language skills and comprehension ot. receptive

language skills of the children. In addition, a unique computation

involving a ratio of the mental age or language age over the
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child's chronological age will he shown across three testing

periods. This r tio provides an index of the child's mental

age to chronol gical age proportions and allows for an obser-

vation of in/Creases or decreases in this relationship by

observing the value of the ratio over the several testing ti

That is, if the ratio is going up, approaching 1 from .50,/the

child's mental age, relative to his or her chronological age is

increasing, which would be interpreted as positive results.

Whereas, if the ratio is going down, getting closer t9 0 from

.50, for example, the ratio would be getting worse, and the

child would be falling farther behind his or her chronological

develo?ment in terms of mental growth. The notion of a cumulative

mental retardation would suggest that a retaritied

child's abilities should become poorer in r lation to their

chronological growth as they grow older. us, according to

this hypothesis about accumulating deficiencies, one would

expect these ratios to either be maintained or tn reduce over

the eighteen month period of the project. Hene/e, changes in

this ratio score will provide an index of groWth on the child's

part, in terms of mental development or lanivage skills, relative

to their chronological growth over the c urse of the project.
/

Mastery of Skills and Knowledge

As a result of the standardized data collection t mat

described predously, extensive data was gollected by the

teachers on the children's learning of nek skills and concepts
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during the course of the project. These data-provide us with an

indication of the children's mastery of these new concepts and

skills and have been used in some specific instances to evaluate

the direct effects of the teaching methods. In addition, in

terms of comparing the child before and after teaching the

material in the program, these data also provide us with an

indication of the duration of time required for children to learn

various skills and concepts.

The first type of data comparison employed will include the

comparison of Pre - post measures on the children regarding their

specific acquisition of skills in th( language area, self-help

area, and cognitive development. Synopsis of data in these

areas will thus,provide an indication of the length"of time

required to teach children these various skills and concepts.

A second type of analysis to be presented involves the use

of the multiple baseline design to determine the effectiveness
$

of the teaching procedures in the children's acquisition of new

skills and concepts. In utilizing this design, several behaviors

are observed prior to initiation of teaching intervention.

Following the establishment of this basal information, the

teaching procedure is initiated with one of the three or four

behaviors. Continued measurements are taken on the other three

behaviors, as well as the behavior or skill being taught. As

the child learns th first behavior being taught the teaching

procedures are s sequently initiated for the second of the

four or five bohaviors being observed. This procedure is carried
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on until each behavior has been taught to the child. An inter-

pretation of this data, obtained through the multiple baseline

design, includes evaluating the effects of introducing the

teaching procedures on each of the behaviors. If the teaching

procedure is responsible for acquisition of new skills or

behaviors by the child, the behaviors observed will show specific

changes at that point in time when the teaching procedure'is

introduced for them. This type of finding will indicate the

direct influence of the teaching procedures on the acquisition

of new skills and behavior by the child. This procedure was

carried out in several instances, to determine the specific

effects of the teaching methods and will be reported in the

results section.

0
In summary, both before and after and multiple baseline

information regarding children's acquisition of new 94lls and

knowledge will be presented. This data was obtained from the

teachers' daily coliection of information about the children's

progress through programs. In the case of the. hdte project, this

data was collected by the parents during their teaching procedures

and was validated in part, by teacher probes carried out each

week during the teacher home visit.

In the use of the multiple baseline desqn, we can determine

the effects of the teaching procedures by their specific effects

on the behavior when they are introduced. jn the instance of

the before and after material, the children are serving as their

7
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oun controas in comparing their performanc* of new skills and

concepts prior .to and following.the introduction of teaching

procedures by the parents or the teachers. These data will

enable'us to make some generalization about the effects of the

training program on the acquisition of these skills and concepts

by the children.
,

Teaching Effecttveness Probes

A rather unique deveLepment from the project has en the

utilization of both a .behavior analysis system, ndge
rating system to determine the effectiveness and adequacy of

teacher implementations of the training programs. That is, the

aehavior Analysis System (Hillyard et al, 1976) was developed

to determine if the teachers were implementing the direct

teaching pr4ograms correctly. This analysis systemwas used

at home to monitor parents, as well as in the school, to monitor

teachers and teacher assistants and .the way in which they irtyple-
.

mentel their instructional programs with the children. Some

jimited data will be presented from thls analysis system, indi-

eating the efficiency and adequacy with which teachers, 6nd

parents imple)nented instructional programs. Feedback to both

parents and teachers as a result of analyzing video tapes ot

their teaching activities resulted in modifications to their

teacheing styles, such ihat they were more effective and more

accuraçe at implementing
programs designed to teach the children.

In several instances, subsequen1 to this feedback procedure to
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the parents, children exhibiked gains in behavior which had

previously not occurred. Thus, the behavpr analysis system

seemed to be useful in indicating methods of increasing the

skill and aderacy of the teachers'and parena use of instructional

programs.

The Language Rating System (Kysela and Hillyard, 1976) was

developed to determtne the activities of teachers and students

during incidental teaching times. Since the teachers weie not

collecting data about children's progress during incidental

teachtng periods, it was essential to develpp a system to monAtor

this instructional activity. Some limited data will be presented

from these rating systems, indicating the adequacy of the

teachers' skills in applying incidental teaching. Asyell, the

material irom this rating system provided information abott the

ecological conditions of the classroom, in terms ,;1- child language

behavior. Feedback to the teachers regarding these language

repertoires the chiidren exhibited resulted in the teachers

changing their strategies of interaction during incidental

teaching, to increase certain types trf language skills which the

children were using. This data will be elaborated in the results

section, indicating the current use of this rating system as well

as a number of potential uses of this evaluative'system in the

tuture.

;,Hcno0, probes with these rating syt-aems mowed the.project

research personnel to ircrease the accuracy if parental and
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teacher effectiveness %luring instructional programs, as well as

provided information about the children's skills and behavior

in the instructional environment, in order to assist the teachers

in modifying their programs and teaching approachyrtAttain

more suitable objectives.

I.

tee
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Four major segments constitute this results section of the

.report describing the data obtained during the project; these

data provide various perspectives on the children's development

during the course of intervention. As the amount of data

.collected was voluminous, some selectivity was exercised in terms

of material presented; however, a representative description of

the results is rresented in all cases. The segments include a

description of the children's learning in terms of their beha-

vioial development and mastery of programs. Then, the normative

data flora standardized tests is presented. This material is

followed by the external evaluation by Richard Schiefelbush;

the &fourth section presents the per diem costs of the program.

Behavioral Data of Children's Learning

The basis of the teaching approach employed in the Early

Education Project was the data analysis system utilizing the MIMR

data adquisition sheet. Both parents at home each day and teachers

in school recorded on the data sheets the levels of teaching on

which they were involved, trial by trial, for the programs using

Direct Teaching. This process was described in the earlier section

discussing procedures. As a result of this data collection,

information was obtained regarding trials to criterion, total errors

to criterion and the number of teaching trials at eac of the

levels of guidance. Baseline data was obtainedfor most of

the programspincluding parent training in the home program.which

"").
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provide the basis for assessment of the parent's progress as teachers

and the children's irogress as learners. In order to determine

the reliability of the parent's data in the home program, theshome

teachers probed the child's level of responding for each program being

taught; thisi'probe was used each week to measure changes and relia-

bility. These types of data will be presented as evidence of

children's learning during the course of the project. Generally

speaking, assessment data will not be depicted unless it was

collected through the baseline procedure,as the assessments indi-

cated which programs to begin teaching.

The instructional process involved teaching programs to the

children in each of several areas. The programs themselveS were

often broken down into steps. Data will, be presented for progress

through programs and often progress through steps in programs. In

each instance this will be clarified in the presentation.

Data will often be presented for a cluster of skills, behaviors,

or concepts and eometimes collapsed across several children; again,

in each instance, these procedures will oe fully described. The

standard criterion for completion of a program was three consecutive

correct trials-at level 5 in the direct teaching programs (five

cnsecutive correct for the first third of the data). Nowever, in
A

the home program, sometimes the parents would continue teaching at

level 5 until the teacher made a home visit.so qat occasionally a

child was continued in a program slightly beyond this criterion

level.

Review trials were attempted for five consecutive teaching
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days with an eighty percent or better accuracy level required in

order to begin maintenance. Maintenance was assessed for five

consecutive weeks, once per week, with a criterion of eighty per-

cent or higher correct trials required in order to terminate the

maintenance checks.

The children's progress through parent trairing 'and teaching

programs will now be presented for the home and school programs

with respect to objectives learned and programs completed.

Home Teaching Progyam

The general procedures of the Test-Teach Model as described

previously for as:essment, direct teaching, inc dental teaching,

program writing, and data collection were employed in the parent-

training home-based early inlervention project. At the outset of

the project, one staff member was trained as the home teacher

covering the ten units of the staff development sequence. The

home program, like the Portage Project (Shearer et al, 1972)

employed the family as the primary source of interventions for the

handicapped child. As Bronfenbrenner (1974) points out, ". . . the

involvement of thie parents as partners in the enterprise provides

an ongoing system which can reinforce the effects of the program

while it's in operation, and help to sustain them after tne program

e.nls ".

The staff development uniu.; equipped the home teacher

with the basic concepts and skills of behavior modiffcation, the

Test-TeaCil Method for assessment and direct teaching, the program
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development format, data collection skills, and a three-step

parent training program to develop the families as a resource to

their infants. The home teacher made weekly home visits to

train the mothers and families, assess the child, initiate

teaching programs with families, and probe the children to insure

their gains were accurately measured by the families. The sequence

included initial assessment at home followed by identification of

the behavioral objectives in the developmental curriculum on

which to begin teaching. Programs were then either taken from

the library or constructed to use with the parents to teach their

children the skills or knowledge. However, the famine:, first

went through the three-step parent-training program to learn the

methods of teaching and monitoring learning.

The first step is an explanation of the teaching format and

the beginning of teaching at home. The parents are familiarized

with how programs are established for specific behavioral objec-

tives within each developmental area and given a brief overview of

the "teaching procedure" used to move through the progressive steps

in a program. Following this parents are given a behavioral objective

assessed at a 5 'level (this is a behavior or task the child does

without prompts or assistance) anda procedure for maintenance.

This procedure gives them a week of practice in establishing a

behavior under parental instruction, plus time to practice teaching

at a level 5 until they are confident before proceeding to the more

complex teachIng required at, lower levels. In this way, a method

to maintain and generalize newly learned behaviors is provided to
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the parents from the outset.

In Figure 2, examples are presented fdt two childrens' per-

formances at Step 1 of the Parent Training Program oirer a one-

week period(shown along the horizontal axis across the bottom).

Both children maintained a consistenx 'level of performance'at a

level 5 (shown along the vertical axis, up the side). This figure

represents one behwrior or task performed in 3 different settings

shown in the three panels (the child will follow a moving object

with their eyes and head in 1800 motion).

The second step in the parent training program requires the

parents to implement a sequenced teaching program for a behavioral

objective that has been assessed at a level less than 5 but

greater than 1. This step gives concentrated.practice at teaching

using physical and verbal prompts (levels 3 and 4). This step

introduces parents to the criteria or procedures used to move the

child through the program by gradually reducing the amount of

prompting. The parents begin to use the data recording

procedures at this stage. Once the behavioral objective is

attained at a criterion of level 5, the parent would put the program

on maintenance as in the first step of the parent training program.

The first example in Figure 3 on the lower left side

illustrates the progress of a 14 month old child through a put-in

prosram assessed at level 3 (he required a physical prompt or

gesture to complete the task). Teaching was started at this level

and prompts systematically and gradually reduced until the child

performed the task on verbal instructions.
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The second example in Figure 3 in the upper right section

illustrates the progress of a 7 month old child through a reach

and grasp program assessed at level 3 in three different positions.

Teaching continued from this level of the physical and verbal

prompts until the child took the object within 5 seconds of iis

presentation to him. In both of these examplee, the parents were

able to move the children through the steps in the program to

mastery within an eight-day period.

The last step involves he parents implementing a sequenced

teaching program for a beh ioral objective assessed at level 0 or

level 1 (the child requi d maximum physical guidance, i.e., had

to be put through the ta k or didn't respond at all). After super-

vision and practice in sing the teaching procedures at level 2

and level 1 (minimal p ysical guidance with 1 finger and maximum

physical guidance wit hands on, respectively) parents were able to

implement a program ti teach any behavioral objective, move their

child through it using the teaching model,,maintain the skill or

concept on review when it is mastered, and record their results on

the MIMR data sheet.

Figure 4 presents an example of a child's progress through one

of the language programs. The behavior target includes the child

imitating either motor actions or sounds within 5 seconds of an

instruction and modelled example by the parent. The child learned

the actions very quickly but'the sounds required more time. However,

after several weeks, sounds were acquired as well and the child

went on to the next program in the secuence (sounds and words).

91
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To teed' parents the procedural implementation of a program

at the 5 levels of intervention the home teacher uses (a) modelling

by the home teacher; (b) behavioral rehearsal.by the parents; and

(c),video tape replay with feedback regarding the parent's mastely

of the skills. Followitig the last step of the parent training

p-rogram the home teacher visits the fatally on a weekly or bi-weekly

basis. The ilome teaeher may assist the parents in selecting new

behavioral o.bjectives which are appropriate to the child's level

of development. She would also guide them in improving their

teaching procedures and overcoming problems which arise in teaching

or with the programs themselves. 'ln all, 15 of the 22 families

have been traiiied in this manner, with each case attaining success

on these skills although the duration of training varied across

the families to a certain degree. No families dropped out or

terminated their involvement with the home teacher, although

frustrations did occur. Typically each step of the training

program was completed within 1 to 2 weeks of its tnitiation.

To date, specific validation procedures of the three-step

parent training program have not been conducted, although this

process has been proposed as a follow-up of the Early Education

Project. However, some inferences regarding its validity are

feasible from the facts that all 15 families completed teaching

programs similar to those depicted tn Figures 2, 3, and 4

supporting the general effectiveness of the procedures. Secondly,

with some selected fa es, a behavioral-analysis wat conducted

assessing the parent's procedural reliability implementing programs
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with the direct teaching model (Hillyard et al, 1976). In this

instance, the parent's skills significantly improved and the

children's subsequent learning was increased. This method

(Behavior Analysis System) thus holds promise as a very useful

means of validating a sequence of training steps such as those

employed in the Early Education Project.

As with any Program, many.ups and downs were encountere'd in

the implemeniation of the hove teaching program such as illness

or the need to adjust to a new teaching procedure. Typical

educational or program imPlementatiom problems were reflected tn

the fixation of a child's progress at one teaching level or one

step in a multi-step program. These problems were investigated

with the Behavior Analysis System to analyte parent implementation

of the teaching model; in addition, a program component analysis

was done employir4 a program evaluation decision making model

similar to that dp4.cr1bed by Baine (1977). This model allows for

a check of program components such as the size of steps, standards

of criteria, or conditions of performance. Following these

analyses, problems of parent teaching or program development are

isolated, altered, and re-evaluated to determine effectiveness of

the early intervention. This process of evaluation, analysis,

alteration, re-evaluation, and monitoring was continue4 until the

child's developmental progress through the program resumed.

Following completion of the, parent training program the

parents continued teaching thii4hi1dren skills and knowledge in

language development, cognitth skills, self-help skilla, and
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motor demUopment. The children's progress through programs in

each of these areae will now be presented.

Language Development

Communication, of course, constitutes one of the funda-

mental areas of development for the young child and thus was one

of our major foci for parental teaching. The language curriculum

employed with the home prOgram contains both expressive language

skills and receptive language competencies. In addition to the

objectives in Appendix A, Table 13 provides a list of the general

objectives in each of these two areas. As can be seen in these

objectives, some basic language skills of a functional nature were

being taught. -Several other objectives and programs were also

developed for individual children from the test, but these programs

were taught to at least 4 children and thus are valid to that

extent.

The language programs were developed initially from the work

of Guess, Sailor, and Baer (1976), Striefel (1974), and Bricker and

Bricker (1970), each of whom developed imitative and functional

language skills for moderately to severely handicapped children.

In addition, specific modifications to the imitation sequence

followed from the work of Kent (1976) and Stremel-Campbell, Cantrell

and Halle (1976);.material from their efforts suggested a drastic

reduction in the amount of motor imitation training, the concurrent

teaching of actions and sounds, and the use of manual signs as

additional prompts to assist in the acquisition of imitation skills.

Subsequent to these program modifications, the research of the

96.
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TABLE 13

CATEGORIES OF OBJECTIVES IN LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT FROM TUE HOME PROGRAM

AND THE BEHAVIOR DEFINITIONS

Expressive Language

Attention:

Motor Imitation:

Acti n Lmitation:

Sound Imitation:

Word Imitation:

Label 1 i

Receptive Languiwe

Responds to Name:

One-concept
Instructions:

Object

Identification:

child will loot- at teacher's (T) face when
given th i! attention signal "__ , look
here." or "Look at me within 5
seconds of instruction.

child will imitate T model of Motor
action with 5 seconds of model and
instruction "Do this."

sa:re as notor Imitation.

child will imitate T model of sound
within 5 seconds of model and instruction
"Do this."

child will imitate T model of a word
within 5 seconds of model "Say

child achieves SO% or more correct in
session of 12 trials or 12 correct in a
row when asked "What's that?" and
presented with one of )6 objects.

child will indicate by a change in body
movement, eye movement, or motior Lhat
he recognizes his own name.

child will respond appropriately to an
instruction stwli as "Give" or "Bye, Bye".

child will point at a normal object
within 5 secords of instruction "show

" in the presence of distractor
items.

n
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teaching staff (McDonald, 1977) indicated that imitation training

was no more rapid with signs or other prompts, for I-word imitation,

than simply using the instruction to imitate with the model and

showing the child the object. Thus, an efficient sequence of pre-

linguistic and early language training (expressive use) objectives

and programs was validatedand employed with several families.

, This "streamlined" sequence begins with attention training

and is followed by action and sound imitation, sound and word

imitation and finally imitation of 16 words. Following the

attainment of these criteria, the child begins the first of 60

steps in the Guess, Sailor, and Baer (1976) functional leinguage

program (see Appendix A, language objectives). The receptive

language skills taught which are summarized include initial

responding to one's name, responding to one concept instructions or

commends such as "want up", "give","bye-bye", and finally single

word object identification such as "show ball", "show box", with

one or more distractora present.

Examples of two children's progress through the imitation

sequence are presented in Figures 5 and 6. This data exemplifies

the graphs used by the teacher and parent to monitor in each area

of teaching the child's progress. The behavior target for this

program, specifically, is that the child will imitate either the

parent's model for a. gross motor action within 5 seconds of the

instruction "Do this!" with the concurrent appropriate model of

the action by the parent or imitate a sound within 5 seconds of the

(is
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instruction, "say (sound)". The responses are taught in a random

sequence for the action or sound to increase the child's discri-

mination and reduce the number of incorrect responding patterns.

Figure 5 presents data. for a program in which the child

learned the first action and the first sound quickly and at a

steady rate. He was then started on a second pair which was again

learned quickly and steadily. At this point he advanced to the

next program in the sequence - sounds and words.

Figure 6 presents a child's progression in the same program;

he took longer to learn the sounds than the motor actions as can

-be seen for both "ba" and '1'6". This pattern is more typical of

children's progress in these programs. This infant has since

learned the second sound as well and advanced to the sounds/words

imitation sequence.

The4nfant's progress through all of these seven program

areas is summarized in Table 14. There were 22 infants involved in

training programs for language development with an average age of

14.5 months when they started the program (the standard deviation

for this average is 8.8). Thus, although the early children were

older, most of the later children in the program were quite young;

this range is the reason for the fairly high standard deviation.

The data on various children in the pioject in these language

programs first of all indicates the extensive number of skills and

linguistic concepts the children could learn at such young ages.

In the expressive language area, for the two Cflild en requiring_

attention training, this goal was achieved very rapidly in 21 trials.
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TABLE 14

SUMMARY OF CHILDREN'S PROGRESS 11 Tailmrsning
AND RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Mean
Baseline

Trials
to Standard

Behaviors Criterion Deviation

Attention Program

Motor Imitation

Action

and

Sound
Lmitation

Word limitation

Labelling

2 752

5

10

10

5 11.e

41.

42

23

25

13

21.0

64.0

85.8

64.5

95.1

15.6

6.5

70.0 14.3

Mean Mean Days
Total to
Errors Criter43cn

51.8 25.6

196.3 61.9

Rec tive Lan ua e
Mean

Baseline Behaviors SD

OK.

OMR

10.5

10.0

13.3

20. 5

TE DTC

Responds to Name

Ope Concept Instructions

Object Identification

6

8

3

MI*

6

17

33

139.0

10 1. 1

46.2

119.0

87.1

72.5

24.0

22.8

7.9

20.8

17.0

10.9
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The early motor imitation programs and action-imitation programs

each requirea 10 teaching days including 63 and 80 trials to

criterion. Reliable sound imitation was established for 19_

children after only 13 days of training on the average of 69.4

teaching trials. In each of these programs, it is notable that

few errors occurred during the teaching process (averages of 6.5,

14.3, and 25.6 respectively) which indicates the positive nature of

the teaching process. Finally, word imitation was established

reliably after only 20.5 days of teaching in 136.8 teaching trials.

This result indicates the definite learning capacity of these

children for imitative responding vocally at a very early age (less

than two years of age on the average).

With respect to the receptive language skills, six children

(average age of 10.5 months) learned to respond o their own names

in 20.8 teaching days over an average of 140 teaching trials. The

8 children taught to respond to one-concept instructions dkid so in

17.0 days across 110 trials. Three 3f the children learned

1-word receptive comprehension for object identification in 10 days

with only 56.2 teaching trials and 8.0 errors on the average. This

data points out the remarkable capacity of these young children to

riearn from instructional programs (see Appendix B for examples) with

relatively few errors and requiring çomprative1y few teaching
. )

k ,

tr we0 caught in the lang6age
c

Is., Although several otheNpr

11are o some of the children, 1164ficient numbers c,f c!Iildren (43)

'l

precluded presenting their daya at this fime.

1/0
/



Cognitive Development

As with prelinguistic and communication skills,

cognitive development provided a second major focus of the home

program early intervention process. After initial assessment of

the infant with the developmental curriculum and the completion of

parent training, the teacher and parent would develop appropriate

programs in the area for the child. The parents were teachtng

their children tasks which ranged in complexity from visual and

auditory tracking, reaching, grasping and mouthing to motoric

operations with several types of material such as push, pull, open,

putting in, and taking out. The complete sequence is presented in

the developmental curriculum in Appendix A. Table 15 lists and

defines the areas reviewed and summarized from this area of home

teaching.

The objectives in this series were developed from several

sources. The Portage Guide (Shearer et al 1972) provided the

initial listing of objectives; however, these series were modified,

as was described previously, into series of strands with terminal

objectives and enabling objectives in each area. The visual and

auditory awareness skills and prehension skills have been emphasized

by many researchers in early child development (Bayley, 1933; Cattell,

1947; Piaget, 1936) as being important components of early cognitive

development. The object permanence sequence included material

related to memory skills and early conceptualization by the child

of events in their environment. This sequence evolved from the

work of Usgiris and Hunt (1975) in their development of methods of
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TABLE 15

CATEGORIES OF OBJECTIVES tN COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT FROM THE HOME PROGRAM
AND THE BEHAVIORAL DEFINITIONS

Visual Awareness:

Eye Tracking - child tracks an object by turning

head.

Auditory Awareness:

Sound Localization - child turns eyes and head in

the direction of the sound.

Prehension Skills:
(Five Motor Coordination)

Reach - child will reach for a bright colored

object when it's in front of him.

Reach, grasp, and mouth - child will reach, grasp

and put object in his mouth or

inspect it visually or auditorily.

Object Permanence:

Operations:

Find hidden object - child will search for an

object or a person's face when

hidden from view for several seconds

Put in, Put on - child will place an object in or

on a specified receptacle or area.

Operations - child will respond correctly to one of

eight different commands.

Operations with Distractors - same as operations

with the addition of distracting

additional items.
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measurement of this concept,elaborated by Piaget (1936). The

sequences involved in operations providing the transitim to more

complex inteTactions with the environment by the child include

differential responding to simple language cues, e.g., "put it on"

ahd the combined skill sequences of carrying on the five motor

actions. These objectives thus constituted most of the early

sequences parents were teaching their children. Appendix B con-

tains several examples of programs developed to teach these areas.

-The examples given earlier regarding parent training

exemplify children's progress through some of these programs. In

addition, Figure 7 presents a chile progress through several steps
. .

of the Take Out and Put In programs. The behavi.bil targ0.15 included

the child-being able to take out or put an objeit in a 3 1:cket, (in

diameter) container when instructed. The steps in each piogram

involved gradually decreasing the diameter of the container

resulting in increased dexterity and attentiveness. The child

completed the steps in the program at a consistent rate until the

last step. The difficulty at this point vnsisted of missing the

smallest container, but he mastered this step as well after two

weeks of teaching. The maintenance of the skIll was tested by the five

review probes shown at the end of the learning/teaching graph. During

revisions of our programs in order to teach operations and concepts

generalizable to the natural environment, we changed from teaching

single tasks to the use of multiple tasks and operations (Becker,

Engelmann, and Thomas, 1975b). These strands are described in greater

detail in the classroom section in which they were more extensively
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employed.

As a result of the data collection process employed with the

Direct Teaching procedures, extensive information regarding the

children's progress through cognitive programs and steps within

programs was available. Table 16 summarizes most of eherelevant
r

imformation abstracted from the parental use of the M3MR data

sheets and graphing procedures. Several important ppints are

clear from this data. In all but one instance (i.e.". visual

awareness) the parents were able to teach their infanis these

skills and concepts on an average of 13 days or lower. The

average days to reach criterion again indicates the rapid pace

with which the children learned these nelilskills and behaviors.

Secondly, the relatively low level of the mean errors to criterion,

even when considerable trials were required to reach criterion,

indicates the effectiveness of the use of the prompts and guidance

of the Direct Teaching Method in maintaining a successful learning

environment for the infants. A third issue presented is the rather

high degree of retention of the skills/concepts as demonstrated by

the 84.3% dnd above mean percent correct on review; these data

indicate the stability over time the infants exhibited in retaining

these newly acquired skills.

A final point in this area should be emphasized at this time;

these data indicate the clear premise thaechildren between twv

and sixteen months of age with moderate/severe handicaps are quite

capable of acquiring and'retaining complex cognitive skills and

concepts at a very rapid rate requiring typically a rather limited



TABLE 16

SUMMARY OF CHILDREN'S PROGRESS THROUGH COGNITIVE PROGRAMS

Objective N
Mean

':Baseline

Total
Behavior
Targets

Mean
Trials to
Criterion

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Total:
Errors

Mean
Days to

Criterion

Mean %
Correct
Review

Visual Awareness
Eye Tracking -1 1 196 - 70 29 -

Auditory Awareness
Sound Localization 2 3 76.6 33.3 14.6 10.3 100

Prehension Skills
Peach 1 1 29 - 2 2 100
Reach and Grasp OW 24 52.8 26.5 14.7 6.5 90.6

Object Permanence
Find Hidden Objects 16 38.2 61.4 7.3 6.4 84.3

Operations
Pincer Grasp 14 39.6 27.1 2.8 7.1

Put In/Put On 26 76.0 88.1 10.0 6.8 95.0

Operations 12 46- 114.8 110.0 22.2 13.5 92.9,1

Operations with
Distractors 4 15 48.8 46.0 9.3 9.5 86.8
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amount of specific parental intervention in the form of direct

teaching.

Mbtor Skills Development

The third major area of teaching programs in the home-

based aspect of the project involved teaching and assisting ihe

infant in attaining motor skills such as crawling, fatting and

walking. Again, following initial assessment by the home teacher

and completion of parent training, the teacher and patents Would

begin a teaching program in the identified area of motor develop-

ment requiring attention. The developmental curriculum contained

sequentially arranged strands (from simple to complex skill) of

terminal motor skills and their enabling sub-skills fram cotitrolled

eye movements-aid head control through to walking, running, rnd

jumping-(see Appendix A for a complete listing of this curriculum).

Table 17 presents the categories in motor development most frequently

taught by the parents at home.

As can be seen in this table, motor development was considered

in terms of three components - posture appropriate to the behavior

(e.g., sitting), the child's skill in attainment of that posture

(from various positions as well), and the locamotion aspect (if

appropriate) of the skill, thus ensuring that the children not only

acquire the skills but do so with appropriate posture. Some of the

strands contained terminal teaching objectives,for all three

components such as crawling and walking. Thus, when teaching a

child to walk, it was decided that a desirable aspect of this skill

included appropriate posture and skill at assuming this. posture.
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TABLE 17

TEACHING OBJECTIVES IN MOTOR SKIL'$ DEVELOPMENT

Sitting with back unsupported on floor or chair.

Assumption of sitting from various positions.

Crawlind

Posture - child balances on hands and knees.

Assumption - child will assume the above posture
from various positions

Locomotion - child will crawl while maintaining
adequate posture.

Walkind

Posture - child will stand unsupported for 30 seconds

Assumption - child will assume stand from various
positions

Locomotion - child will walk various distances while
maintaining adequate posture.
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Some skills however, did not contain the motion components.

These objectives and sequences of strands were employed

as a result of reviewing and initially using the Portage Guide

(Shearer et al, 1972) in an attempt to establish functional

objectives for the child's motor skill development and determine

the child's competency relative to those objectives. Developmental

milestones (Bayley, 1933; Cattail, 1947), task analysis sequences

already employed with moderately and severely handicapped children

(Fredericks et al, 1976), a task analysis model for logically

sequencing and breaking down skills (Baine, 1977), and consul-

tation with a physiotherapist in our program development (Gilroy,

1976) resulted in the curriculum and subsequent teaching programs

which we employed for both home and school teaching. (See

Appendix B, Section 3 for some examples of the teaching programs

in this area).

The program objectives thus included appropriate posture and

means of attaining that posture since frequently the children do

learn these skills with very poor posture. Often children with

Down's Syndrome, for example, have a protruding head, stomach, and

buttocks while their knees are hypereXiended or locAed producing

the characteristic awkward still-legged gait. These programs were

specifically develcped to prevent the occurrence of these

inappropriate characteristics with the very young child or to

correct their occurrence before they are irreversible. Figure 7

provides an example of one child's progress through the motor

strands for creeping and reciprocal crawling. When teaching in the
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motor area was initiated with him, he was able to sit and moved

around the room by rolling. Since January.5, 1976 he learned to

creep along the floor on his abdomen (as shown in Panel A of

Figure 8) and to crawl with a reciprocal pattern on his hands and

knees (as shown in Panels B and C of Figure 8). At the same time

as these skills were being taught, his parents were also teaching

him the appropriate posture for crawling. An interesting and

typical feature of this data in Figure 8 is the plateaus experienced

as the child moves through the program. Particularly the motor

development area, children reached and remained on plateaus within

and between programs often having difficulty moving within a program

between levels 2 and 3 at which point minimum guidance was being

eliminated. This problem is quite clearly exemplified in Panels B

and C; the continuous use of data regarding progress and observing

the parents teaching were essential to attempt to attenuate or

reduce this problem.

The data collection procedures employed in this area produce

a great deal of information regarding children's progress through

the teaching programs. Table 18 summarizes this data for some areas

of motor development in which the parents were teaching. This data

presents interesting aspects regarding this area of teaching. Again,

except for one area, we find on the average relatively few teaching

days required to attain criterion on these teaching objectives

(i's of 25 or less). However, in contrast to the language and

cognition areas, many more errors are being made in this area as .

can be seen in'the mean total error column. This data reflects



TABLE 18

SUMMARY OF INFANT'S PROGRESS IN SEVELAL AREAS OF MOTOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

N

Mean %
Correct
Baseline Behaviors

Mean
Trials to
Criterion

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Total
Errors

Mean
Days to

Criterion. Mean %
Correct
Review

Sitting

Posture-Sitting Unsup-
ported

Assumption of sitting

4

2 ank.

10

3

103.8

193.3

121.6

208.1

21.7

39.0

19.2

24.7

100

CO

79.3

Crawling

Posture-Balances Self 1 1 35 - 4 11 100*

Assumption of Posture 4 IMP 4 538.8 441.8 169.8 62.0 100*

Locomotion-reciprocal
crawl

7 11 350.4 512.6 77.9 24.7 88.8
*

Wiriking

Posture-Standing Unsup-
port9d

4 0 5 45.8 31.8 7.4 17.4 100

Assumption of.standing 4 0 4 168.8 120.4 31.8 19.8 100

Locomotion-walking
unsupported

21 56.0 73.0 11.4 12.8 100

1 2
Not all children were assessed for review because of cumulative nature of program steps.
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the fact that even with guidance the infants still have difficulty

4ttaining many of these motor skills but with persistemt teaching

they do indeed attain them. A further important aspect of this

table is the extensive variability between children in terms of

the number of trials to attain mastery. The column with standard

deviations indicates this high degrae of variance ranging from

31.8 trials to a high of 512.6 in the case of attaining the

reciprocal crawl. This variability underscores the importance of

individualizing programs to families and employing a data collection

procedure to monitor progress so that helpful changes can be made

in teaching methods and programs. Finally, these data exemplify

the fact that complex motor skills are indeed attainable by even

very young infants and toddlers with moderate/severe handicaps

when systematic teaching processes are employed to assist them in

learning these skills.

Self-help skills

The skills taught in the home-program in the self-help

area include such activities as sucking and swallowing, feeding

oneself, drinking from a cup, and learning to dress and undress

oneself, as well aa toilet training and personal hygiene. Little of

the program involvement at home included this area due to the ages

of the children; however, some examples will demonstrate the

progress children made and a summary of a few'areas will be presented.

The developmental curriculum was empleYed to assess the child's

competency in this area (see Appendix A for sequences of objectives)

in order to determine if teaching would be required. Programs were

1
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then developed both from the work of Fredericks et al (1976) as

well.as from our own trial attempts; many of these self-help skills

are taught using backward chains and all are taught in the child's

natural environment as the behaviors naturally occur in order to

maintain the ecological validity of the teaching/learning process.

Two examples of children's progress through self-help

programs are presented in Figure 9. In Panel A, a child's progress

through a program designed to teach him to raise his glass to his

mouth using two hands and drink unassisted is depicted. The

program involved several steps in a backward chain as it proved to

be too large a task to teach at once; however, the steps proved to

be too small for ...ost c!ldren,thus necessitating the reduction of

the sequence to three steps now. The need for fewer-steps is

inferred in this instance by the child's rapid movement through the

program. These data indicate the manner with which data-based

decisions can be made about the adequacy of the specific construction

of programs.

An earlier aspect of this area of teaching is exhibited in

Panel B. in which instance the child is learning to tilt his head

back when given a drtnk from a glass and told to take a drink. Up

to this time, the child tried to suck fluid from the glass by putting

his face into it, resisting drinkink from a. glass and demanding his

bottle. At the end of the program he was drinking well from a

glass helped by his parents and no longer required a bottle. He

then proceeded to the previously described program learning to hold

and drink from a cup or glass. Programs developed for teaching in
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this area are provided in Appendix B, Section 4 which emplify the

methods employed. A summary analysis of three children's progress

through the drinking from a cup program indicated that they

acquired the skills over an average of 48 trials to criterion,

averaging 5 teaching days,,and averaging 2 errors per step or

program. This level of performance demonstrates the rapid rate of

learning possible when using a systematic teaching process and

program format to assist the children's.acquisition of these skills.

Direct Teaching Method's,Effecti..' aess

In developing and implementing the early intervention

process, another objective of the Early Education Project was to

establish the validity of the method we developed as effective

techniques for these purposes. The previous data illustrated the

effects of introducing the teaching process by the parents into

their child-rearing practices and in all instances the children

were able to acquire the skills or concepts when they had been unable

to do so on their own prior to the introduction of the intervention

process. However, this type of before-after demonstration with itS

retrospective assumption regarding previous lack of learning and

the quasi-experimental design failing to rule out the contribution

Df maturation, testing effects, other contributing variables, or

practice effects does not allow for an unambiguous or unequivocal

statement regarding the cause of these changes observed.

To further demonstrate the specific influence of the inter-

vention procedures on children's skills, two additional examples

are presented in which a multiple-baseline design was employed and

id 0for 4)



allows for a more TiVrous test of the effects of direct teaching

upon skill acquisition. Tho multiple baseline design involves the

'measurement of several behaviors simultaneously with the sequential

introduction of the intervention process to one behavior at a time,

while continuing to monitor the baseline or pre-intervention level

of the other behaviors. Once the first behavior As acquired the

4,

intervention is initiated litth the secand and so on. If the behaviors

change systematically when the intervention is applied but not before,

this effect strengthens the inference that the intervention was the

effective agent in producing the change.

Figure 10 presents a umatiple baseline analysis of the direct

teaching model with the use of the operations program (see Appendix

B) and four operations: 21:21L, 2Na, open, and close. The teaching

method was first initieted with 2Nplk while baseline or pre-:inter-

vention measures were being taken by the parents for the other three

operations. Those sets of actions were both assessed and taught

using several sets of objects and materials to prevent rigid patterns

of responding from being acquired. As can be seen in the figure, the

operations were learned when taught to a spontaneous level 5 and

typically maintained at that level efter being learned.

prior to teaching, the child generally did not respond correctly

when assessed by the parents. This figure thus shows the specific

influence of the direct teaching model upon the children's acquisition

of these skills. The reliability of these dote was verified in most

instances by the home teacher's independent probes (shown as asterisks

nn the figure) supporting the changes reported in the porental data.
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Figure 11 presents a similar demonstration with an older

child in the receptive language-object identification program. In

this program, two receptive language concepts are taught simul-

taneously, such as "Show dolly" and "Show cup". When one is

learned it is replaced by a third word and so on until 12 to 16

words are mastered (see Appendix B for program). La-the process

shown in Figure 11, ball and Eawere taught first, while car,

spoon, and block were simply tested once a day. The data reflects

the child's learning of those concepts taught while responding

sporadically or not at all to the ones which had yet to be taught.

However, Oben they were taught, he mastered them and retained the

concepts over several weeks of follow-up.

These two examples quite clearly demonstrate the specific

helpful effects of the direct teaching methods employed. Of course

changes often occurred much more rapidly than is indicated here.

In fact, in many insiances, children would othibit a learning-to-

learn or learning set effect in which the first few skills or

concepts in a sequence would require extensive teaching whereas later

ones would be learned tn a few trials

Parental Survey

After one year of operation, a survey of sixteen parents

in the home program was conducted by the parent committee. QuestiOns

were posed regarding their perceptions of the project and ;AS

effects upon their child and their family. The results of the

questionnaire are presented in Table 19. Nine of the sixteen

families then involved responded to the extensive survey; their
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TABLE 19

SUMMARY OF PARENTAL RESPOUSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE

REGARDING THE HOME PROGRAM

Nine cut of sixteen returned.

1. Parents interested in continuing program: 9/9

2. Parents agreed that their child had progressed well in
both cognitive and motor areas: 9/9

3. Parents said that they enjoyed tfie sessions with their child:1/9; enjoyed when child progressing well.
6/9; enjoy sessions consistently.
1/9; find sessions hard to get around to doing.

4. Communication is clear with the home teachers: 9/9

5. RE: Changes for Standard Teaching Procedure:

Like present form of program: 719
No answer: 1/9
Child does not seem to fit into direct teaching procedure: 119(Of nine returned, four parents noted suggestions re: procedure.)

6. Parents felt the Home and School Proposals should be interlocked:

Yes: 8/9
No answer: 1/9

Parents are prepared to spend time at the school helping with
their children: 8/9

8. Would regular meetings be beneficial?

Parent meetings only: 1/9
Both Parent Only and Parent-Teacher Meetings: 1/9
Parent-Teacher Meetings: 5/9
No answer: 2/9

9. Reactions to Assessment Tests Conducted in the Home:

Positive: 5/9 Negative: 2/9 No answer: 2/9

10. Reactions of Children in General to the Program:

Positive Noted: 4/9 Negative Noted: 0/9
No Comment! 1/9 Mostly Positive with Comments: 4/9

11. Does child use skills taught directly in playtime activities
or other household activities?

Yes: 7/9

No answer: 2/9
;



responses indicate the very positive outlook the parents felt after

extensive involvement in the project. Two points of particular

importance are their general satisfaction with the teaching

procedures which were quite difficult for many of the parents to

learn; secondly, Item 11 indicates the generality of the skills

taught to the child's everyday activities. This generalization to

the other aspects of the child's life is crucial in terms of

ensuring the ecological validity of the objectives in the develop-

mental curriculum.

Summary

The behavioral data from the home program provides three

rather salient and crucial findings regarding the Early Education

Project specifically and early intervention generally. First, very

young moderate/severely handicapped children can definitely be

taught skills/concepts very early in their lives-successfully by

their parents. These parent-teachers can manage teaching programs

and monitor their child's progress quite effectively. Secondly, the

learning process the child experiences when the direct teaching model

is employed results in very rapid learning with very few errors in

most instance$, as the child masters new concepts and skills. This

finding affirms the value and utility of the Test-Teach Method

developed by the staff of the project as an effective and very

positive approach to teaching. Punishment procedures were

unnecessary as amethod when these direct teaching procedures were

systematically applied to assist the children's development. Thirdly,

the children exhibited very high levels of retention when assessed
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following mastery of a program demonstrating the intact end

functional memory skills they possess. Coupled with this finding,

the parent's view of the application of these skills and knowlefte

to the child's natural environment greatly enhances the ecological

validity and significance oi this process.

School Program

The last decade has seen a marked increase in the number

and the quality of pre-school, classroom-based programs for

moderately and severely handicapped children (Bricker and Bricker,

1976) with the assumption that this early intervention will .

attenuate the extensive retardation particularly in communicative,

social, and cognitive skills and knowledge that older handicapped

persons exhibit. Thus, as a logical sequence to the home-based

parent training program, a classroom-based facet of the Early

Education Project was established for toddler-aged and pre-school

aged children. Although there were three groupings of children

taught in the school programytheir data will be presented as two

gro.ps: a toddler group roughly ages 2-5 and a pre-school group

ages 3-5. The children from the third class were grouped either

in the toddler or pre-school group depending upon their functioning

levels.

The classroom project operated in the Mayfield Elementary

School, a school of the Edmonton Public School Board, occupying

two classrooms in this building. The toddler classroom had itS

awn toileting facilities and sink while the pre-school room used

1
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---- titi =cal itudept washrooms StrOIS the hall, The Early Childhood

Services (E.C.S.) kindergarten program was across the hall and

provided many opportunities for integrated experiences between the

project students and their peers in the E.C.S. prOgram. Also,

activities with students from Grades 1 and 2 in the elementary

school were regularly planned as part of the week's activities.

Students participated in the Early Education Project classes in a

morning class of seven toddlers, a morning class of eight pre-

schoolers and an afternoon group of five children of both toddler

and pre-school ages. Two additional students entered the morning

classes for a total of 22 children in the school program. Table 4

describes the children in terms of ages and conditions of handicap

oOer than Down's Syndrome.

Teacher Training Program

The staff of the classroom included two teachers and

two developmental assistants; these persons had varyilig degrees of

entry skills from high school education to bachelor's and master's

degrees. Their functions included child assessments, program

development, direct and incidental teaching, and data collection

processes to monitor progress. The in-service educational program

was employed with the original four staff members with periodic

training for incoming personnel. Three of the four staff remained

for the duration of the project while the pre-school class teacher

positioh Changed two times, once due to inadequate implementation

of the program and once due to impending motherhood.

The Behavioral AnalySis System (Hillyard et al, 1976) was
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employed to analyze specific segments of the teacher's implemen-

tation of teaching skills periodically throughout the project; this
data will not bevresented here but it was utilized, where

appropriate, to provide formative feedback to the teachers

regarding their skills in ;n
. teaching and accurate implemen-

tation of instructional programa and procedures. Through this

method highly reliable teaching procedures were demonstrated

by the teaching staff in their work with the students.

Parent Training

Since the parents were expected to participate in the

school program and attempt to maintain and generalize skills their

children acquired at school to the home, a parent training program
was initially primarily conducted by a reseatch assistant to the

project. The parents were taught the basics of the Test-Teach

Model as well as methods of directly teaching their children in
the same manner which was employed by the teachers. The parent

trainer used modelling and behavioral rehearsal to facilitate tite

acquisition of these skills by the parents. Also, the behavioral

analysis system and videotape feedback were employed to evaluate,

before and after training, the parent's skills at direct teaching

with their children.

The process familiarized the parents with the various aspects
of the program and provided a basis for their involvement as direct

teachers of their children. However, the home program training

and teaching was also found to be very valuable in those four to

five families who were involved in both home teaching and subse-
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quently the school program. That is, five families were first in

the home training aspect of the project and then began the school-

based program. Generally, these parents (particularly the mothers)

were very effective as assistants in the classroom when they

volunteered each week during one of their child's school sessions.

Thus, these persons were valuable as volunteers and rather reliable

in attendance. In general, there was less than 50% attendance

rate by parents for their volunteer days with particularly low

attendance for the older children. However, when parents did

attend, their assistance was.extremely valuable. The presence of

a parent or volunteer greatly facilitated more individualized

programming for the students. Practicum students also participated

(approximately 12 from the University of Alberta and 5 from Grant

McEwan Community College) and assisted immensely in the operation

t the classrooms.

Daily Classroom Schedule

Morning classes were operated five days each week from

9:00 a.m..to 11:00 a.m. and the afternoon class was held four days

each week, from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. with a staff meeting on the

fifth afternoon. Typically, teaching sessions last ten minutes or

less due to the children's limited attention span. The teachers

would alternate hourly between individual and group instruction.

That is, while one teacher is conducting one-to-one language

sessions, the other teacher conducts group cognitive development,

motor skills, or self-help skills teaching sessions. Ideally, these.

groups 4nvolve 3 to 4 children but without a parent or volunteer



the ratio becomes higher - the teacher.with 6 or 7 students.

Table 20 provides an example of the daily classroom schedule

for both the teactier and the volunteer. The children arrived via

cab or handibus at 900 a.m. each morning; at this time, as at

departure time, various dressing and undressing self-help skills

are taught such that they are ecologically valid in that environ-

ment. Each skill is taught using the teaching level, i.e., with

appropriate guidance or prompts, appropriate for,the child's level

of progress. Their progress is monitored through the use of the

MIMR data sheets and graphed on a weekly basis. As is shown on

the schedule, several cognitive activities are planned each day.

During these periods, the children work in a group necessitating

very rapid movement from child to child tu give everyone several

chances while stillmaintaining the attentiveness of the whole

group. Individualized motor skill programs were developed for use

during the classes as well. Two 15 minute toileting sessions were

scheduled each day. During this period, pre-schoolers were

learning to sit and stand as well as put on and take off their

pants; the toddlers were learning to pull off or put on their pants

from a sitting position.

Juice time and snacks occurred mid-way through the session

with incidental teaching of language.being a significant part of

this period. The pre-school group incorporated soc:alization and

self-help skills into juice time and both groups were expected to

utilize their higheit levels of communication to obtain their iuite

and snacks. Following this period, art, music, and other
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TABLE.20

WEEKLY SCHEDULE FOR THE CLASSROOM

Monday (Volunteor) Tuesday (Volunteer) Wednesday (Volunteer) Thursday (Volimteer) Friday (VolLmteer)
9:00-9: 5 Undressing

Incidental
Teaching

Juice
Art
Prep

Undressing
Ine.dental
Tetching

Juice
Get Rook

Undressing
Incidental
Teaching

Juice
Art
Prep

Undressing Juice
Incidental Get Book
Teaching

Juice
Prep

9:15-9:25 Cognition
Writing

Set-up
House

Coimition
Writing

Set-up
Store

Cognition
Writing

Set-up
House

Cognition Set-up
Writing Store

Set-up
House

9:25-9.35 Motor
Exercises

Snack

Pro.'
Motor
Exercisas

Join
Wes

Motor
Exercises

Snack
Prep

Motor Join
Exercises Gases

Snack
Prep

9:35-9:45 Story

Corner
Sit with
group

Story
Corner

Sit with
group

Story
Corner

Sit with
group

Story Sit with
Corner group

Sit with
group

9: 5-10:00 Cciniticm
Patching

Large
Blocks

Cognition
Lacing

Snack
Prep

Cognition
Matching

Large
Blocks

Cognition Snack
Lacing Prep

Large
Blocks

10:CO-10:10 Juice &
SnSck

Coffee Jaice &
Snack

Coffee Juice 1
Snack

.Coffee Juice & Coffee
Snack

Coffee

10:10-10;20 Art Help
with
Art

Music Help
with
Music

Art Help
With
Art

Music Help
With
Music

Art Help
with
Art

10720-10:30 Tolleting Lott° Toilettng Sorting Toilet ng Bending
Animals

Toileting Sorting Traclng

10:0-13:4 Washing Washing Washing Wishing

10:45-10: Cocniticm
Cutting &
Stacking

Hotaa Cugmition
Puzzles 1
00eraticms

Store Cognition
Cutting &
Stacking

House
4Ineroet+.011.m..menwra+

Cognition Store
Puzzles &
Operations

HouSe

1D:55-11:0 golf-Rein

Fasteners
Siand/

Water
Play

Body Parts Sandi
Water
Play

Self-nelp
Fasteners

Sandi
Mater
Play

Body Parts Sand/
Water
Play

Peg Board

11:35-11:15 Self.milip

Fasttners
Sand/
Water
Play

Se -Help Sand/
Water
Ploy

eee- aa. .101.

Self-Help
Fastentra

Sand/

Water
Play

Self-Help Sand/
Water
Play

Peg Board

11:15-11:25
Goldnd
Play

Sit with
group

Guided Sit with
Play group

Sit with
group

11:25- .30 Dressing Dressing Drasiing Dressing

4
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activities are continued along itith the on-going individual

language sessions. Throughout the class, self-help sessions are

conducted when they naturally occur. For example, after juice

time, the children practice washing and drying themselves,thus

learning these skills. Skills which do not occur during the tlass

day are taught through home programs except for the fastener

program which is taught at school due to its complexity and

generalized to home when the skills are learned. Once a week

probes are Obtained to check on the children's retention of

skills and knowledge they have acquired through the direct

teaching process.

Language Instruction

As in the home program,language instruction and

communication skills constituted a major teaching arealoarticularly

with respect to functional skills (i.e. useful and applicable)

the children may require in their natural environments. The

programs in the language area included both expressive and recep-

tive programs although the emphasis was definitely placed upon

functional expressive language skills. As for the in-home portion,

the school program developed instructional programs based upon the

work of Guess et al (1976), Striefel (1974), Bricker and Bricker

(1970), Kent (1976), and Stremnel-Campbell et al

(1976); these programs included attention training, motor imita-

tion and later action imitation, sound and word imitation, one

word Labelling, one word comprehension for object identification,

question-asking and imperatives such.as "What's that?" and "(I)
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want cookie!" to phrasing such as "(I) play!" Ind "(I) eat cookie!"

in the, early stages of verb training. The children's progress

. through these programs will be presented for the imitation training

phase and the functional language programs separately.

Imitation Training

The imitation training series consisted of a series of

programs designed to prepare children for entry into the functional

spec-11 and language program developed by Guess et al (1976). This

pre-program series consisted of developing generalized word imita-

tion witn the children for 16 common nouns or verbs which are

easily distinguishable from each other. This requirement was

difficult for the toddlers since initially none of the toddlers

would imitate sounds or word3 and many of the children wouldn't

imitate actions or motor behaviors.

After an initial 8 months of teaching motoric and sound

imitation, program changes were initiated. Integrating current

research (Stremmel-Campbell et al, 1976) and our experiences and

frustrations with motor imitation training, three major points

regarding language instruction were clarified. Fi st, children

should be started on sound and word imitation as soon as possible

rather than spending an inordinate amount of time on motoric

imitation alone. Secondly, language training should be as

functional (useful) as possible. For example, motor imitation/if

this step is necessary, lihould be as functional as possible. That

is, having a child imitate table-tapping isn't very useful whereas

imitating putting on a hat or hair-combing is quite useful. Also,
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when teaching words such as "ball", the teacher would hold up the

object so that receptive comprehension is enhanced as well as

expressive training. Thirdly, manual sign language might facili-

tate learning sounds and words. Subsequent research (McDonald,

1977), however, suggested that this was not the case.

The new language sequence for the toddler classroom thus

began with an Attention component sim'lar to the original. The

children were taught to attend to the verbal signal "(child's

name) look!", plus a hand signal. Wh'en the children consistently

attended, the hand signal prompt of the attention cue was faded

out.

Following attention teaching the Actions/Sounds component

was begun; this revised sequence taught imitation of both sounds

and functional actions (gross motor behavior) in a randomly

alternating sequence. As soon as the child learned to imitate two

sounds she proceeds with two new sounds and actions are not taught

anymore. The new actions were all functional,e.g. turning a

crank on a jack-in-the-box, putting on a hat, putting a penny in

a bank slot, etc.. n addition to being functional, materials

(stimuli) and the resultant activities were chosen which had an

inherent natural reinforcing value in and of themselves. After a

correct imitation, the children were given the object for play;

this procedure permitted the teacher-to then teach a receptive

language concept by saying, "give name of tpy" when she wanted the

Object. When teaching sounds, the teachers also associated the

sound with a gross motor behavior consistent %.;:h a short word
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having the sound in it. For exam)* e the teacher might say "000"

while pushing a toy boat cross the table. She would then give

the boat to the child prompting her to imitate the gross motor

response while imitating the sound (Appendix C presents this

prograth). Figure 5 in the home program section presented the

typical child's progress through this program.

The third component of the imitation training sequence,

Sound/Word Imitation, consisted of teaching a sound and a word on

randomly alternating trials. Sound imitation training is identi-

cal to the LlIon/Sound Imitation procedures, where s for word

imitation, the object the word represents is always present and

given to the child as an activity reward (Premack, 1965) if the

word is correctly imitated. Gross approximations were initially

excepted and a shaping process was employed to gradually approx-

imate the correctly articulated word. (Appendix C presents this

program).

The final component of the imitation sequence, Word Imitation,

was initiated after two words were reliably imitated in the pre-

vious Sound/Word imitation component. This program is identical

procedurally to the word segment of the previous step. In this

component the child is directly taught to im!tate sixteen f n

tional nouns or verbs. At the time of implementation of this rew

sequence, Linda McDonald (1977) along with the other teachers

began an investigation of the differential effects of three methods

of teaching word imitation: (1) imitation cue alone, "Say word!";

(2) imitation cue with the physical and verbal prompts for Levels
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3, 4, and 5 of the Direct Teaching Model; (3) imitation.cue with

the manual sign "Talk to the Deaf", Riekhof (1963) for the

word provided. Her results indicated that the three conditions

were equally effective in teaching word imitation and that all

three conditions led to more rapid acquisition of one word label-

ling and one word receptive identification (Steps I am 2 of the

Guess et al program) than the procedures employed with the first

6 children taught in the Early Education Project.

The data for the toddler children's prcgress through the

programs in the expressive language area is summarized in Table 21.

These data present interesting findings in terms of the children's

learning skills. Eleven children were participants in the toddler

phase of the program with an average age at the beginning of

teaching of 31.09 months (Standard Deviation 11.7) and a range

from 20 months to 60 months. The five children requiring atten-

tion training took an avefage of 115.7 trials to learn to attend

reliably over 6.2 teaching days. This period represents a fairly

rapid rate of learning to attend to an adult. The earlier motor

imitation sequence was taught to 9 children for 49 specific motor

acts requiring an average of 53.4 trials to learn to imitate; this

data is contrasted with the 4 children learning 36 functional

actions in an average of 12.3 trials td cilterion. This difference

represents a significant savings effect. Also, very low error

rates were found teaching motor acts and functional attions, 6.1

and .46 respectively. Sound imitation training was taught to 8

children fof'19 sounds requiring 48.2 trials to criterion, an the



TABLE 21

SUMMARY OF TODDLER'S PROGRESS IN THE EARLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Expressive Langulne
Mean

N Baseline Behaviors

Trials
to

Criterion
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Total

Errors

Mean Days
to

Criterion

Mean %
Correct
Review

Attention Program 2 6 115.7 98.0 14.0 6.2 94

Motor Imitatioi. 9 - 49 53.4 55.5 6.1 8.5 88.5
1

t-4Action and Imitation 4 - 36 12.3 9.7 .46 2.2 86.1

Sound 8 19 48.2 46.8 12.9 9.5 80.1

Word Imitation 11 - 123 28.7 29.4 21.8 3.8 89.3

1 4 -;
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average, for reliable sound 'imitatiorv A higher error rate, an

average of 12.9, was evidenced for this component, due to the

articulation and substitution problems several children had in

producing

123 words

average.

sounds. Word imitation was taught to 11 children for

requiring only 28.7 trials to reach criterion, on the

This level of learning indicates the effective nature

of this instructional model and these programs, taking an average

of 3.8 days for a child to reach criterion an this component. In

this component, the error rate was rather high, 21.8 total average

errors, suggesting that the children tended to make many errors

until they learned the correct word and then made few mistakes

after the

The

cates the

exhibited.

word was reliably being imitated.

review data, all above 80% for these components, indi-

high degree of retention of this material the children

These data overall show the rapidity with which the

children were able to master these previously unexhibited skills

and the generally low error rates exhibited as a result of the

Direct Teaching Model's use of extensive prompts and guidance.

Although receptive language in terms of object identification was

taught to these children, the data is part of another investiga-

tion and thus isn't presented here. However, all of the children

in the object identification program did learn this skill within

2 - 4 weeks of teaching.

The Functional Language Program

Recently, the provision of instruction in communica-

tion skills to the moderately and severely handicapped has
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increased considerably (Snyder, Lovitt, and Smith, 1975); One

such development in this field was the functional speech and

language training program produced by Guess, Sailor, and Baer

(1976). The Early Education Project, through an agreement with

the authors of that program, became a test site for the use of

the program in Canada prior to its eventual publication. There

are six categories or general areas in the program: Persons/

Things (slo= Training), Actions with Persons/Things (Verb

Training), Possession, Color, Size, and Relations/Locations.

Children in the Toddler and Pre-School elaSses were learning the

nine steps in the Persons/Tfiings phase and the first four or five

steps in the Actions with. Persons/Things phase.

The Persons/Things steps include one word labelling of

objects, pointing to and asking for objects, asking "What's that?"

for novel objects and and answering yes/no questions. The first

few steps of the Actions sequence includes labelling actions and

identifying various different actions as well as describing mhat

actions the child wants to do. During each teaching day one

teacher instructs every Child for a 10 - 15 minute individual

language training session consisting of 32 trials. On each trial,

the teacher gave an attention cue such as "Lisa, look!" followed

by the appropriate direction and material for that step, e.g.,

holding an object the teacher asks, "What's that?" If the child

answers correctly she is rewarded with praise, precise feedback

and the apple; and sometimes a consumable reward such as food.

The child's correct answer is recorded on a data sheet, as a plus,



and the next trial is presented.

If, however, a child does not respond or gives the wTong

answer, a correction-procedure is employed (Guess, Sailor, and

Baer, 1976; Becker, Engelmann, and Thomas, 19750. First, the

teacher says. "Nor or "Wtongs",indicating the child's incorrect

answer or silence is wrong. Second, the teacher models the

correct answer, e.g., "That's a ball!" Third, the trial is

repeated with a correct answer being rewarded as above while an

incorrect answer is ignored. Then, the incorrect response is

scored on the data sheet as a minus.

Consumables such as food are used as rewards during some

language sessions primarily when a child is learning a new step

word in the program. It is always preceeded by praise and pre-

cise feedback and as soon as a child reaches 30% correct per day

the food isladed to a variable ratio 3 schedule or arrangement

and is eliminated when 60% accuracy is first attained by the

child. Because of their ages and handicaps perfect articulation

and pronunciation are not expected. Once a child begins imi-

tating a new word at a high rate, the best approximation made is

shaped. These approximations were often accepted as correct if

they were conr.itent and distinguishable from other words in the

child's repertoire.

For each step of the Guess et al program, criterion was

attained if BO% correct answers were given for a session (a ses-

sion included 64 trials) or 12 correct responses in a row. The

next phase or step was begun as soon as this criterion was met.
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SkOl tests were given before some steps and at specified inter-

vals during the step to determine if the child could attain

mastery of the skill or knowledge without fuAher teaching

(Appendix A presents the objectives for each step of the program).

An individual child's progress through Step 1 of the program

is shown in Figure 12: the percent correct for trials per day is

shown up the left side of the graph (Y-axis) and teaching dates

(days)are shown across the bettom of the graph (X-axis). The

objective for this itep is to reliably label 16 common objects.

The skill test is shown as a bar graph, occasionally, in the

figure. Initially Kerri scored zero on the skill test so teaching

was initiated with the teaching of two words, ball and cup. If

she had labelled any object correctly on the skill test, one of

these would have been paired with an unlabelled object for the

initial teaching pair to insure some success for her in the

program. Two objects are taught together randomly alternating

from one to the other. In each session, 64'trials are presented

in a random order usually covering 2 teaching days. These two

words are taught until_criterion is attained - shown as a C in

the figure. Then, a second pair of words is taught to criterion;

finally all four words are taught. When criterion is obtained

for all four, the skill test is repeated. This figure shows tha't

Kerri was trained on three sets of 4 words until she met criter-

ion on tLe skill test and moved'on to Step 2. The particular

point of significance in this graph is the savings,effect from

the first through to the third set of four wOrds wherein the last
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four were learned in one day each whereas the first four took

almost three months to acquire. This savings effect was often

present in these programs for the children.

Table 22 presents the summary of the children's progress

through the first 15 steps of the Guess et al. program. Several

aspects of this data nre quite significant. Step 1 shows the

performance for.the toddler compared to the pre-school class;

the toddlers having had the prerequisite revised imitation

sequence whereas the pre-schoolers had the original gross and

fine motor imitation sequence. As the figures indicate, the

toddlers required approximately 1/3 as many trials to attain

criterion as the pre-schoolers. Whereas on Step 2 the pre.-school

children were quite a bit faster in mastering the object identi-

fication skills. This effect seems largely due to the extensive

imitation training the toddlers had prior to beginning Step 1 of

this program. Of considerable import is the fact that the steps

required an average of 22.9 or less days of teaching for ihe

children to attain criterion, once again a clearly demonstrated

example of the rapid rate the children exhibited in learning these

new language skills.

It is particularly important to note the difficulty c.hildren

had learning to use the logical yes/no answers to interrogatives

(R of 769.6 trials to criterion and R of 22.9 days of teeching).

This step (#7) was one of the most difficult in the program,

requiring several phases and sub-steps. However, these children

were able to acquire these concepts and skills and use them in
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TABLE 22

SUMMARY OF SCHOOL CHILDREN'S PROGRESS THROUGH THE

FIRST 15 STUS OF THE FUNCTI(ZNAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Persons/Things
Percent

Baseline ,

Mean
Trials to
Criterion

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Days to

Criterion

i

0-,0
%.4

I

* TStep 1 - Label

PS

TStep 2 - Identification

PS

Step "Want !"

5

10

4

9

7

4

4

3

7

6

4

40.6

24.0

61.2

-

.

-

3.3

-

353.2

977.4

228.9

139.2

304.9

219.8

114.5

110.0

769.6

206.2

398.8

/60.0

608.9

217.6

263.5

153.9

134.3

173.1

34.6

431.3

131.4

229.2

14:40

39.7

9.0

5.2

14.0

9.2

3.5

3.7

22.9

7.8

14.7

Step 4 - "What's that?"

Step 5 - New Names

Step 6 - Memory of Names

Step 7 - Yes/No

Step 8 - Using "I"

Step 9 - Naming and Requesting

Actions with Persons/Things

Step 10 - Label Action

Step 11 - Label Action with Something

Step 12 - Yes/No to Action

Step 13 - Labels another's Activity

Step 14 - Labels siother's Actions
with Sonathing

Step 15 - Differentiates Between I/You

4

3

3

3

.10

!lb

.11

NW!

184.8

137.0

75.0

108.7

56

110.7

150 1

112.6

74.1

IMP

aim

6.2

4.7

4.3

'4.0

2.0

MIR

q.
) 0

*T - Toddler Class
PS - Pre-School. Class
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varied contexts indicating their skills and knowledge were indeed

quite strong. A final point involves the rather rapid rate of

acquiring the skills in the verb steps of the program. The

children required 184.8 or fewer trials for the acquisition of

the various steps in this sequence. This savings effect as the

children proceed through the program largely results from the

way in which the programs build upon one another in the teaching

sequence,facilitating the acquisition of new concepts because of

previous learning.

Cognitive Programs

Teaching skills and knowledge in the area of cognitive

development has received wide attention in recent years (Bricker

and Bricker, 1976; Uzgiris and Hunt, 1975) particularly with

respect to the development of fine.motor skills, memory, and

higher order concept and rule learning by potentially moderate to

severely handicapped children. As the sequence in Appendix A

Indicates, the programs employed by the teachers in the Early

Education Project included skills and concepts from fine motor

prehension skills in infancy through to writing, matching, opera-

tions, and classification skills in the pre-school classroom.

Initially, through the use of the Portage Guide (Shearer

et al., 1972) each particular cognitive behavior was assessed and

taught. However, this method proved to be quite cumbersome and

inadequate since the children would thus not be working on the

same tasktmaking group work very difficult and they were learning

a series of isolated motor acts rather than a group of interrelated
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operations or class of actions or concepts. Thus, the cognitive

skills and knowledge were broken down into the series of Stran4s

presented in Appendix A and described earlier.

Each strand has a specific terminal objective (e.g.'puts 6

pieces in an interlocking puzzle) and a number of sub-skills

(e.g. puts a circle and square in a form board, puts 4 pieces in

a non-interlocking puzzle). The children thus work on a number

of cognitive strands at the same time depending upon their compe-

tencies as assessed through the criterion referenced assessment

procedure. In this manner, the students in each class, toddlers

and pre-schoolers, are grouped according to these skills and

taught in small groups of 3 or 4 children.

Table 23 lists the strands most frequently taught in the

toddler and pre-school classrooms and for which data regarding

students'progress will be presented. Programs for teaching some

of these objectives are provided in Appendix C, although not all

programs are shown there. The toddler classes were working on

programs for learning operations, stringing, stacking, puzzles,

and writing strands, while the pre-school group was learning more

complex skills in these strands in addition to body parts for

self-awareness and following three word instructions. The opera-

tions strand will be reviewed to exemplify the general teaching

procedure for these programs.

The operations taught were "put in", "put on", "take out",

"take off", "push", "pull", "open", and "close". Before starting

the programs, a five day baseline assessment is taken for each

1
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TABLE 23

DESCRIPTION OF CATEGORIES MN THE COGNITIVE AREA INVOLVED

LN TEACHING PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOL PROJECT

Operations:

Put in, Put on - child will place an object in or on a
specified receptacle or area.

Operations - child will respond correctly to one of eight
different commands.

Operations with distractors - same as operations with the
addition of distracting items.

Body Parts Program:

Show Nose - child will identify on self or doll, or place
on doll significant body parts.

Stacking Program:

Stacking Rings - child will place rings on a peg.

Stacking Blocks - child will build 2 block, 3 block towers
and 3 block and 6 block pyramids.

Puzzles Programs:

Form Board - child will place appropriate forms in puzzle
board.

Puzzles - child will complete 4 to 6 piece puzzles, both
interlocking and non-interlocking.

Lacing Programs:

Striaging Beads - child will place beads upon a string.

Lacing - child will lace holes in lacing board or actually
lace shoes.

Writing Programs:

Pencil Grasp - child will hold crayon or pencil in hand.

Writing Sequence - child will make strokes, lines and letters
with pencil from an example.

Matching Programs:

Matching - child will match identical or similar objects
without and with additional distractors.



operation being taught. The instructions remain constant e.g.,
n
push" or "put on", while the materials used to test each opera-

tion are changed each day (e.g. push a toy car one day, a toy

wagon the next, a block with a button on top the third day, etc).

After this test, the child is taught those operations not mastered

correctly (4 of 5 times correct) during baseline. Two operations

are taught together as in the language program insuring the child

learns to discriminate throughout training. When criterion is

attained for all 8 operations the next phase in the strand is

taught.

Table 24 provides the summary of the children's progress

through the yarious strands of the cognitive Objectives in the

curriculum. Generally, these data are summarized across

children, behaviors within a specific category, and steps within

programs for those behaviors or categories. Generalized opera-

tions are considered very important (Becker, Engelmann, and

Thomas, 1975b) for two specific reasons. First they provide the

child with a series of skills to more adequately explore and

acquire information from their environment. These skills enhance

their exploratory capacity. Second, the skills are influenced

by the adult's commands or instructions to respond resulting in

the child responding receptively to the cues. Thus, communica-

tive interactions between adults and the children are enhanced

through the acquisition of these operations. As can be seen in

Table 24, operations without and with distracting items were

acquired quite rapidly, on the average, with very few errors



TABLE 24

SUMMARY OF CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCE IN THE COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRICULUM

Percent
Baseline4 Behaviors

Mean
Trials to
Criterion

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Total

Errors

Mean
Days to

Criterion

Percent
Correct
Review

Operations
.

Operations 8 30.8 33 25.8 , 33.0 4.3 7.6 94.6

Operations with
Distractors 5 18.8 17 15.1 8.6 .8 6.4 91.4

Body Part:.

Program 1 9 39.3 59 17.7 12.8 6.7 2.2 93.6

Program 2, 3, 4 * 8 85.4 8 8.2 5.0 2.0 2.3 100

Stacking Programs 13 10.4 33 32.7 28.5 2.8 12.7 85.3

Puzzles Programs
,.

14 9.23 46 14.9 14.7 1.16 7.9 86.5

Lacing Program

Stringing Beads 4 30 5 11.2 8.1 1.0 5.6 .11IP

Lacing 9 17 18.4 16.3 1.5 9.7 100

Writing Programs

Pencil Grasp 6 13 13.5 8.4 .85 7.5

Writing Skills 9 49 20.6 27.7 2.0 11.6

Matching Programs 15 30 49 9.7 7.6 .3 4.4 411.6

*Programs 2, 3, 4 almogt always learned as probes or baseline above 80%.
Thus, only 8 behaviors were actually taught, Baseline is for 64 behaviors.
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occurring. These findings indicate the high rate at which the

children were able to learn the skills involved in operations;

also, the few errors demonstrate the positive aspects of the

teaching model incorporating the guidance and prompting procedures.

The body parts program consisted of several levels of

teaching the children notions of self-awareness related to the

identification of their own body parts and similar characteristics

on dolls or pictorial representations. The final stages of the

program (unattained by most,of the children) included drawing

figures and more complex representations of people. As the data

in Table 24.indicate, few trials were required to teach this

program ( i .4 17.7 for trials to criterion) in an average of 2.2

days of instruction. Also, it is quite important to note that

for the second program 85.4% of the probes were done correctly which

indicated very high 4,crees of transfer from the first program

to each of the later successive programs. This very strong

learnins set effect indicates the positive transfer or general-

ization exhibited by the children and supports the notion that

their learning processes seem to be quite effective and intact

in terms of previous work demonstrating this effect (Reese, 1963).

The data from teaching the stacking and puzzles programs

provides significant evidence that the students were quite

capable of learning complex visual-fine motor skills as well as

problems involving parts-whole solutions, prior to the Age of

five years in several cases. It is indeed impressive that an

average of 32.7 trials to criterion for stacking and 14.9 trials

I 6
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-to criterion were required on the average in order for the children

to attain competency in the various steps and phases of the pro-

grams. It is also notable that only 2.8 and 1.16 average errors

were made in the stacking and puzzles sequence respectively,

demonstrating the overall positive or virtually errorless learning

effects of the direct teaching methods. Review trials, as for the

previously described programssalso indicates remarkably high rates

of retention of the skills learned (85.3 and 86.5 percent correct

respectively). Similarly the lacing program demonstrates the

very rapid rate at which the children were able to master the

five-notch, eye-hand coordination skills involved in the steps of

this program (11.2 and 18.4 trials to criterion for stringing

beads and lacing sequences respectively) as well as the very low

error rates (1.0 and 1.5 mean total errors respectively).

The writing program represents a sequence of skill; being

taught beginning with grasping and holding a pencil or crayon and

gradually increasing the use of the writing instrument from

copying lines through to initial letter reproduction. The

sequence of skills was essentially derived from the work of

Fredericks et al (1976) and was employed along with the Direct

Teaching Model for instruction purposes (Appendix C presents

examples). As the data demonstrate in Table 24, the children

progressed ver., rapidly through the various steps in the programs,

averaging 13.5 trials to criterion to learn the pencil grasp and

20.6 trials to master the various steps in the writing sequence.

However, the standard deviation of 27.7 for the writing strands
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shows the extensive variations across the nine children learning

in these steps and the 49 behavior skills taught. This variabil-

ity reinforces the importance of monitoring each child's progress

through programs to insure that each person is learning as well

as he is able from the instructional program. Again, the very

low error rates (.85 and 2.0 respectively) reveals the predomi-

nantly errorless learning process resulting from the use of the

direct teaching methods.

Although it was one of the latest programs initiated, the

matching program was used with 15 children for 49 steps or phases.

This program taught the children basic concepts and classifications,

employing a teaching format that began with very simple matching

and proceeded to gradually increasingly complex matching with

distractors and complex classifications on the basis of size,

shape, and color. As in the previous programs, the children

mastered these steps fairly quickly, averaging 9.7 trials to

criterion through the steps in 4.4 teaching days; also, their

extremely low error rate, .3, reflects the almost errorleos

process they experienced in learning. This level of performance

again reinforces the conclusion that the children were quite

capable of learning complex skills and concepts rather quickly

and with very few errors and could retain these quite well over

several days and weeks. These findings support the approach of

gradually providing increasingly complex learning activities

leading up to pre-school and early school-relevant concepts and

skills.

*.
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Motor Skill Development

S.

As it was describe4 in the section reporting the home

program, motor skills were assessed along the continuum .of.the

developmental curriculum particularly from crawling through

walking, running, and jumping for the children in the school-

based program. The motor development strands .(see Appendix A for

the complete list) were divided into postural, assumption of

posture, and locomotion segments with the assessment procedure

indicating on which areas the children required teaching and

guidance. As part of a master's thesis researa project, Vadill

(1977) has demonstrated the ordinal nature of the sequence of

objectives in this area. Programs were developed with the assis-

tance of material from the work of Fredericks et al (1976) as well

as through consultation with the physiotherapist assisting the

project (Gilroy, 1976). Appendix C presents some exampleS of the

teaching programs used in this area.

Along with guidance and prompting from the direct teaching

model, various types of stretch and resistance methods were

incorporated into the instructional programs. At levels 1 and 2

of the direct teaching model, a stretch exercise is given prior

to a trial. This exercise is a quick stretch movement by the

teacher that will assist the child into the appropriate position

by forcing her/him into a more extreme posture. For example, if

a child is sitting With roianded shoulders, the teacher would give

a quick push down or stretch an the shoulders perpendicular to

the floor. The child's immediate response is to resist the push
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and straighten up - which is the desired position.

At level 3 the teacher provides the push or resistance

during the trial rather than before so the child is working

harder to assume the position. This action is never so forceful

as to impede the motion, only to slightly resist it. The resis-

tance is then discontinued for the last two teaching levels

(levels 4 and 5). Once the target'behavior is achieved three

times consecutively at level 5, it is reviewed for 5 days and

followed up for 5 weeks after that.

The children were assessed individually and were placed on

ane oy more programs depending an their skills. For example, one

child in the toddler program was working on the posture component

of the sitting program to correct for rounded shoulders, the

posture component of the walking program to correct his hyper-

extended knees and poor balance, and on the locomotian'component

of the walking program to teach him to walk with a flexible

string as support.

The students in the pre-school class were learning the

correct posture and locomotion phases of the walking program. A

series of exercises accompany the steps of the wtlking program

to develop the control, flexibility, or muscle strength needed

to maintain the target posture. Each child was given 2 - 3

minutes of exercise each day before his/her trial an the program.

The exercises included simple activities such as sit-ups, marching,

and obstacle courses. Several children completed this walktng

program in both classrooms and some moved on to more complex
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programa such as standing on one foot, hopping, and jumping.

All of the toddlers except two had moved from the initial

crawling-precrawling phases to coordinated walking and running

in some cases. Because of the complex nature of the motor pro-

grams, specific validation of these teaching procedures is not

yetcompleted;thus, no behavioral data is presented of children's

progress through these teaching steps. However, the teachers

did incorporate the methods into their incidental tf.aching pro-

cedures teaching these complex postural and motion components

during ecologically appropriate times of the day such as walking

to the gym or bathroom or noving from one activity to another.

Self-Help Skills

As in the home program, self-help skills were assessed

initially according to the sequence from the Portage Guide

(Shearer et al., 1972) and a range of teaching objectives estab-

lished from this information. However, due to the inadequacy of

the Portage sequences particularly because of the lack of logical

relationships across objectives se,,eral series of interrelated

strands were developed as in the other areas; in these strands

overall terminal objectives were established and sub-skills or

enabling objectives were sequential from simple to complex

leading up to the objectives. Appendix A pre'sents the series of

objectives and their definitions as we used them for assess ent

purposes. The efforts of Martin et al.,(1975) and Fredericks

et al. (1976) were utilized extensively in developing programs

to teach these skills. Several examples of programs are presmted
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in Appendix C in which the use of the principles of successive

approximation, backward chaining, and fading of cues are exempli-

fied in developing and teaching these skills. Many of the self-

help programs involved the use of task analysis procedures,

including the process of backward chaining which seemed most effec-

tive for teaching these skills. The general areas in which self-

help skills were taught included dressing skills, Wishing hands

and face, eating skills at juice times, and self-maintaining

toileting practices. A major reason for directly teaching some of

these skills was to enhance the independent functioning of the

children so that they would be able to live more adequately in a

normal social milieu.

A summary of the children's progress through the dressing

and washing programs is presented in Table 25. The table presents

data on average trials to criterion, errors, days to criterion,

and baseline performance for children and was collated Also across

steps in the programs. The first section represents programs

teaching the children to put on various types of clothing and

except for learning to put their arms in and do up zippers, the

children learned these skills very quickly. It is also notable

that very few errors occurred in these programs,again dembnstrating

the errorless process involved with the direct teaching model. An

additional point in this table is the more complete baseline data

howing the effects of teaching where the children in most instances

were unable to complete any of these skills prior to the initiation

of direct instruction. The second segment of the table preseuts
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TABLE 25

SUMMARY OF CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCE IN THE SELF-HELP PROGRAMS

N
Percent
Baseline Behaviors

Mean
Trials to
Criterion

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Total

Errors

Mean
Days to

Criterion

Percent
Correct
Review

1

1-,
ivo
1

Clothing On

Arms in

Coat on

Pants an

Pants up

Hat on

Zipper up

Shoe on

Clothing Off

Arms out

Coat off

Pants down

Pants off

Hat off

Zipper down

Shoe off

Washtng hands, face

7

14

8

7

2

5

1

4

9

5

7

3

6

2

12

13.2

2

12.5

13.3

20

0

0

22.3

26.7

-

12.0

0

6.3

20

34.6

7

46

22

12

3

5

1

4

28

9

24

3

6

6

26

34.1

12.1

19.9

20.0

22.5

28.6

9

38.5

8.5

18.3

24.6

23.3

25.3

5.0

12.2

15.8

7.8

11.8

11.6

20.7

12.8

N/A

11.9

6.7

19.7

18.2

2.9

9.9

0

9.5

1.9

.5

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.2

0

1.5

.3

1.2

2.7

.33

1.5

0

.5

34

11.3

13.8

13.4

22.5

28.6

6

38.3

8.5

11.4

17.0

23.3

27.0
c,

3.0

12.2

100

rimla

88

-

100

-

100

94.3

. 100

95.0

100

I
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the data for the programs involving removal of various types of

clothing. Again, most of these skills were being learned quite

rapidly except for arms out and zipper down. These two seemed to

require more refined fine-motor skills and thus required a long

period of acquisition. In each of these. programs there were again

few errors during the course of teaching the skills and the

children's retention on review was quite high. Baseline figures

also indicated the absence of the skills prior to teaching in most

children's cases.

The final category in this table show the data for washing

hands and face and clearly indicates the rapid rate of learning

the steps in this program (12.2 trials to criterion in an average

of 12 days). Also, very few errors were made (average of .5

errors) during these programs. This data thus cleariy indicates

the children's learning abilities in this area in terms of acquir-

ing the self-help skills and knowledge necessary for more indepen-

dent functioning in addition to the clear demonstrations of the

effects of the direct teaching procedure upon their acquisition

of these skills. The children were quite clearly capable of

acquiring a wide variety of dressing and personal hygiene skills

through'thea.e teaching procedures and retain these skills over

.fairly long periods of time. In addition, they responded quite

well to the toiletting program and the assistance and teaching for

various eating skills. Although socialization skills weren't

directly taught to the students, the teachers tacorporuted

objectives in this area in the direct teaching of other areas
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such as group work on puzzles, etc., and they also incorporated

socialization objectives into many incidental teaching situations.

Incidental Teaching Model

The incidental teaching procedures, described in an

earlier segment of the report, constituted one of the major methods

of establishing generalization and elaboration of skills and

knawledge the students acquired through direct teaching or on

their own behalf. An incidental teaching framework was first

elaborated as a decision-making model for spontaneous elaboration

of language skills by Hart and Risley (1975). In their work, they

develop a process whereby the teacher reacted to a child -

initiated contact with communicative intent by using the opportun-

ity to teach or elaborate a particular language construct; their

work involved children with mild to moderate language deficiencies

hut not moderately/s verely handicapped persons. The decision-

making procedures they employed sufficiently resembled our direct

teaching procedure, but in reverse order, that we adopted the

procedure as our major generalization and elaboration process.

Hart and Risley (1975) confined themselves to situations in

which the child.initiated contact with the adult,whereas we devel-

oped the approach to include parent/teacher initiited contact. A

child-initiated situation occurs when the child indicates through

word or gesture that he/she requires assistance; this process

would be exemplified by struggling to disengage a zipper mnd

gesturing to the teacher. If this level of interaction were

suitable to the child, the teacher would praise the child for
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staking for aid and then help disengage the zipper. However, if

the child could verbalize the request, the teacher would model the

appropriate request, for example, "What do you want?", "(I) want

help". If the child repeated the model and asked for assistance,

the teacher would intervenevassisting with the zipper and praising

asking for help. If the child continued to struggle with the

zipper without a response, the teacher would intervene at this

stage by repeating the question and pointing to the zipper. If

the child still did not respond, the teacher would assist with the

zipper without saying anything else. Thus, the children aren't

discouraged from asking for help but it is important to use as

many situations as possible for teaching purposes.

In the second situation, parent/teacher initiated contact,

the child has not requested assistance but the parent/teacher has

decided to use a particular situation to initiate new learning or

to etaborate or generalize previously acquired material. In this

instance the teacher/parent selects a particularly opportune

moment to initiate a teaching trial. For example, sitting on the

rug, the teacher approaches the child with a toy "a peg and some

plastic rings" and says "Go ahead, put on you put on!!"

If the child responds appropriately, the teadher praises this and

moves on; if not, the next step is eaployed. The teacher would

repeat the instruction and point to the peg; if the child initiates

the actions, praise ensues. If not, the teadher moves to the leirel

of physically guiding the student through the actions required,

then moving on to the next child. Thus, this procedure could be
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employed in many diffement situations in order to enhance, gener-

alize, initiate new teaching of novel inaterial. Parents, volun-

teers and practicum students could master this method with some

ease and initiate the procedures quite well.

Incidental encounters are encouraged by placing the

children's favorite toys behind a plexiglas screen and having the

older children ask for their toys while the younger ones gesture

or verbalize their wants or needs. In either case, immediate

reinforcement ensues as the child obtains the desired toy very

quickly. Thus, the environmental conditions facilitated the

generalization of directly taught language skills. That is, the

children generalized object labelling acquired in training and

attempted to use these same skills to learn the labels of novel

objects. At juice time, the children indicate their desires

through language or gestures, depending upon acceptable levels of

performance for the child. For example, a toddler asked "Duce",

another pointed, whereas a pre-schooler must have said, "I want

juice". During toiletting the children must indicate when they're

finished, Danny pointed down while Wade said "Want down". These

procedures can also be applied to motor development by encourag-

ing and reinforcing activities such as lifting, push, a pull

whenever something needs to be moved at home or school.

These and. many other Situations thus served as fertile

territory for elaborating and generalizing these learned skills

by the students. This procedure was extremely important in

facilitating the generalization of skills and kaowledge by the
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children in many areas. The use of a language rating system

(Kysela and Hillyard, 1976) dtmonsirated the kinds of chang

that the teacherscould exert an the children's spontaneous

language and the types of changes they could make in their own

incidental teaching procedures when they were provided with feed-
G-

back regarding their activities. Genetally speaking, then,.this

procedure was extremely valuable in facilitating the generalize-

tion and elaboration of directly acquired skills.

Summary

The behavioral data in the classroom aspect of the

Early Education Project provides very significant information

regarding the children's capabilities and the early intervention

model's effectiveness. In the language instruction area, exten-

sive gains were made with respect to initial verbal imitation

training,early referential functions of language skills, self-

initiated controlling aspects of language with others, and in some

children's cases, extended functions including action referents

and pronoun descriptions. Logical use of affirmative/negation

indices were also acquired by seven children. Thus, extensive,

aspects of functional language were acquired by the children

during the course of the project. In addition several areas of

both comprehension and expression of language were expanded with

the incidental teaching procedures (see Appendix D).

In the area of cognitive development the children for the

most part moved through the operations and operations with dis-

tractors programs enhancing their recptive language communication

I 7
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,with a4ulta and expanding their environmental exploratory skills.

They learned several levels of self-identification and awareness

and other-awareness through the body parts identification program.

Stacking and puzzles programs resulted in more extensive partici-

pation in environmental activities as did the lacing programs.

Through the writing and classification programs, the children

were acquiring school-related basic skills. In the Self-help

areas, many dressing skills were mastered _by the children as well

es components of the personal hygiene skills (washing and drying),

toiletting programs and eating skills programs. Thus, in all

children's cases, progress was made in terms of many new skills

and concepts being acquired; in addition, skills ror surviving in

the public schools were gradually being acquired. Five students

Lily! the pre-school classroom transfered to special programs in the

public school system at the termination of the project.

The results provided two other major points. First, many

programs required relatively few days to criterion and trials to

criterion indicating the tremendous learning capacity the children

have even with moderate to severe handicaps. In addition, the

children maintained these skills and knowleage over several weeks

of follow-up,supporting the notion that their memory processes
4..

were indeed effective. Secondly, very few errors occurred during

the teaching programs in many cases due to the use of the exten-

sive prompting and guidance procedures; this level of correct

performance was malniiined in several teaching areas even when

the children were learning discriminative responses. Thus, it is
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clearly unnecessary to use negative or aversive procedures to

obtain rather rapid learning of new skifls and knowledge with'

children having moderace to severe handicaps.

Normative Data

As Hanson (1975) has so aptly pointed out, the two crucial

issues considered in the evaluation of early intervention speci-

fically include investigating the relationship between the pro-

gram's implementation and gains the children make or behaviors

which are accelerated. The previous sections of the report

regarding behavioral changes and their relationship to the early

intervention per se demonstrated overwhelmingly the behavioral

acceleration which occurred following the initiation of service.

That is, ample evidence seemed to exist relating infant behavior

changes funct,ionally to the use of specific training procedures.

In this section, data obtained from standardized normative tests

will be used to demonstrate the effects of early tntervention

on the acceleration of the rate at which infants achieve'develop-

mental milestones. The rate of milestone attainment will be

measured through ihe use of two sets of standardized, normative

tests of development!' the Bailey Infant Scales and the Stan ford-

Sinet Intellige e Scale for mental development estimates and the

Reynell Lang.u!sge Inventory for both receptive language compreh,!n-

sion and expressive language skills.

Mental Development

Many authors have described the potential decreaseAn

f)
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relative mental abilities with an increase in chronological age

for children with moderate to severe mental retardation. This

notion, described as the cumulative deficiency hypothesis, quite

clearly suggests that as the retarded child grows, deficiencies

accumulate one on the other, particularly in areas such as

cognition and language where later complex skills and knowledge

depend upon earlier learning. If early int,rvention programs are

to have a major impact upon.the handicapped child, this cumulative

deficit must be reversed or at least stopped in order to acceler-
_.

ate the child's growth and development.

Figure 13 presents graphicali, the first three testings

over 14 months for children in the projec. on the mental develop-

ment scales. The raw data for all children in all the groups is

provided in. Appendix E. First in Figure 13, an estimated regres-

sion line isshown as a dotted line, adapted from data by Cornwell

and Birch (1969), which shows the gradual decline in mental devel-

opment obtained for children with Down's Syndrome. As can clearly

be seen, in all three curves for the project, the trend is'in the

opposite positive direction. The graphs show the increase in the

ratio of the children's mental age divided by their chronological'

age. This ratio score increases as the children's mental age

approaches their chronological age (as they accelerate their rate

of milestone achievement) and decreanes as their mental age falls

further behind their chronological age (cumulative deficits

occurring).
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Overall, As shown in the centre line, the children exhibited

an increasing ratio of their mental age vs. their chronological

age (F 6.52, p c.01); this significant increase over the three

testing periods is quite-the reverse of the Cornwell regression

line one wobld anticipate. This trend was consistent for both

the home program shown in the upper line (F 5.39, p <.05) and

for the school-based program shown in the lower line (F 4.85,

p <.05). These data strongly support the reversing effects of

early intervention in terms of the potential cumulative deficit

in mental development which one would anticipate. In fact, the

changes across the three testings exhibit a significant increase

over the first 12 - 14 months of the project.

Language Development

Although both the Zimmerman Language Scale and the

Reynell Language Inventory were used with the children, the

Zimmerman data was not employed due to the extravagant change

scores yielded on this device. These large changes were the

result of large gaps in the scale resulting in apparently large

changes where only 1 or 2 new skills or concepts were acquired.

The Reynell Language Scale seemed much more stable and realistic

with respect to the changes in language skills exhibited by the

children.

Figure 14 presents the results of the first three testing

sessions over the first 14 months of the project for the ratio

scores of the children's verbal pomprehension age - equivalent

scores divided by their chronological age at the time of testing.-
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This ratio should increase as the verbal skills improve closer to

normal ind decrease as the child's chronological development

increases faster than his/her language skill development. As is

seen iu the figure for the entire group (centre line), the

children's receptive comprehension skills increased over these

three testing periods (F 7.62, p <.01). In addition, signifi-

cmat changes occurred for the children in the school program

(F 15.47, p <.01) (see bottom line). Although

the change far the children in the home program (from Xi .52 to
-
x
3
i .62) was not significant (F - .70), this change reflected a

modest increase and not a decrease in the comprehension skills

for these children maintaining an accelerated rate of development

of these skills.

Figure 15 presents these ratio scores across the first three

testings f,!pr the expressive language skills measured on the Reynell

Language Scale. As can be seen in the figut, overall, there was

a slight increase in these natio scores indicating slightly accel-

erated rate of acquisition (F w 2.29, p ?.05), although the

cha-ge did not reach statistical significance.

However, the School group (shown in the lower line) did exhibit

significant change in an upward direction in these ratio scores

(F A 10.83 p .01), indicating an accelerated rate of acquisition

of these skills for them. The change for the home program

children was not significant (F .64)4 but indicates a maintenance

of learning these skills across a 14 month period df early

intervention. Many children in the home program were just

18
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beginning more elaborate apeech patterns is the project ended so

perhaps a future assessment of their skills would show an improve-

ment in acquisition in this area. Although some children were

assessed a fourth time, this data was not presented due to the

limited number of subjects available for comparison purposes.

Secondly, same limited data on motor development was available.

However, since many children had to be assessed with another test

on the second and third testings this data is not presented. But,

for 11 children in the home program tested three times with the

Bailey Infant Scales, their average ratio to physical development

age equivalent change vs. chronological age was .56 at Test 1 and

.47 at Test 2 for the 12 - 14 month interval of time. This fact

demonstrates that for these few children motor development was

not being accelerated at the same rate as was cognitive with

language development. However, these changes were not available

for all subjects and thus preclude firm conclusions from being

made regarding this area of developmcmt.

In summarylthe normative data overall indicated a significant

increase,for most cases, in the acceleration of the rate of achieve-

ment of developmental milestones. In those cases where significant

increases weren't shown, there was a maintenance of the initial

levels of growth rate exhibited at the project initiation. These

findings demonstrated the poesitive impact of this early interven-

tion program on the cumulative deficiency problempin which this

process was rev-irsed significantly in several areas of development

and eliminated in expressive language over the course of program

1'80.
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intervention.

External Evaluation

During the course of the project's 20 month operation, an

\
external evaluation was conducted by Dr. Richard Schiefelbusch

from the University of Kansas Bureau of Child Research. He was

supplied with an extensive description of the project and spent

two days on a site visit with the staff of the program reviewing

procedures and data. His report is contained in Table 27 which

is a reproduction of his letter following the site visit. One

rather notable feature of the report is the need for a demonstra-

tion and research centre to continue the type of research efforts

initiated by the project in early intervention and the development

of programs and materials associated with these efforts.

Per Diem Costs

The project was provided with a budget of $223_,000. from

November 1 1975 to June 30, 1977. During this 2.0 month period 47

children participated in the home-based parent'training early

intervention program and the toddler and pre-school classrooms of

the school-based early intervention program. Thus, this 20 month

period yields 400 days of instruction. The per diem cost estimates

based on these figures are $11.86 per child; this cost seems to

compare quite favorably to the commonly estimated cost of at least

$50 per day per child to provide services in on institutional

setting. However, this cost does not include transportation costs
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for bringing the 21 students who participated in the school program

to school. At $5.00 per day per child, this could have been

$42,000. for the 20 month period. Handcapped Children's Services

provided for these transportation services along with cost-sharing

by the children's parents. It should be pointed out that the total

anount included the research and development costs but did not

include specialists in speech pathology and physiotherapy nor such

expenses as substitute teachers or transportation. More recent

expenses indicate a figure close to $15./child/day is a more

realistic estimate.
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TABLE 26

I THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS . LAWRENCE, KANSAS ot4)45
BUREAU OF CHILD RESEARCH

MEMORANDUM

1, 1977

TO: Dr. Maria Carey
Dr. Gerard,gysela

FROM: Dr. R. L Schiefelbusch

Re: Consulfation Visit to the Early Chilchood Project

Thi$ is an evalvation statement based upon my reading pf project
,tterdwe at the prTjf!v:t staff Por s^7:1,%r a* 'the .13?nff

Conference on SehaviorModifieation and m:y visit at the proaect setting.
Thre is one oter feature that Preceded my rorwing to Banff arid Edmorito,,.
I checke0 otrt the written project plans with members cf the Kansas se,sttincj
who a-e doing infant and-preschool project.1 here. All of these
of evaluation figure in the following comments.

I should acknowledge at the outset, of course, that I have not had
access to the bulk of the data showing results of your project. 4 under-
stai;din9 however, is that the preliminary data at your disposal is reasurinc.
Nevercn2iess. co7iments will Pe directed at thp prcm 2r*.:
scf_sui.0:e; e!:chino model; staff train4 ttaliricatlo.1 dud
n.-:s1 and 2eJ!keral iqrosions and reconaations.

Prn.ariem Cortent and Sequence

file early childhood project-is an intervention program for toddler
and prcchool children with moderate to $evere developmental handicaps. The
shool-Las& portion of the program pr,wides instru:Aion in early chil&oLi
sk;lls and know19.4e. This is cumbined with a hone-based training prograc;
wiLh infant teaching learning intervention systems as the primary focus.
The program QiIploys a developmenta task analyzed curriculum with a critoricn
roferenced ascdsvrent method to dcterPine the child's competencies and sHlls.
The goals for ;ntervention are identified in behavioral terms,

five arel) vf developmerit eri: featured in the curriculum. These inz'irce
cogniiLion, nelp, whor, larguae aud socialization. ,Teligiinal otiectis
and sub-sk1ii4 are ideritified for each of tnese areas. In specifying a cri-
terion refertced assesment procrdvre the! .itaff dcwonstrate an aLLeri:vt: to

to LLtermi. pro:xe!,t; iLeasured agdirCJI,
pc.rfo'-mii-wrc :dex. This ciafferent from a.norwative refc.

ecoccdurr tne children ere ccApdred ieriainst an hypothetical noridzil
criterirT s.n.f,2r?rne.:1 ,rr!':f-p.ii,;res then include a ter!..t-trAO.

methui v:hich for the.;RairtriErc.:; of a s2quential procjram that
prel AO coild)rri; ass,s:;Tenvi of 1J4. Lhildren's skills th,ouohf,ut the

(c?
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TABLE 26 (CWT.)

Memorandum
11 1. 1977

4110 2

program. This level of remedial input allous for the deterMination at all'
times of tlel lev:0 of the chilci's ret.Ponding Nid subsequent progress.

The five areas ot curricular emphasis are implementen by using the
bestdesigned procedures that this.evaluator has been able to find, in fact
I marvel that they have teen able to pinpoint and to contract child and
toddler researchers in many sections of the United States And Canada and
to seek permissIon to use their best materials as soon as they are evailable.
The staff also remains in contact with such programs and are able to secure
a ereat deal of inforeAl assistance in implementing the work and,in combining
it into a ecrkate1e model to further their project aims. I Fan say categori-
cally thet it is a% well desiened toddler and preschool program as I t'ave
feeeu cuu u: fity v;S;La Lu ;uu..;;Ilv .111,/ ch;ld centers in the Uoited :tetes.

The Teochirl Model

Their teachieg model includes test-teach methods for direct and
incidentes instruction eosiyned io provide an instructional format for
teaching, meintaining, and elaborating new skills and concepts. Both
parents and teachers are taught to eveloy these methods to teach and
m4intain new behaviors following specific identification of the teaching
geols. chila's pfwess is monii.orA through the ese of a standard
date'. ccllection lomat allowing fOl behavioral analysjs of the effects
of intervention. Tne ddta collection procedures both for the classroom
amid nwie the Sam:: standard format tila.c allows data to be cdmplred
in terms of effectiveness in both r,ettings. It is possible for thee thus .

to pinpiiio,t the effectiveness of theireinsfructions to teachers and parent'
dnd the eFfects of the training sequences as caried ut in both settings.

Staff Trainih9 Qualification and Effectiveness
...me- et- e

During my visit to the project setting I was continually impresed
with the hieh morale of the staff and with their enthusiasm for the project.
Each mi.eler se.,emcd to h0 euite clear about the peeposes, the plieis arid
the effectiveness of the' program. Earh member also seemed to have i clear
prefessi6na1 aesitin foe their own role and ,eurti. In eeneral the d:scussinn
with staff members hd.:, reassuring and suggests both(' cenfiderce and stability
for further project developeent.

freeeral Impret%ions iia ketAmeleecetions
_

My gcneral imprmsior. arc that the project :.tal"f has lade a grC"It
.J7li of ;rugress in a ry haft time. They hc.fe put to3ether an impressive
plait for p.ojeLL develooN.2rt ins'xuction. Staff iiicmberstave be4.11
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- TABU 26 (CONT.)

Nemorandum
APrii 1, 197

71:7-i-44140 3

trained'and si4Atantial progress iv.ls been waae in devising technical
means for collecting data and for aosessiLg prgject effectivenps, Th
prnjert now stards et n imnurti.nt juncture in its deve'npmert. If staff
members arP given further assnrance that additional support
they can lay out further plan., for effective project i;evelop;;AInt. hs
Amuld include further plans fur data collection and project rofinemant
down to snenific cumponents of the overall plan. Those refin:entn an
be uSx2d fnr Lraining nthurs vho waht to impl:rinns, tne project in
other settings. The project qould also be used 3s d demensration set-Linn,
a place wnere'other potrential project developers and staff NImbers caibe trainedas a place where instructional staff can combine their roles
with the nmiect staff and can develop their roles as trainers and as
field wnrks ueoviding terhnical ansistance to other programs. The de4..on-

t ttratioa setning should also be and in a continuing way to dece;np
instrucLions lei prujeei aut:Ivities that call bc used the field. Th2is
would be a crthblete set. nf. instructional pcocedures for each scep ;r1 tiQ
prosram end (-act) prn'.c4ure snouid ne.used in Inaring with _tnc chilaren
in 'tn11Pnt..,(_. ciPa att nrof2cosl', ! stroncly ur7P tnat the nrc4,..st
be viVwQu 4S a t.n,onrce nnnu:d De mainincd and utilized in
developing uthnr progravn, COroughouL the provirl..

So far : not :,:.:ntionoti
, l!n*:!cycy it 1-":!

thef t leodership providc dy 01. yCiu ann the comcetenc,. t-df nnler
staff rmr1'2r, incluni-c raimicen Daley. tartha Doxey-Whit'ieln,
Linda nnnr;,:d, ¶oinan and Juiie Taylor are 111 strcri a.. n
the ntrnii-et If possible funds shnu:d be provided for them te continue
and to 'urther dnveloo tneir rules.

RLS:whj

2,1
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CMCLUSIONS

Discussion of Results

ThP results of this project have provided essential data

with retir t to two very important dimensions of early interven-

tion. First, the normative data indicated that the children's rate

of achieving developumntal milestones was significantly accelerated

in mental development and language areas for the school program

and in the area of mental development for the home program. In

addition, the rate of development exhibited by the children in the

home program was maintained in moderately increased language

development. These results reflect the extensive impact of the

early intervention program on the children's developmentoreversing

the typical cumulative deficit normally exhibited by moderately to

severely handicapped children. One reason for the large gains

shown in the school population was their initial very low starting

point, the result of the cumulative deficiencies over the first

three to four years of their lives without any interventian.

Secondly, the behavioral data demonstrated the profound and

rapid increases in knowledge and skills which can be attained by

moderate to severely handicapped children when provided with early

intervention and direct teaching of these skills and knowledge.

An additional feature of this data is the very limited number of

errors which results from the tezching model used, thus optimizing

the positive learning experiences the children had,whether

taught at home by mother and the other members of the family or by
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teachers in a school classroom for A hours per day. A final

crucial facet of this data is the reassuring findings that the

children retain these new skills and knowledge long after cessation

of direct teaching. Thus, these extensive data suggest we should

be yery optimistic about the extensive gains children will exhibit

if they are taught through direct teaching procedures. The use of

a data-based system of instruction insured the capacity to individu-

ally tailor and modify programs to suit individual children's

needs and idiosyncrasies. This aspect seems most critical if

systematic programs are to be employed which are sensitive to

individual children and families.

Several experimental studies demonstrated the specific effects

of the intervention procedures (especially the direct teaching

procedures) on the children's acquisition of new skills. Although

much additional research is needed regarding the effects of the

direct teaching approach,sufficient data exists now supporting the

efficacy of these procedures in teaching new skills and knowledge

to the moderate to severely handicapped child. Of particular sig-

nificance, this model was effective with all four areas of instruc-

tion:language skills; cognitive development; self-help skills; and

motor development.

The use of parents as the primary teachers in the home-based

parent early intervention program and the extensive gains made by

the infants as a result of this intervention strongly supports the

use of a home-based aspect of the project for children as soon as

the handicapping condition is identified. The importance of this
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-
early intervention cannot be emphasized strongly enough. As was

seen in the behavioral data many of the same programs were being

taught to children in the home program (average age of 12 months)

as were being taught to the school-based children (average age of

34 months at start of project). Thus the earlier the intervention

is initiated, the more rapid the learning of these skills and

knowledge.

A final conclusory point regards the effective teaching

skills of the home teachers and the teachers and developmental

assistants in the school program. These persons were able to

develop and implement the many skills required to assess and teach

children (and parents in the home program) the many and varied

skills and knowledge covered in the curriculum. This fact attests

to the great capacity of the personnel to learn new skills and

techniques for early intervention and to implement these new methods

to enhance the developmental growth of handicapped children.

Limitations

Although in the final analysis, one could identify many

limitations to this investigation, probably only two are of suffi-

cient significance to warrant mention. First, this project did not

have a control group of children with which to compare the participating

children's growth and development. Thus, although extensive

changes occurred in both normative development and the acquisition

of new skills and knowledge which appear to be due to the early

intervention program and seem to be contrary to the expected
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cumulative deficiency hypothesis, a true experimental demonstration

of this fact was not possible without the control group.

Secondly, the children involved all eXhibited same degree of
1

developmental delay from mild to severeyalthough most of the chil-

dren had Down's Syndrome as well as other handicapping conditions.

However, the inclusion .of a broader sample of dhildren would have

enhanced the gel erality of the findings to the full range of

mentally retarded and developmentally delayed children. This

problem should be remedied in the future with attempted applica-

tions to other children with severe and profound handicapping

conditions.
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RECOMVENDATIONS

Future Programs

Of particular importance in drawing out recommendations from

this project is the premise that for exceptional children it has

not been clear precisely how to intervene in the process of devel-

opment to'maximize the child's growth and learning. The substan-

tive results of this project have shed some considerable light upon

this dilemma. First and foremost, the normative data demonstrate

the significant impact early_ intervention can have upon mental

development generally and receptive and expressive language specif-

ically with moderately to severely handicapped. persons. This data

was most striking in showing an acceleration of development in

these areas over the first 12 - 15 months of intervention. Thus,

a first recommendation is to continue early intervention at home

or in a school-based p:ogram as soon as the child's handicaps-are

identified.

Secondly, the behavioral data yield a number of specific

recomnendations regarding the process of intervention. Direct

testing and teaching of the children with the criterion-referenced

assessment procedure and the direct teaching method resulted in

rapid indications of competence and the use of a very positive

teaching approach. Thus, it is recommended that these procedures

should be employed as the ,primary means of providing the early

intervention to enhance the
\

child's development.

Third, the development\O curriculum and standard program
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format insured objective identification of skills and knomledge to
\

be acquired and Methods for teaching the children. Thus, these

procedures should continue as the primary types of competency

sequences and teaching materials for this direct early intervention.

l'ourth, the data collection system provided the input

regarding children's progress and teaching success, thus insuring

a responsive teaching environment for the children. This procedure

should continue to ensure that the programs are adapted and changed

to reflect the rate of progress individual children exhibit and to

more personally tailor the teaching procedures to a child's growth

rate.

Fifth, the incidental teaching procedures were extremely

valuable f/r generalizing skills and knowledge children acquired,

by parents as well as teachers and volunteers. Thus far,

procedures should continue to be used for the essential generaliza-

tion experiences children need in order to apply their knowledge

more extensively.

Sixth, data from the home teacher's parent training program

indicatts the need to formalize the parent training process into a

sequence of steps gradually feadhing the parents how to teach

their children. The necesity of a gradually more complex series

of units providing parents of handicapped infants with these

skills and knowledge was quite clear from the results of the

training process. Many if not all of the home program families

also indicated the value of the home program and the importance

they t It in starting early and starting at home. The data shown
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in the section on results of hone teething strongly supports their

contention, showing for example the home children learning as

rapidly as the older children in the school-based programs many of

the very same language and cognitive skills and knowledge. Thus,

it is recommended that future early intervention programs begin as

soon after birth as is possible witl: a strong home progrma utiliz-

ing home visits on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. This phase should

be followed by a school-based program for children from 2 years

(or at that age parents wish to begin) to 51/2 yearspensuring not

only continued developmental enhancement but also preparatfon for

more successful experiences in elementary school programs.

Seventh, in conjunction with the above points, it is recom-

mended that a series of staff training and instructional modules be

completed providing the skills and knowledge required to serve

teachers and assistants in this type of early intervention. This

recommendation results from the experiences of training several

(10) persons for this project as well as attempting to train

persons at a distance (Peace River, Alberta and Lethbridge, Alberta)

to imp171ent a similar program. Thar is, these staff training

modules should provide for the acquisition of competencies in

criterion-referenced assessment, direct and incidental teaching,

program development data collection systems, and task analysis

skills. These skills should be employed for teaching 1 - 1, 1 - 4,

and I - 7 ratios of teacher-student groupings of infants and

toddlers. Home teachers required additional training in parent

consultation and advisement due to the extensive contact with
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families especially soon after the birth of a handicapped child.

This area of instruction may also include initial exposure to

issues in the area of famfly counselling.

During sile course of the project the home teachers carried

caseloads of from six to fourteen familiesythus praviding experi-

ence regarding different levels of caseload for this type of early

. intervention. The results of these experiences indicate that a

caseload of approximately ten or eleven families would be a-maxi-

mum for weekly or biweekly visits. With a great nuAter of bi-

weekly visits, this number could be raised proportionately.

A further recommendation related to parental participation

stems from our experiences in the school program. Tile parents

.should be required, whenever possible, to visit once every two

weeks to work as a volunteer, participate in parent training ses-

sions to learn direct and incidental teaching skills, and be pro-

vided with monthly records of the children's gains; alao bi-monthly

home visits from the teachers proved to be very useful for ensuring

carry-over to home of the skills learned in school. Thus, the

ratio of teachers and assistants to children should not exceed 2/8

ensuring that these facets of the program can be maintained. The

school location should continue to be in a normal elementary school

'housing other Early Childhood Services Programs to ensure the con-

tinuation of normalizing, experiences in-conjunction with the educa-

tional program. The library of books developed through the Kinette's

donation should be maintained and developed as a resource to the

project.
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Funding was provided through the Department of Education,

Early Childhood Services Branch. In the future, more extensive

funding should include Early Childhood Services as well as Services

for the Handicapped and the Public School Board with other possible

sources also being sought out.

Due to the extensive, language delays and motor skill impair-

ments the children exhibit, professionals such as speech therapists

and physiotherapists should be obtained from the budget of the

project; this service is particularly essential as these areas of

teaching need continuing evaluation, moOlfication, and coordination

with the child's total program.

A final recommendation is that transportation should continue

to involve the Edmonton Handibus Services and be funded collectively

by the operating budget of the program with assistance from the

school board and the parents for all children in the program.

Future Devel2pments and Research

in an investigation of this magnitude, innumerable research

and development ideas are encountered in the process: this section

of the report attempts to highlight investigable problems encoun-
o

tered during the implementation of the early intervention approach

which pertain more or less directly to the effects of this process.

The iirst area of study involves the formal development and valida-

tion of the staff training program. This set of staff training

sequences should be formalized for use with others in this field

who wish to take the same approach to providing early intervention.
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The validation of this instructional material in terms of its

effects upon skill and knowledge acquisition by the Rotential

teachers would be a necessary prerequisite to the broader dissem-

ination of the methods. In conjunction with this/effort, the

parent training manual should also be completfd for use by staff
',/

trained in the methods of direct early intervention. The parent

training sequence enploying a series of increasingly complex units

instructing parents on the methods and protedures of home teaching

was developed with the Early Education roject but requires'valida-

tion and completion. This aspect of ontinuing development would

be essential if others intend to to tinue the program in other

places of Alb-iita

The developmental curiculum and the criterian-referenced

assessment procedure which litcompanies the curriculum require

further validation. Madill (1977) has partially validated. the

sequence of motor objectives from early head movemedts through to

alking in :erms of the ordinality of this scale. However, exten-

sive additional research of this type is required to develop this

valuable resource for establishing teaching objectiyes.

During the course of the project, two quite different

approaches to teaching, the direct teachink model and the inciden7

tal teaching model, were applied to the problem of early :nterven-

tion. To the author's knowledge, this project was the first

instance of the conjoint use of these two approaches with infants

and young children. Further investigations of the relationship

between these two methods is necessary to delineate their strengths
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and weaknesses and to clarify the manner through which they amplify,

compliment, and possibly conflict with each other. For example,

it's quite possible that language skills are more efficiently

acquired through incidental methods whereas self-help skills are

more effectively acquired through direct teaching processes. These

and other questions regarding the teaching models require answers

prior to further elaboration or use of them in a wider context.

A final very important area of future research is the further

study of acquisition, retention, and generalization of knowledge

and skills by the children with moderate to severe handicaps. The

data from the project clearly demonstrated the rapid and enduring

learning patterns the children exhibited during the course of the

project. More detailed investigations are required to identify

the scope and depth of learning possible by the children. -Their

extensive retention of the learned skills and concepts also sug-

ge,t a lack of memory problems which is surprising for children

with this degree of retardation. Alsc4 the question of general-

izing these newly acquired skills to their natural environments

requires much additional information regarding the nest procedures

and optimal outcomes. Each of these areas thus encompasses major

researchable problems regardlng the mentally handicapped child's

learning processes and requires further investigative efforts.

A final statement for the report must include-a comment to

future practitioners and researchers in tills field. The problems

of early intervention are indeed varied, complex and at times



appear hmsoluble. However; diligence will be rewarded with solu-

tions im time whdle the hard, hard effor.:s of pursuit of new

knowledge are constantly being rewarded by the beautiful attain-

ments of the developing children for whom the effort is being made

in the first instance.
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Criterion Referenced Assessment Guide

Language Objectives

Pre-Linguistic and Early Language Objectives

1. Attention

-*

A. Child will look at E..jace when given the attending
ft

signal Look Here" or "Look # Me
within 5 iiE6Was of the command: C1ild win look at
the E. on 2 out of 3 trials.
1. Child will turn his headf- move quickly, or cry in

response to a loud noise. (Portage #3)

2. Child will show, by moving eyes and head, or body,
that he hears a voice or soft noise. (Portage #6).

3. Child will turn his head, smile, cry, or move his
body toward or away from a person talking.
(Portage #4)

4. Child will turn his eyes and head in direction of a
voice or noise. (Portage #5)

5. Child will smile and/or move his body toward friendly

voices. He will make withdrawal movements and will
not make positive facial gestures and will cry in
response to an angry voice. (Portage #7),

6. Child will indicate by a change in body position,
eye movement, or motion that he recognizes his name.
(Portage #10).

7. Child will stop a movement in response to "NO"
(Portage #14).
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Definttions

Attenticm

1 When a rattle is sounded loudlY at the side of thi childs head he
Will turn-his head in the direction of the sound or cry as a result
of the noise. On 2 out of 3 trials the child will react to the
sound of the rattle by demonstrating any of the three reactions
above within 5 seconds of the presentation of the auditory stimulus.
(L-3)

2. When a rattle is sounded softly at the side of the childs head he
will indicate by moving eyes and head, or body that he has heard the
sound. The E. will make all sounds with the rattle out of the childs
peripheral vision. The child will respond to the rattle sound
demonstrating any of the reactions described within 5 seconds of the
presentation of the auditory stimulus'and on 2 out of 3 trials.
(L-6)

3. When the E. approaches the child from behind the child will react 'to
him as he becomes vis,ible by either turning head, crying or moving
body forward or away from E. within 5 seconds of the E. approach and
on 2 out of,3 trials.
(L-4)

4. The child will turn his eyes and head in the direction of a rattle
which the E. shakes behind his head. The E. will alternate the
sound by moving the rattle from behind to the side makino sure that
the rattle is at no time-visible to the child. The child will
react to the auditory stimulus within 5 seconds of tfle presentation
and on 2 out of 3 trials.
L-5

5. The child will smile and/or move parts of his body toward the friendly
voice of the E. who will call his name and smile at the child. The
child will not make positive facial expression or gestures in response
to the angry voice of the E.. who will say "NO". The child will respond
to the voice tones described within 5 seconds of the commands and on
2 out of 3 trials.
(L-7)

The thild will indicate by a change in body positton, eye movements or
motion that he recognizes his name when E. .calls the childs-name while
sitting beside him on the floor. The E. will not show any facial
expression when calling the name. The child will demonstrate any of
the 3 variations above within 5 seconds of the command and on 2 out of

(L-10)

7. Presented with a rattle or.another toy, the child will not play with the
object when given the command "NO" (shouted loudly). The child will stop
playing with the object immediately after the loudly, shouted-command for
at least a 1 second interval on 2 out of 3 trials.
(L-14)

9



Imitation (See Skill Test)

Gross Motor Sounds/Sounds and Action

1. Child will imitate E. model within 5 seconds for gross motor behavior
and 2 sounds.

Sounds and Words

2. Child will imitate E. model within 5 seconds for sounds and 2

words.

Words

3. Child will imitate 16 one and two syllable words within 5 seconds of
the model "Say
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Pet;sons and Things

1. Labeling

Child achieves 80% or more correct responses in a session
of 32 trials or 12 correct responses in a row when asked
"Whats that?" and presented with the following 16 stimuli
singly: cookie, pants, ball, nose, chair, pop, shoe, car,
tummy, table, apple, cup, top, mouth, spoon, drum.
See skill Test I Guess et al. (P18)

Guess et al. Step 1

Point To

Child will identify by pointing or by giving the E. a
named item achieving 8M,f, or more correct responses in a
session of 32 trials or 12 correct responses in a row when
instructed "Point to the (item)" or "Give me (item)" or
(item)?" and presented with four items at a time from the
list of sixteen items in Step one. See Skill Test 2,
Guess et al. (P29).

Guess et al. Step 2

3. Requesting Items

Child will request items using a two-word response
( Want ,(item)") chieving 80% or more correct responses
in'a session-,of 2 trials or 12 correct responses in a
row when asked that want?" and presented with ten items
singly. These, i ems are foods, liquids, toys, etc.
that are reinforci g to the student and which he is able
to label.

Guess et al. Step 3

4. Asking (PWhats Thatr)

'Using at least ten items which he can label plus a large
assortment of items for which he probably does not know
the labels, the child will ask "What's that?" when
confronted with items for which he does not know the
label achieving 8O or more correct responses in a session
of 32 trials or 12 correct responses in a row.

Guess et al. Step 4
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Acquiring New Object Names

Uting six items he Cm label and six novel items, the
child will ask "What's that?" when he does not know the
label of an item presented and will supply the label when
he does know it achieving 80% or more correct responses
in total responses per session or 12 consecutive correct
responses for a session.

Guess et al. Step 5

6. Memory For New Item Labels

Using six to ten novel itens and three items he can
already label, the child will ask the questicm "What's
that?" when presented with novel items and will then
correctly label these previoUsly novel items dropping
the question "What's that?" for that particular item
and successfully label three novel items within two
training sessions.

Guess et al. Step 6

7. Idenficication of Labels using "Yes" and "No"

Using sixteen items he can already label easily ond
accurately, the child will answer "yes" when asked
"Is this a (item)?" and presented with an item matching
the werbal label and will answer "no" when asked "Is this
a (item)?" and presented with an item not matching the
verbal label. He will achieve 80% or more correct
responses in a session of 32 trials or 12 correct
responses in a row.

See Skifl Test, Guess et al (P30) Guess et al. Ste 7

8. Requesting Items with "I"

Using the itens that are especially liked by the student
he will use a three-worded response "I want (item)"
achieving 80% or more correct responses in a 32 trial
session, or 12 consecutive correct responses, when
requesting items in responses to the question "What do
you want?"

Guess et al. Step 8

9. Naming and Requesting Items

When presented with an item and asked "What is that?"
the child will provide the correct label. His request
for item in response to the question "What do you want?",
presented immediately, will be a three-worded response
"I want (item)". Where both questions are presented,
the child will respond.correctly to both on 80% or more
trials in a 32 trial session or on 12 consecutive trials-.

Guess et al. Step 9
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Skill Test Scoring Form for Step 1

Student Date Session #

Trainer

In blanks J-16, list the 16 items that are used in Step 1; then list them again
(not in the sdme ord r) in blanks 17-32.

Item

1.

Score item Score

17.

2. 18.

3. 19.

4. 20.

5. 21.

6. 22.

7. 23.

8. 24.

9. 25.

10. 26.

11. 27.

12. 28.

13. 29.

14. 30.

15. 31.

16. 32.

.Siore trials as correct (+): incorrect (-); shape (S); or no responie (NR)

Percent Summary for Test (Cased on 32 Trials)

S HI;

Score

Percent
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Skill Test Scoring Form for Step V

Student Date Session #

Trainer

List the 16 items (twice) that are used for training in Step 2

Item Score Item Score

1. 17.

2. 18.

3. 19.

4. 20.

5. 21.

6. 22.

7. 23.

8. 24.

9. 25.

10. 26.

11. 27.

12. 28,

13. 29.

14. 30.

15. 31.

16. 32.

..

1111.em.1.=.

111a!

711

.4.1irolym

Score trials as correct (+); incorrect (-); shape (S); or no response (NR)

Percent Summary for Test (based. on 32 trials)

S NR

Score

Percent
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Student

Trainer

.N
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Skill Test Scoring Form for Step 7

Date Session #

The items listed on this and subsequent scoring forms are intended to serve as examples.

The Trainer is free to select training items which best meet the individual needs of the

students, based upon their abilities to accurately label the objects. The items used in

numbers 1-16 again repeated in numbers 17-32 even though the order of presentation has

been randomized. Remember that criterion performance is based on all 32 trials.

Show this Object Ask Score

ball

2. hat

3. cup

4. apple

5. car

6. cbokie

7. pencil

8. gun

9. sock

10. table

1. ring

12. chair

13. block

.14. spoon

IS. soap

IS THIS A BALL?

IS THIS A ?

IS THIS A

IS THIS AN APPLE?

IS THIS A ?

IS THIS A COOKIE?

IS THIS A PENCIL?

IS THIS A GUN?

IS THIS A

IS THIS A TABLE?

IS THIS A ?

IS THIS A

IS THIS A BLOCK?

IS THIS A ?

IS THIS A ?

=IMIIMI111.1.11!1.

16. comb IS THIS A COMB?

faTi trials as correct f+); incorrect (-);

Score

Percent

Show this Object Ask

17. chair IS THIS A CHAIR?

18. table IS THIS A

19. block IS THIS A

20. soap IS THIS SOAP?

21. pencil IS THIS A

22. ring IS THIS A RING?

23. sock IS THIS A SOCK?

24. hat IS THIS A HAT?

25. comb IS THIS A

26. ball IS THIS A

27. gun IS THIS A

28. car IS THIS A CAR?

29. cookie IS THIS A ?

30. spoon IS THIS A SPOON?

31., apple IS THIS A SOCK?

32. cup IS THIS A CUP?

shape (); or no response (NR)

Percent Summary for Session
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Actions and Thin s

When asked "What you do?" child responds "I (verb)"
When asked "What you want." child responds "I want
(Object)".-

When asked "What you do?" child responds "I (verb)
(label)"

When asked "What you want?" child responds "I want
(object)".

When asked "You (verb) (label)?", child responds
"yes" or "no".

When asked "What 1 do?" child responds, "You (verb

When asked "What 1 do?" child responds "You (verb)
(label)".

It

Guess et al. Step 10

Guess et al. Step 11

Guess et al. Step 12

Guess et al. Step 13

Guess et al. Step 14

When asked "What do you want?" child responds when
asked "I want (object)":
When asked "What (am/are) (1/you) doing?" child responds
"(I) (you) (verb) (label)"

Guess et. al. Step 15

When asked "What do you want to do?" child responds
"I want (verb). Guess et al. Step 16

When asked "Do you want to (verb)?", child responds
"yes" or "no". Guess et a Step 17

When asked "What do you want to do?", child responds
"I want (verb) (object)".

When asked "Do you wont to,(verb) (object)?", child
nesponds "yes" or "no". .

Guess et al. Step 18

Guess et al. Step 19

When asked "What do :!ou want me to do?", child responds
"I want you (verb). Guess et al. Step 20
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When asked "Do you want me to (verb)?", child responds
"yes" or "no" Guess et al. Step 21

When asked "What do you want me to do?", child responds
"I want you (verb) (object)". Guess et al. Step 22

When asked "Do'you want me (verb) (object), child
responds "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 23

. When asked "What do you want to do?", child responds
"I want (verb) (object)".
When asked "What do you want me to do?" child responds
"I want you (verb) (object)". Guess et a . Step 24

When asked "What are you doing?", child responds "I
want (verb) (label)"

When asked "Am I (verb) (label)?", child responds
"yes" or "no".

When shown a new verb-action, child aske "What you
do?"

When shown a new.verb-action and asked "What are you
doing?", child responds "I (am) (verb) (object)"
When asked "What am I doing", child responds "You
(verb) (object).

Guess et al. Step 25

Guess et al. Step 26

Guess et al. Step 27

Guess et al. Step 28

When presented with a mix of old and different new
actions, child responds "What you do?" or "You (verb)
(label)".

Guess et al. Step 29
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Wheh asked "Whose (label)?" child responds"(My)
(your) (label)" Guess et al. Step 30

When asked "Is that (my/your) (label)?", child will
respond "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 31

When asked "What you want do?", child responds I want
(verb) (my/your) (label)". Guess et al. Step 32

When asked "Whose (object)?" child will respond "That
is my (object)" or "that is your (object)". Guess et al. Step 33

When shown new objects, child sponds "That is (my/your)
(label)?" Guess et al. Step 34

When asked "That is (my/your) (object) (label) "What
do you want?", child responds "I want (my/your) object"
When asked "What are you doing?", child responds "I
(verb) my/your (object)" Guess et al. Step 35

When shown a mix of Red/Blue/Yellow objects and asked what
is it?", child responds "red/1;lue/yellow (object)" Guess et al. Step 36

When asked "Show me the red/blue/yellow (object)", child
respond.. by correct pointing. Guess et al. Step 37

When asked "Where is the (object)?" red/blue/yellow
box, "What do you want to do?", child will respond "1
want open ned/blue/yellow bax". Guess et al. Step 38

When asked "Do you want to open (red/blue/yellow) box?"
child will respond "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 39

2
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When shown nem colours and asked "what colour?", child
will respond "That is (colour label) Guess et al. Step 40

When shown oTd/new colours and askeds"what colour?"
child will respond "That is " or "What colour?" Guess et a . Step 41

When asked "Do you want to draw?", Child will respond
"yes". Present crayons and ask child "What colour"
(red/blue/yellow). Present picture and ask,child
"what is that?", child will respond ("correct label)"
Repeat "Do you want a crayon?", chi,ld will respond
"yes", "What colour do you want?", child will respond
"I want red/blue/yellow". Guess et al. Step 42

SIza and Position Location

When asked "What's that?" (big/little ball), child will

respond "big/little ball". Guess et al. Step 43

When asked "Show me the (big/little) (nbject), child will

respond by correct pointing. Guess et al. Step 44

When asked "Where is the (object) (big/little box)?"

"What do you want to do?", child will respond "I

want open (big/little) brx". Guess pt al. Step 45

When asked "Do you want to open the (big/little) box?"

child will respond "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 46

When asked "Give me a (object)", child will reipond

"What size?", "I want the big/little (object)", child

will respond by cor,%ect presentation. Guess et al. Step 47

When asked "Did I give you the (big/little) object?",

child will respond "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 48

When asked "Show me the big/little red/blue/yellow

(object)", child will respond by correct pointing.

When asked "What is this (big/little, red/blue/yellow)

(object)"? "Do yoU want (object)?" Child will respond

"yes",when asked "Which object do you want?", child will

respond "I want (bic/little red/blue/yellow) (object).
Guess et al. Step 49
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When asked "Where is the (object) (on/under) the (table/
chair), child will respond "(On/under) the (table/chair)"

Guess et a . Step 50

When asked "Put the (object) (on/under) the (table/chair)
child will respond by correct placement of object. Guess et al. Step 51

When asked "Where is the (object)?", child will respond
(0n/under the box").
When asked "What do you want?", child will respond "I
want the (object) (on/under) the box". Cuess et al. Step 52.

When asked ."Is the (object) (on/under) the box?", child
will respond "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 53

When presented with (object) on/under table/chair/tox.
Child will ask "Where is my (object)?" E. will respond
"Your (object) is on/under the table/chair/box". Child
will respond by netrieving object. Guess et al. Step 54

When asked "Where am I?", child will respond "You are
inside/outside the box/circle".
When asked "Where are you?", child will respond "I am
(inside/outside) the box/circle". Guess et al. Step 55

When asked "Am I inside/outside the circle?", child will
respond "yes" or "no".

When asked "Are you:inside/outside the circle?", child
will respond "yes" or "no". Guess et al. Step 56

When asked "Where do you want to go?", child will respond
"I want to go inside/outside box/room"
When asked "Where do you want me to oo, child will respond
"I want you to go inside/outside box/room". Guess et

Child will ask "Where are you going?" E. reolieL
"I am going outside/inside the room, where do you want
to go?", child will respond "I want (to) go inside/
outside (the) room".

9 .

. Step 57

Guess et al. Step 58.
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When asked "Where do you want to go?", child vrill respond
III want (to) go inside the mom".
Whew asketi "Where do you want me to go?", child will
respond "I want you (to) go inside (the) roole.
When asked "Where is the (object), child will respond
"On/under (the) table/chair".
When asked "Put (object) inside the red/blue box", child
will respond by correctly placing the box.
When asked "Where do you want to go?", child will respond
"I want (to) go outside (the) room".
When asked "Where-do you want me to go?" child will respond
"I want you (to) so outside (the) room".

S.

Guess et al. Step 59



griterion Peferenred Asses-wnt Cuide

Cognitive Devitiovrent

1. Yisual

Z. Auditor,

A. Tracks stirulus turning head

(!) (cyes (*r. card) (CIA)

(2) 13..ks at 'ands

(3) t'e ci11 wi'l 'ollow ar nject f-lam ere -.ide
to tPe otPer (1c)Ji

(6) eyes contin,cL.s y folIo a ring as it MOvall in
a circle (C6A)

ay (head to mfdliro).(no cart) (011)

(6) tPt child will follow with,his eyes ind turn Ws
head when the bcam of a flIshliuht is flasnrd vi
moved on tho ceiling of a shaded room (C2)

A. Turns eyes and head :n direction of sound

(1) turn eyes or moves head whin hearing a sound
(L-3) (C3)

(2) moves head in ire direction Of the sownd of
ringing bell as it is moved from sloe to side (L-5)

3. Fine Motor Selug.hcos

I. Reach and Grasp

11. Puts in Mouth

.11

A. Peach fur qrac7 and detain small object using pincerrasp,
(1) relor. for a 11r1..iht colored rattle wlen it is in

frrlt of hir t/ thin re...t. (V-1;; 0)
gta:A for caject danoled abooe bin with
oal,er afac (MZA) iC7)
re.,-h fur and "rasp a rattle held direaly in front
Of hiv just wiihin rwach (Ca)

grtso and handle a rjt'er b1otk or toy before
dropping it T.7) (C-11)
reacv for, gra and Cuntfno: to h71d rattle fo,'
rmIrsim Of 5 5C.. rif.s (S-si) C9)
hold a toy Pla:ed in his ;rasp fir 10 seccnds (416)

grasp o to, ani transf.r ft
other (m.37) (C19)

hold two block ,. in one hand

uses thumb and index finger
(M-266; ti-18E) (C24)

frot one 'land to tht

(A.2?4) C23)

to grasp smell objects

Id"

1.14

A. Reath grasp and put specified Object in moutn

(1) hands to,routh

(2) crab ring dangled above head end put in mouth
(CH). r116)

(3) reach for object, grasp it, pot it int', miauth ::12)



"Pas In-/"Puts on"

III. Puts In

'uts Ur

-

A. Place obju:.ts "ir" !nocifieri area.

(1) puts 3 blocks into cup 1.C14)

(2) puts circle and square n form board ((.32)

(3) puts peg into pegboard .C3111)

(4) Place at least 5 pegs itito pegboard (C37)
(clOtnesdin size)

(5) place circle,sruare and triangle in correct hole
without trial and terror (C42)

A. Place oojects "on" specified area.

(I) Puts lid on oblong bok (C57C)

(2) Puts lid on square bp%

(3) Puts lid on roi.nd box

A. semose rei from pei1133rd

.(1) Rerove lid from box

(2) Remove 6 blocks from cup by dumping or removinri
one at a time (C30)

0) Remove circle from simple wooden puzzle (C26)

(4) ROmOAM mdium sized pool frm pegboard (C27)

(5) Unscrews lid (Y638)

VI. Operations

VII. Stacking

A. Follows commands re: placement of objects.

(I) close object

(2) open object

(3) removes object (takes off)

(4) nemoves object (takes out)

(5) puts in

(6) Puts on

(7) push

(a) pull

(g) open take out - close

.4

A. Build conplek struct re with blocis

r
(1) place ring., over peg in random order (C25)

(2) stock rin;c on peg according to size ((.47)

(3) whri rr,'erted wit) 5-6 b;ocks, w 11 build a

t(4) builer= d0V6 blcOs (-3)

(5) build bridge with 3 blocks (C54)

(5) build tower old triangle on top, or train with
Srokestdck in iritation ((.55)

(7) build symretricel objects (bridges, gates, forss,
and blocks without help) (C74)



0111:Stringing

EL *ma Ptolfticn Skills

A. Strings beads of varying sizrs

1) lacing Holes
(1) threads shoalaco army!, one hole card

11) Lacing Card
(1) threads shoelea thheegh five hole card

111) Bes*s
(1) strings 6 smell bards

Turns 2-3 page of books at a time (C59)

Opens door (C63A)

Closes door (C63A)

Tears paper

Turns 1 page of book at a time (C72)

Cuts with scissors

Cuts circle out scissors

Opens Jar lid (1110)

Unwraps csndy (1167)

Complo.tes 6 piice puzzle without trial error
(puzzle pieces not interlocking)(C50)

11. Writing

4. Self-Awareness

Able to copy any word by writing

scribbles holding pencil in fist grasp

scr1Obler holding pencil with 'pencil grasp°

draws verttcal line between two parallel lines

draws horizootal line between two parallel lines (C45)

roeroduces cross (1406)

reproduces square (C60)

reproduces triangle (C95)

reproduces circle (C44)

colours within one inch of square

wri tes

writes

writes

writes

writes

writes

writes

copies

copies

26 lower case letters

26 upper case letters

giver, and lest nawes

numerals 0 to 10

26 lower case letters on line .

26 upper case letters on lint

numerals 0 to 10 on line

a word correctly on line

5-word sentence correctly on line

A. Correctly draws a person including all frajr b04y Part,-

able to point to at least one bogy part, eitrier en
himself er on a doll or or notner persoe t(31;
points to 10 be4y.parts on himself or al.dc11, when
asked (C64)

completes man (flenel board) 1 element missing

ccii tid



4. Se:'-Aw4reness Contto

S. Auditory Srquentist Memory

(4) completes man (flanel board) 3 clements Ms-Ong

(5) draw a recognizable man with body, arms and legs
and face with eyes, ears, oose, mouth and hair (C84)

3

-
A. Retell si-ple, r

6. Aritrrttic - Tine

02

(1) re; tad pattern able to repeat a
ihyt'r. pattern (C534)

(2) repeat 2 cv hers in the sat order that they
were giv,i (u,2)

(3) re:.ieat a sequ,.fire of Y.-0 numbers in order and
in imitaticn

(4) recognize and repeat familiar nursery rhymes (C80)

(5) sing str'ple songs that are familiar (at least 30
words (C82)

(6) ,retell a simple plot of a story that is familiar
(Clee that he has heard at least three times) (C8))

fl

tiT ri co, C

(1) dis:r. !rat(' tet..een i.poken and pictured
al tiv f.,es to ',olio', It -orninl and v.mrn is night

(2) CeSCrI4.') 4r. activity, the ('hid will r.AP approp-
riate ,Jsole.nf 'yeste Ja. , tur.), ,orrow,"
"-:mInV't "a(ternoon , and c.vcnin", ;C714)

(3) Correctly idfsntIfy all 7 days ci( the week . e.g.
Today ,s Tt.c.' day". ;C8C.3)

(4) ans.,ers the follaying qu.:st;ons with respect tO
tire: (C764)
(1) what tile do yoi 9et up?
(11) what time do yoi eat lunch? supper?
(ill) what time do AIN go to schgol? bod?

7. Matching

1 2 3

8. Classifying

.11..IFMNIa.111

A. Chiplicato patterns varying is shape, color at,O size.

(1) match twu like uh2ects or sf-Ple ptctcres (C40)

(2) fratc.h colour to colour, i.e. fed to rntl, (C61)
yel lf..v to lel low, blue to bl:r-.

(3) match objects that are reatriii ard saucer,
fork to sown, chair ar d table, Da. ana ard orange
shoe and so, ). (C7d)

(a) tinen shown a horizontal array of Nur cards
containing gloretric shapes, the student should
be able to dui..licate the same pattern using his
own board and selecting the four cards from a gro
of fro'i four tdPseven cards. (0g1)

A. Class ifv Lt,1Pr TS hy Colour, size and share

(1) Inf-titl fy aid norte red, yellm. and blue (C62)

(2) Identify oil, cts as teinl a ...ertain cvloidr (C79)
i.e J;.ples c,re red, bin.y.as ar4 yellow, grass is

Ind ire ly is tylie.
(3) trli r.,11 o- ite, .001 is bls.(, 1r

(4) c,r erd 117.11 ob,ettS when the

l;ineCe60),

Ii
:6) that lcner than andthCr stick

.., 4 cut 41 trials (C6.::4
(7) Oncre an object as roof, or smooth, point to a

srioutn ohject (1.6C4)
(8) point to or var... tnree shapes, circle, souare

and trionole (CSO)
(9) correctly identify objects along the dimensions

size and colour (e.g. the big red ball, the small
yellcw cirtle. etc.) (C62A)

r)
J



, 9. Counting

*

A. Able

one c

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

to associate numbers

Orrespcmdence.
when teacher counts

nonter, student shou
counted to (0A-11-1)

with blocks In one to

from one to a particular
Id tell her what number she

whe- teacher specifies a nurber student should
be able to count frcm one to that number (11A41-2)
wilen teacher specifies a number, student shoald be
able to begin counting at that number and count
untilrstopped by teacher (D1-11-))

when teacher specifies two nut/tiers, student should
be able to begin at the first number and count to
second number (DA-11-4)

when teacher chops ()Sleets into cemtainer, student
should be able to count objects (up to ten) as they
ere dro:,-e0 And then state how many objects are
in the conta*ner (DA-11-b)

child will hamj you the nunber of objects asked for
I-S

when teacner claps hi,- hands. student should be ((73)
able to couot (11 she claps (up to seven times) ondthen state how rany times

she clapped (DA-11-6)

when Leacher draws i, to eleven lines an the board,
the student _Mould be able to count lines as she
drewS them and then state how many lines there are
(0A-11-7)

when teacher shows students pictures of variOus
groups of objects. student should be able to count
number of objects in whole group or any designated
subgroup and then state how many objects there
ere (C72) (0A.1141)

10. 4,0601 Identification

2

=110

A. Student will associate a written numeral with 4
designated quantity.
(I) wrier teacher presents a random display of

numerals and/or symbols, stjoent should be ble
to cross out any specified numeral Or SyebOl
(DA-ll).1)

1(2) when teacher writes 4 numeral or syrbol on the
IrlilTdent Should be stle to identify it

(1)

(i)

(S)

( -)

(7)

(8)

(9)

when presented with the numerals 1. Z. 3 ---9, the
student should be able to identify it (3-Ill-41)
wner presented with any nu'eral trc 0-99 student
should be eale to inuntify it (CA-l11-5)
when olesented with printed sm pie of a nveral or
symtol and series of dotted line versions of it,
studente shluld be Ole to write the nuteral or
Srb01 by tracing the dotted lines and to say what
he is c.aking (DA-111-6)

whpn presented with printed senple of .4 nip..!ralOr i,r nd a starfit: C-)t. tip tudo,t bOle to wril.e ire n.nrrel or 4,, tol te se, who
he is nallin4. (DA-)11.1)
when presented with ertnte..! nu-eral. sudent shod
be Ole to ;n4icate how rani lines to elaw under
the nureral and to count as fie draws each line
(DA-111.8)

when presented with printed numeral witn one Or COlines drawn under it, student should be able to
state how cany lines there Am and then count from
that number ta the number indicated by the printed
numeral ono draw the remaining lines 04011-9)

when presented with a series of printed lints and
en empty box, student should be able to count the
lines and draw the numeral in the box (04.111.10)

el
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Visual

A. Sitting on another adults knee in a partially darkened roam the child
will block the'stteu (a pen light, f)ash light) held 15 cm frmm
centre of his face, within 5 seconds of the command "Look here" and'
the appearance of the light when the flash light is moved a distance
of 10 cm. to each side from centre. The child's eyes must have
focused on the light before it is moved, movement must be performed
slowly. (C1)

(1) Lying supine (on back) child will look at a large coloured
block held at a distance of 15 cm. from the side of his face
within 5 seconds of the command "Look here" and follow it
horizontally at least to the midline. (C1A)

(2) Lying supine (on
seconds within 5
across'his chest

back) child will look at his hands for 3
seconds of the E. raising both his hands
to eye level at a distance of 10 cm.

Child seated on the floor E. moves a coloured block from 15
cm. from one side of his head to 15 cm. from other side of
his head (1801. Child will follow the block within 5 seconds
of the command, child's name "Look". (C6)

Child seated on the floor E. swings a coloured ring in 30 an.
circles in front of his face. Child will follow the moving
ring for 5 seconds within 5 seconds of the command, child's
name "Look". (C6A)

Child lying supine (on back) E. moves a large coloured block
from 15 cm. from one side of his face to midline, stops for
3 Seconds and continues to 15 cm. from other side. Child will
follow block with eyes to midline position, stop and continue
following to other side when movement recommences; within 5
seconds of the command, child's name "Look". (C1B)

Seated on another adults knee in a darkened room the child will
follow the beam of a flash light with his eyes as the.E. moves
it across a wall toward the child's side within 5 seconds of the
command, is look". (C2).

Auditory

A. Seated on the floor the child will turn his eyes and head in the direction
of the sound (rattle or bell) within 5 seconds of the sounds occurrence and
on 2 out of 3 trials.

(1) Seated on the floor the child will turn either eyes or head
toward sound (to the shaker) at the side of his head, out of
peripheral vision, within 5 seconds of the sounds occurrence
and on 2 out of 3 trials. (C3)

ftne
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(2) Seateten the floor 1E. shakes rattle frell behind child and
continues as rattle is moved to child's side. Child will
move head in direction of sound within 5 seconds of the
sounds occurrence. (C4).

3. Minor - Reach And Grasp

A. Seated on Me floor child will reach for grasp and retain a small object
(buttons of various sizes) using pincer grasp and hold it for 5 seconds
within 5 seconds of the command, child's name "take,or you take".

(1) Seated on the floor, the child will reach for a rattle held
15 cm. in front of him and shaken by E. within 5 seconds of
the command, child's name "you take". (C5, M17, 58)

(2) Seated on the floor the child will mach for and grab at a
ring dangled 15 cm. in front of his face within 5 seconds of
its presentation. (C7, M12A)

(3) Seated on the floor the child will reach for and grasp a
rattle held 30 cm. in front of him within 5 seconds of its
presentation. (C8).

(4) Seated on another adults knee the child will grasp and retain
a rubber peg for 5 seconds minimum before dropping it. E.
will hold the peg in front of the child at midline and within
reach. The child will grasp the peg within 5 seconds of
presentation. (C11, M7).

Seated on the-floor the child will reach for, grasp and continue
to hold a rattle for a minimum of 5 seconds. The rattle is
held by the E. at a distance of 30 cm. from the child's midline
and shaken. The child will grasp the rattle within 5 seconds
of its presentation. (C9, 511)

(6) Seated on the floor the child will hold a toy (Matchbox car)
placed in his grasp by E. for a minimum of 10 seconds before
dropping it. (M16)

(5)

(7) Seated on the floor the child has a 2.5 cm. block placed Tn his
R. hand by E. Also holding a block in his R. hand the E.
transfers it to his Leg then back to his R. and says "Now you
do it" pointing to child's block. Child will transfer his block
from R. to L. hands within 5 seconds of command, child's name
"you do". (C19 M37)
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(8) Seated at a desk the child is given I block followeu wy
second block both to be held in the same hand. The child
will hold 2 blocks in one hand for a minimum of 5 seconds,
after presentation, after being given the command "Hold".
C23, M22A).

(9) Sitting on the floor the child willvick up a small 'libber
peg between index finger and thumb which the E. placed
directly in front of the child. The child 01' grasp the
(dbject between his finger and thumb within 5 seconds of the
command "Pick up". (C24, M258, M18E)

Puts in Mouth

A. Lying supine or seated on the floor the child will reach, grasp and put
specified object (rattle) in his mouth within 5 seconds of its presentaticm
directly in lioni of his face.

(1)

(2) Lying supine the child will grasp a ring dangled 15 cm. above
his face and put it into his mouth within 5 seconds. (C10,
M18).

(3) Seated on another adults lap the child will grasp a rubber
peg, held 30 cm. from his midline, and place it into his
mouth within 5 seconds. (C12)

Puts in/Puts on

A. Child will place objects in d specific place within 5 seconds of the
command "Put in" or "Put on" on 2 out of 3 trials.

i) Puts In

(1) Seated at a desjc the child is presented with 3, 2.5 cm. blocks
and a cup by the E. These objects are positioned in front of
him with 3 blocks in a row from R. to L. the cup directly behind
the centre block. The child will place the blocks in the cup
commencing the activity within 5 seconds of the command "Put in".
(C14)

(2) Child seated at a desk E. places a wooden form board directly
in frill, or bim containing circle, square and triangle - the
later is tap..! own. E. removes circle and square. Within
5 seconds of the command "Put in (E. points to circle) child
will place form into correct place without trial and error.
Repeat same procedure with square. (C32).
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(3) Presented with a pegboard and ome peg of medium size (8 cm.)
the child will place the peg in the peg board within 5 seconds
of the command "Put in" on 2 out of 3 trials. (C37A)

(4) Peg board isplaced on desk between E. and child the E.
removes the 5 pegs (clothes pin size). Within 5 seconds of
the command "Put in" child will successfully place the 5
pegs in pegboard on 2 out of 3 trials. (C37).

(5) Child seated at a desk E. places a wooden form board directly
in front of him containing circle, square and triangle. E.
removes all forms. Within 5 seconds of the command "Put in"
(E. points to circle) child will place form into correct place
without trial and error. Repeat same procedure with square
and triangle. (C42)

ii) Puts On

A. Place objects "on" specified area.

(1) Given an oblong box with the lid removed and placed beside it
the child will put the lid on the box within 5 seconds of the
=wend "Put on" on 2 out of 3 trials. (C57c)

(2) As MI substitute square box.

(3) As (1) substitute round box.

Removes

A. Seated at a desk the child will remove peg from peg board within 5
seconds of the command "Take out" on 2 out of 3 trials.

(1) Seated at a desk or on the floor and presented with a cup
containing 6 blocks the child will remove all the blocks from
the cup within 5 seconds of the command "Take blocks out" on
2 out of 3 trials. (Blocks may be removed singly or as a
group). (C30)

(2) Presented with an oblong box with the lid on the child will
remove the lid within 5,seconds of the command "Take lid off"
on 2 out,of 3 trials.

(3) Presented with a form board'vontaining a circle the child will
remove the circle from the board within 5 seconds of the command
"Take out". (C26).
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(4) Presented with a peg board containing i-medium sized peg

(9 cm) the child %ill remove the peg from the board wfthin
5 seconds of the command "Take out". (C27).

(5) Presented with a 10 cm. mason jar, containing a small toy,
the child will mnscrew the lid within 5 seconds of the command

"Take lid off". (14638)

Operations

A. Regardless'of the materials/objects used the child will complete the
following operations as combinations of operations commencing the
activity within 5 seconds of the command "Put in", "Put on",

"Take off", "Take out", "push", "Pull", "Open", "Close",

combinations e.g. "Put on Take off"

"Open Close"
"Put in Take out"
"Push Pull"

"Jpen out Close"

(1) The child will close an object within 5 seconds of the
command "close" regardless of the material/object presented
on 2 out of 3 trials.

(2) The child will open an object within 5 seconds of the command
"Open" regardless of the material/object presented on 2 out
of 3 trials;

(3) The child will take one object off another within 5 seconds of

the command "Take off" regardless of the specific objects used
on 2 out of 3 trials.

(4) The child will take an object out of another within 5 seconds
of the command "Take out" regardless of the specific objects
used on 2 out of 3 trials.

(5) The child will put one object into another within 5 seconds
of the command "Put in" negardless of the specific objects
involved on 2 out of 3 trials.

(6) The child will put one object on top of another within 5 seconds

of the command "Put on" regardless of the specific objects
involved cm 2 out of 3 trials.

(7) The child will push
within 5 seconds of
involved (providing
of 3 trials.

(8) The child will pull
within 5 seconds of
involved (providing
of 3 trials.

any object that is
the command "Push"
it conforms to the

any object that is
the command "pull"
it conforms to the

less than 1/2 his weight
regardless of the object
weight criteria) on 2 out

less than 1/2 his weight
regardless of the object
weiet criteria) on 2 out
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(9) The C1111(1011 open an objects take out the contents and
replace the lid commencing the activity within 5 seconds
of each command "Open" "Take out" "Close".

Stacking

A. Given at least 12, 2.5 cm. blocks the child will build complex
symmetrical and asymmetrical structures commencing the activitywithin 5 seconds of the command "You build", with a model present.

(1) Seated at a desk or on the floor the child will place 5
rings over a peg in random order, commencing the activity
within 5 seconds of the command "Put on" and on 2 out of
3 trials. (C25).

(2) Seated at a desk or on the floor the child will place 5
rings over a peg in order of size from largest to smallest
commencing the activity within 5 seconds of the command
"Put the rings on from big to little" on 2 out of 3 trials.
(C47A).

(3) Seated at a desk and given 5-6, 2.5 cm. Hocks the child will
complete a tower stacking all the blocks, commencing the
activity within 5 seconds of the command "Build a tower" with
a model present (after the last block has been placed the
tower must remain standing for 5 seconds) on 2 out of 3 trials.
(C43, 1448).

(4) Seatecrat a desk and given 6, 2.5 cm. blocks the
build a "house" (pyramid) using all the blocks
commencing the activity within 5 seconds of the
command "Build a house" with a model present, on
trials. (1483)

child will

11:111

2 out of 3

Seated at a desk and given 3 bloc, the child will build a
"bridge" using all the blocks 11/MILIIM

win
commeicing the activity

within 5 seconds of the command "Build a bridge", with a model
present on 2 out of 3 trials. (C54)

Given the 4 blocks from the form board the child will observe
the E. stack the blocks in any order leaving the triangle on
top on command "Watch what I do", E. will tell child "This
(pointing to e) must he on top". Given the.blocks the child
will build a tower witt 4. on top within 5 seconds of command"Make one the same with this (points to4A0 on top". (C55)

Given 10-15 blocks (2.5 cm. size) child will build the following
symmetrical objects within 5 seconds of the command Make a
bridge", "Make a gate", "Make a fort" on 2 out of 3 trials.
(C74)
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Stringing

A. Within 5 seconds of the command "Put on" the child will string a
specified numbevof beads of varying sizes within a 30 second period.

i) Lacing Holes

(1) The child will push a shoe lace with a stiffened end through
a 0.63 cm. diameter hole (paper punch size) in a 2.54 CM.
square of cardboard which he will hold in his hand while
pulling the string through from the back within 5 seconds of
the command "Push string through" and the task completed
within 15 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials.

ii) Lacing Card

iii) Beads

(1) The child will string a shoe lace with stiffened tip through
5 holes in a lacing card (hole size same as #3) commencing
the activity within 5 seconds of the command "String the Card"
and completing the task within 60 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials:

(1) The child will string 69 1.5 cm. diameter beads on a shoe lace
which has one end knotted and the other stiffened commencing
the activity within 5 seconds of the command "Put the beads
on the string" and completing the task within 60 seconds on 2
out of 3 trials. (C48P)

Manipulation Skills

(1) Given a "Little Golden Book" the child will turn 2-3 pages
at a time within 5 seconds of the command "Turn the pages"
(M59).

(2) Within 5 seconds of command "Open door" the child will turn
door knob of a closed door sufficiently to allow E. to push
the door open. (M63A)

(3) Within 5 seconds of command "Close door" the child will turn
the door knob of an open door (ajar no more than 20 cm.)
sufficiently to allow the lock tO close. (M6313)

(4) Given a piece of paper 20 x 28 am. the child will tear at least
8 cm. into the paper within 5 seconds of the command "Tear the
paper in half" on 2 out of 3 trials.

(5) Given a "Little Golden Book" the child will turn one page at a
time within 5 seconds of the command "Turn the page II

on
2 out of 3 trials.
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(6) Seated the childwill "cut a 2.5 CO4 line with blunt
nosed scissors. With the E. holding the paper the child
will begin cutting within 5 seconds of the command "Cut the
paper", meeting the standards set by a sample.

(7) Seated at a desk, given a pair of scissors and a piece of
paper with a 15 cm. circle marked on it the child will cut
around the pencil width circle by folding the paper and
using single-handle scissors commencing the activity within
5 seconds of the command "Cut out the circle" on 2 out of 3
trials. (Phase The product will satisfy standards set
by a sample.

(8) Within 5 seconds of the command "Open the jar" the child will
unscrew and remove the lid of a 10 cm. mason jar which contains
a small toy (11638)

(9) Given a wrapped candy the child will begin to remove the
wrapper within 5 seconds of receiving it. (M67)

(10) Seated at a desk and given a 6 piece non interlocking wooden
puzzle the Child will complete the puzzle by putting the pieces

. into their correct places in random order commencing the activity
within 5 seconds of the command "Put the pieces in the puzzle"
on 2 out of 3 trials. (C59)

Writing

A. The child will copy any word by writing it legibly on a line with upper-
case letters above the centre line and lowercase letters touching the
centre line.

(1) Given a piece of paper and a wide (jumbo) crayon the Child
will scribble holddng the crayon in a fist grasp, with the
crayon being continuously in contact with the paper for 2
seconds. (E. may place crayon in child's hand) (C34)

(2) Given a piece of paper and a pencil the child will scribble
holding the pencil with "adult pencil grasp", with pencil
being continuously in contact with the paper for 2 seconds.
(C34A)

(3) Given a piece of paper and a kindergarten pencil the child
will draw a vertical line from a point on the top of the page
to a point on the bottom of the page. The child will commence
the activity within 5 seconds of the command "Make a line".
The completed line will be within 450 of the vertical and within'
one inch to the left or right of the model. (8 U.P.D.)

2 !



(4) Given a piece of paper and a kindergarten pencil the child
will draw a horizontal line from a point on the left side of
the paper to a pofnt on the rtght side. The child will
commence the activity within 5 seconds of the command "Make
a line". The completed line will be within 450 of the
horizontal and within 1 inch above or below the model.
(C45, B.W.P.C.)

(5) Given a piece of paper and an N.B. pencil the child will draw
a cross, without a model commencing within 5 seconds of the
command "Draw a cross". The cross must contain 4 right angles
and 2 continuous straight lines both lines within an inch in
either direction of the model. (M86, B.W.P.E.)

(6) Given a piece of paper and an N.B. pencil the child will draw
a square, without a model commencing within 5 seconds of the
command "Draw a square". The square must not be more than
half again as long as it is wide, sides must not be broken,
but may be slightly bowed, corne/s must not be rounded.
(C60, B.W.P.'F')

(7) Given a piece of paper and an H.B. pencil the child will draw
an equilateral triangle within 5 seconds of the command "Draw
a triangle". The triangle must contain lines joined at each
apex corners must not be rounded, but sides may be slightly
bowed. (C75, B.W.P.'G')

(8) Given a piece of paper and an N.B. pencil the child will draw
a circle, starting at the top of the circle and moving the
pencil counter clockwise without a model, commencing within 5
seconds of the command "Draw a circle". The circle must be
round and closed, more curved than eliptical. (C44, B.W.P'H')

(9) Given a piece of paper with a horizontal row of 6, 2.5 cm.
squares outlined on it the child will colour each of the
squares solidly without colouring outside the lines with one
dark crayon commencing the activity within 5 seconds of the
command. "Colour in all the squares". (B.F.M.S.P."K").

(10) Given a piece of unlined paper and an H.B. pencil the child
will legibly write 26 lower case letters "a" through "z"
commencing within 5 seconds of.the command "Make the
(B.W.P.'1') ,

(11) Given a piece of unlined paper and an H.B. pencil the child
will legibly write 26 upper case letters "A" through "2"
commencing within 5 seconds of the command "Make the
(B.W.P.W)
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(12) Given a piece of unlined paper and an H.B. pencil the child'
will legibly wIrite his given and last names with two finger
spaces between given and last name without a model. Commencing
within 5 seconds of the command. "Write both your names".
(B.W.P.'K')

(13) Given a piece of unlined paper and an N.B. pencil the child
will legibly write numbers 0 to 10 commencing within 5 seconds
of the command "Make the number "

(14) Given a piece of lined primary paper and an H.B. pencil the
child will legibly write 26 lower case letters "a" through 6z"
on a line. The top of the letters touchfng the top line and
the bottom of the letters touching the bottom line. Commencing
within 5 seconds of the command "Make the " (11.W.P.W)

(15) Given a piece of lined primary paper and an H.B. pencil the
child will legibly write 26 upper case letters "A" through "2"
on a line. The top of the letters touching the bottom line.
Commencing within 5 seconds of the command "Make the
(B.W.P.'N')

(16) Given a piece of lined primary paper and an N.B. pencil the
child will legibly write the numbers 0 to 10 on a line without
a model. Commencing within 5 seconds of the command "Write
the number " (B.W.P.'0')

(17) Given a piece of lined primary paper and an N.B. pencil the
child will copy legibly a word correctly within a model.
Upper case letters are above the certre line, and lower case
letters are touching the centre line commencing within 5 seccnds
of the command "Write " (B.W.P. 'P')

(18) Given a piece of lined primary paper and an N.B. pencil the
child will copy legibly a 5 word sentence copying each word on,
a line, with a 3 m. space between each letter, two finger spaces
between each word, upper case letters above the centre line, and
lower case letters touching the centre line commencing within
5 seconds of the command "Write ". (B.W.P. 'Q')
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Sal f-Awareness

A. See objective 7

(1) When shown a doll (at least 30 cm in height) the child
will point to the dolls nose within 5 seconds of the
command "Show me the doll's nose". Child will point to

the dolls nose 2 out of 3 trIals. (C39)

(2) The Child will point to the body part
seconds of the command "Show me your
parts will be identified by the child
leg, mouth, arm, feet, fingers, eyes,
Child will successfully identify 9 of

specified within 5
". 10 body

-TaTrectly - nose,
ears, head, leg.
the 10 parts. (C64)

Given a.flannel board with an incomplete figure of a stick-
man,on it (1 leg missing) the child willialace the missing

part in the appropriate position commencing within 5 seconds
of the command "Put on the part that is not there".

Given a flannel board with an incomplete figure of a stick-
man on it (1 leg, 2 arms missing) the childwill place the

missing parts in their appropriate positions commencing within
5 seconds of the command "Put on what is missing". -

Given an incomplete drawing of a stickman (1 leg missing) on a
large sheet of yellow paper and an H8 pencil the child will
draw in the missing part within 5 seconds of the command
"Draw in the part that is not there". (C57)

Given an incomplete drawing of a stickman (1 leg, 2 arms
missing) on a large sheet of yellow paper and an H8 pencil
the child will draw in the 3 missing parts within 50 seconds
of the command "Draw in what's missing". (C83)

Given a large sheet of yellow paper and an HB pencil the child
will draw a recognizable man (with body, arms, legs and face
with eyes, ears, nose, mouth and hair) within 5 seconds of the
command "Draw a man". Child will draw a recognizable man with
specified parts on 2 out of 3 trials. (C84)

Auditory Sequential Memory

A. See objective 6

(1) Seated at a desk the Child will observe the E, on the command
"Watch me do this", make one hand into a fist and tap the
desk top with the knucklec to a rythm (1,2 pause 3,4,5). The

child will imitate the model correctly on 2 out of 3 trials
within 5 seconds of the command "Do this". (C50A)
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(2) ChIld will repeat 2 numbers in the same Order within $
seconds of the command

7,5 3,6 4,3

Child will repeat'the 2 digit sequence correctly in 2 out of
3 trials. (C52)

(3) The child will repeat a sequence of 4 numbers in order and
in imitation of the E. within 5 seconds of the command "Listen
I am going to say some numbers, and I want you to repeat them -
(say sequence of 4 numbers), now you say them". Child will
successfully repeat the 4 number sequence in 2 out of. 3 irials
(C69)

(4) The E. seateo with the child will read a nursery rhyme from
a book of nursery rhymes. Within 5 seconds'of the command
"You say the same rhyme" the child will repeat the rhythe with
no more than 2 errors on 2 out of 3 trials. (C80)

(5) Seated with the child the E. will sing "Rock a bye baby".
Within 5 seconds of the command "You sing a song° the child
will sing a song of at least 30 words in length on 2 out of
3 trials. (C82)

(6) Seated with the child the E. will read the story "Goldilocks
and the three bears" 3 times to the child. Within 5 seconds
of the command "Now you tell me the story" the child will
retell the story including at least 5 details e.g. baby bear,
porridge etc. on 2 out of 3 occassions. (C81)

6. Arithmetic

A.

- Time

(1) Shown pictures depicting morning and night activities e.g.
breakfast, dinner time, the child will correctly identify 4
out of 5 "morning pictures" and 4 out of 5 "night pictures"
within 5 seconds of the command "Which pictures are morning
pictures and which ones are night pictures". (C76)

(2) The E. will ask the child the following questions on 5
consecutive days.

What did you do yesterdu?
What have you done today?
What will you do tomorrow?

214/
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What do you do in themornin
What,do you do in the even n ?
What do you do in the a ternoon?

Within 5 seconds of the command the child will answer all
questions correctly, using the keyword once in the answer,
e.g. Tckt on 4 out of the 5 days.

(3) The child will correctly identify all the days of the week
on 4 out of 5 weeks when asked daily "What day is today?"
the child will respond with "Today is " within 5
seconds of the command.

(4) The child will answer the following questions with respect
to time appropriately 2 out 'of 3 times within 5 seconds of
the command

What time do you get up?
What time do you eat lunch? supper?
What time do you go to school? Bed?

(1) Place 4 objects in front of the child (2 balls and 2 blocks
2.5 cm size). E picks up 1 ball and says "Give me the other
ball" within 5 seconds of the command the child will pick up
the appropriate article. (Repeat alternating articles for
3 trials). The child must correctly match article specified
on 2 out of 3 trials. (C40)

(2) Given the clownman the child will match the colours red to
red, yellow to yellow and blue to blue correctly on 2 out of
3 trials within 5 seconds of the command (C61)

(3) When given the following objects, cup, sock, knife, saucer,
shoe, fork, pencil, banana, eraser, apple, the child will
match related objects e.g. sock to shoe within 5 seconds of
the command. Child will correctly match 4 out of the 5 sets
of objects. (C78).

24 3
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(4) When shown a horizontal array of four cards containing
geometric shapes, the student should be able to duplicate
the sane pattern using his own board and selecting the four
cards from a group of from four to seven cards. (DA1)

8. Classifying

A.

(1) Child will correctly identify colours of blocks 3 out of
4 times within 5 seconds of the command "What colour is
this?" and E picking up block. Colours to be identified
red, yellow and blue. (C62)

(2) Child will answer 4 out of the following 5 questions
correctly within 5 seconds of each command

"What colour are apples?"
"What colour are bananas?"
"What colour is grass?"
"What colour is the sky?"
"What colour is the snow?"

on 2 out of 3 trials. (C79)

(3) Seated at a desk the child is presented with a large block
ball and circle (8 cm) and a small block, ball and circle
(2.5 cm) in front of him. Within 5 seconds of the command
"Put the big ones here" and the E pointing to childs right
the child will successfully sort the large objects on 2 out
of 3 trials. E. will return the large and small objects to
their original position. Within 5 seconds of the command
"Put the little ones here" and the E.pointing to the child's
left the child will successfully sort the little objects on
.2 out of 3 trials. (C58)

(4) Given two paper bags one containing objects weighing 1.8 kg.
and the c'ser 1.3 kg. Holding both the child will correctly
identify 'Ne heavy (or the light) bag on 2 out f 3 trials
within 5 seconds of the command Nhich one is heavy?" Which
one is light?" (C66)

4
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(5) Presented with 5 long drinking straws (10 cm) and 5 short
drinking straws (5 cm.) the child will correctly identify
the longer/shorter strew of 4 out of 5 pairs within 5 seconds
of the command "Point to the long/short one". (C85)

(6) Given a 15 cm stick and a 5 cm stick the child will correctly
identify the longer stick on 2 out of 3 trials within 5
seconds of the command "Give me the longer one" or point to,
the longer one". (C60A)

(7) Given a synthetic number card the child will point to
smooth and rough areas correctly on 2 out of 3 trials within
5 seconds of the command "Point to a part that is smooth/
rough". (C66A)

(8) Given a card containing a square, circle and triangle the
child will correctly identify each form on each of 3 trials
within 5 seconds of the command "Point to the circle/ square/
triangle". (C70)

(9) Given a lar9e and small (8 cm. and 2.5 cm) yellow block and
the same sized red blocks the child will correctly identify
the large/small block on 2 out of 3 trials within 5 seconds
of the command "Give me the big red block".
"Give me the small yellow block". (C62A)

(1) through (5) same as guide.

(6) Given 10 2.5 cm. blocks the child will assemble the correct
number of blocks on 2 out of 3 trials within 5 seconds of the
command

"Give me 3 blocks".
"Give me 1 block".

"Give me 5 blocks".
(numbers are to be requested out of sequence) (C73)

(7) through (9) same as guide.

. 447
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through (9) same as guide.
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Criterion Referenced Assessment Guide

Motor Development

Controlled Eye Movements

1

-4
2 3

al

2. Head Control Prone

1 2 3

A. Looks at object in hands (MA)

(1) eye movements on back (P5)

,(2) looks and holds (P7A)

(3) looks at hands (1114)

A. Holds head and chest up 15 seconds prone on elbows
(P13)

(1) holds head up 5 seconds (P6)

B. Lifts head - prone on elbows

(1) raises head within 10 seconds (P2)

(2) raises head within 5 seconds prone on elbows

(P8)

C. Turns head and reaches for toy prcne on elbows

(1) head turning (P3)

(2) raises head (PB)

2 9



Hiad central Supine

1 2 3

11=1,6

4. Rolling

1 2 3

5. Sitting
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A. Holds head up 15 seconds

B. Lifts head within 10 seconds

(1) lifts head momentarily within.1 minute (P11A)

C. Turns head

(1) moves head side to side (P4)

A. Rolls back to stomach

(1) rolls side to stomach

8. Rolls stomach to back (P21)

(1) rolls side to back (P108)

A. Sits with back unsupported on floor and chair (P29)

(1) head erect



5. Sitting - cont'd
1W-

2 3

a

6. Controls Drooling
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(2) sit with maximum body support (P9)

(3) holds head steady when carried (P10)

(4) sits with minimum.support (P19)

(5) sits self-supported on floor (P24)

Si. Comes to sit from lying (P27)

(1) rights self (P6A)

(2) turns head freely in sitting (P12)

(3) holds head erect when pulled to sitting (P15)

(4) comes to sit with aid (P22)

Mi. Sits on stool fum stand (P53)

(1) pulls self to sitting (PM)

(2) lowers self to sitting (P36)

C. Lies down from sitting (P26)

A. Child controls saliva within his mouth

(1) sucks and swallows

(2) sucks food off lip (P1)

-.4 (3) wipes moull5 1



Crawling

Walking
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A. Balance on hands and knees

(1) prone with arms straight

(2) heel sit with arms straight

Bi. Raises to hands and knees from prone

(1) pushes up with arms straight from prone

(2) pushes to heel sit

Bii. Turns from sit to hands and knees (P32)

Crawls (P30)

(1) creeps on abdomen (P25)

(2) rocks on hands and knees (P24A)

A. Stands with.corrept posture

(1) bears weight on his feet (P23)

(2) stands self-supported when ho;ding stable
object with 2 hands (P35)

(3) stands self-supported when holding stable
object with 1 hand (P35)

(4) stands self-supported when holding flexible
hose with I hand.

2.12

Cora



8. Walking - cont'd

CP-

2 3

11.=.
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(5) stands momentarily unsupported

(6). stands unsupported (P41)

(7) knees not hyperextended

(8) back straight

(9) feet hip distance apart

(10) head up

(11) hips extended

(12) feet externally rotated 10* - 400

Bi. Stands up from chair unassisted

(1) puts feet flat on floor

(2) pulls self to
object with 2

(3) pulls self to
object with 1

(4) pulls self to
hose with one

starding when holding stable
hands (P35)
standing when holding stable
hand
standing when holding flexible
hand.

Bii. Stands up from sitting on floor

(1) stands from sitting on floor by pull
furniture

ng on



8:- Walking - cont'd

9. Stairs

1 2 3

4

AL,

1......aamarto.01

.41

C. Walks in coordinated fashion

(1) walks when holding stable object with
2 hands (PO)

(2). walks when holding E. finger with one hand (P55)

(3) walks when holding flexible hose with one hand

(4) walks unsupported

(5) walks with correct posture and good balance

(6) walks with correct posture using coordinated
knee bends

(7) heel - toe gait

(8) reciprocal arm swing.

A. Walks up unassisted

(1) crawls up stairs (P42)

(2) walks up stairs with aid (P56)

(3) walks up curb

8. Walks down stairs

(1) crawls down stairs (P43)

(2) walks down stairs with aid (P57)

(3) walks down curb



10. Running

4

2

198

A. RUns in coordinated fashion

1) runs 10 steps(P69)

2) negotiates curves(P76A)

3) runs smoothly at varied rate(P76b)

11. Sitting motions and activities

-411,

1 2 3

411.

Mi

Im=1111.

vt,

1) assisted sits on RH or RC

2) unassisted sits on RH or RC

3) sits on tricycle

4) sits on swing

5) sits on slide

1) assisted gets on RH or RC

2) unassisted gets on RH or RC

3) gets on tricycle

4) gets on swing

5) gets on slide

1) assisted rocks on RH or RC(P54)

2) unassisted rocks on RH or RC(P70)

3) pedal tricycle (P79)

4) swing on swing(P80)

5) slide dawn slide(P81)



12. Hopping

13. Advanced Locomotion

3

11111.
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A. Coordinatid hop;iting

1) stands on one foot with aid(P65)

2) stands oh one foot unassisted(P78)

3) kicks ball(P71)

4) hops with aid(p82)

5) hops without aid(P89)

1) forward somersault with aid(P83)

2) jtop from height of 12 inches(P84)

3) jumps forward(P90)

4) begins to skip(P92)

5) skips(P94)

6) somersaults without aid(P95)

256
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14:1TOR SKILL DEVELOPIENT

1. Upper Extremity

2

-4/ .ohlt

-ma

Ball Control

3. General Mobility

1) opens hands

2) f5gjs and explores object with hands(P20)

3) imitates upper extremity motions

4) pushes box with 1/4 his weight

5) pulls box with 1/4 his weight

6) lifts 20% of his weight

7) lifts 5% of his weight for upper extremity
exercises

8) carries 20% of his weight

9) touches fingers in succession with thumb(P86A)

10) touches point of nose with eyes closed

1) flings object haphazardly(P33)

2) rolls ball in imitation(P45)

3) throws ball without direction(60)

4) throws hall With direction(P77)

5) catches ball(P85)

6) bounces ball(P91)

1) leg lifts

2) curl ups

3) modified push-ups

4) back extension

5) hamstring stretching

6) trunk-flexion

7) squatting

8) jumping jacks

9) chin-ups
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1. Controlled Eye Movements

A. After !Anil% an oblect in the child's hand, he mill focus his
eyes on it within 5 seconds for a duration of 2 seconds (15A)

(1) Eye movements on back
'Child will, while lying on his back, foilow a moving
object or a light held 15-20 cm. with his Ayes from the
centre two,inches to the left and right side of his head.

(2) Looks and holds
Child will stare at tester's face for 5 seconds if it is
within 15-25 cm. of child's eyes.

(3) Looks at hands

Child will bring his hands to his face and look at them
for 2 seconds at least once during a one-minute observa-
tion session preceded brthe tester touching the child's
hands and bringing them in front of child's face.

Head Control Prone (on abdomen)

A. Child will hold his head in full face forward position for 15
seconds if child is placed prone on elbows with head up within 5
seconds of being told to "look" and offered a toy within view.

(1) Hold head,up 5 seconds
Child will hold his head in full face forward posiiion
for 5 seconds while prone if told to "look" and offered
a toy 'held 1 foot from child at a height of 15 cm.
within 5 seconds of command.

B. If child is placed prone on elbows, he will lift his head up to
full face forward position with 5 seconds if told to "look" and
offered a toy within view.

(1) Raises head
Child will raise his head 8 cm. off floor within 5
seconds of rattle sound made 15 cm. above head.

(21 Raises head
Chtld will raise his head at least 15 cm. off mat to
full face forward position while prone within 5 seconds
of being told to "look" and offered a toy within view.

C. If child is placed (xi elbows with head up, he wiil turn his head
from side to sidp within 5 seconds of being told to "look" and
offered a toy- within view.-

(1) Head turning
Child will turn his head from centre of body to R and L while
prone within 5 seconds of rattle sourd being presented.
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(2) Turns Head
Child, while holding his head up, at least IS ca. off mat'
will turn it 15 cm to R and I within 5 seconds of being
told to "look" and offered a toy in view.

3. Head Control Supine (on back)

A. Child will hold his head 5 cm. off floor for 15 seconds while supine
if he is looking at a toy or examiner (E) with 5 seconds or being told

to "look".

B. Child will lift his head off floor 5 cm. within 5 seconds of being told

to "look" and offered a toy within view.

(1) Lifts Head
Child will lift his head momentarily 5 cm off floor
within 5 seconds of being told to "look" and offered
a toy held 20-30 cm. in front of his face.

C. Child will turn his head from side to side while holding it up 5 cm.
off floor supine within 5 seconds of being told to "look" and offered

a toy within view.

(1) Moves head side to side
Child will turn head from centre of the body to L or R
while supine within 5 seconds of rattle on either side

4. Rolling

A. Child will roll from back to stomach both to R and to L within 5 seconds

of being told "come here". He will begin to move by turning head and
turn actively moving arm and leg in sequence.

(1) Rolls from side to stomach
Child will roll from side to stomach both to R and L
within 5 seconds of being told "come here".

(2) Rolls from side to side to back both to R and L within
5 seconds of calling name from behind child or being told

"come here".

B. Child will roll from stomach to back both to R and to L within 5 seconds

of being told "come here" or the shake of a rattle placed just out of

reach. He will begin movement by turning his head and then actively

moving arm and leg in sequence. (P21).
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S. Sitting

A. Child will sit on floor with legs straight in front of him and on
stool without back rest for 30 seconds each with (a) his back straight
(b) unassisted (without using his hands to hold or touch floor or chair)
(c) his head straight and in good alignment with trunk if told to "look
here" or while attending to a toy or person wttbin 5 seconds of command
(p29).

(1) Head erect

Child will hold his head erect without head or neck
support for 30 seconds if in supported sitting position
if he is told to "look" and shown a toy or person's face
within 5 seconds of command.

(2) Sit with maximum body support
Child will sit on floor or in small arm chair or car seat
for 30 seconds if he is supported on both sides and back if
he is looking at toy or person's face after being placed in
position.

(3) Holds head steady when carried
Child will hold his head steady while being carried
in upright position with full trunk support for 30
seconds if he is looking at toy or person and told to
"look" within 5 seconds of command.

(4) Sits with minimum support
Child will sit on floor with back against wall or in
chair with back rest for 30 seconds if ;-,e is tolo to
"sit" and is looking at toy in front of nim after being
placed in this position.

(5) Sits self-supported on floor
Child will sit on floor with his legs out stretched by
supporting himself with his hands for 20 seconds after
being placed in the position and told to "sit whilL
looking at toy. His back may be rounded 4ith his head
slightly forward.

Bi. Child will come to sitting from lying on floor by rotating and
pushing himself up to sitting on floor withr 5 seconds oc beitv4 told
to "sit up" and offered a toy within vie f s sitting positin Y27)

(1) Rights self
Child -ill right his head while in trunk supported
sitting position if he is tilted 3 cm. in any ,I.irec:ion.
This should be an immediate response.

(2) Turns head freely in sittinci
Child will turn his head freely to cloth sidec w11!1:
sitting in trunk supported position if 'le is looLin..1

at an object 30 cm. away that is moved fron ,ode 10
side in a 61 cm. krc.
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(3) Holds head erect when pulled to sitting
Child will raise his head and hold it stea* as he
is pulled to sitting position from supine if pulled up
slowly.

(4) Comes to sitting with aid
Child will come to a sitting position from lying on back
by pulling himself straight up without rotation while
holding onto examiner's hands. E may assist child by
pulling his hands toward sitting position within 5 seconds
of being told "sit up".

Bii. Child will sit on a stool without a back from standing by bending
his knees and lowering himself to seat within 5 seconds of being told
to "sit down". (P53)

(1) Fulls self to sitting
Child will pull himself to a sitting position from
supine while holding onto the tester's thumbs which
E holds stationary within 5 seconds of being told to
"sit up". He will come straight up without rotation.

(2) Lowers self to sitting
From standing and holding object, child will lower
himself to sitting in chair within 5 seconds of being
told to sit down.

Child will from a sitting position turn to his side and lower him-
self to his back when told to "lie down" within 5 seconds of
command. (P26).

Controls Drooling

A. Child will control saliva so that his mouth and chin do not need

wiping.

(1) Held supine in E. arms and fed from a bottle child
will suck for 10 consecutive seconds and swallow liquid

food.

(2) Child will suck in and swallow small dab of semi-liquid
food placed on his lower lip within 3 seconds of it being

placed there.

(3) Child will wipe his mouth and face if wet within 5 seconds
of it becoming wet.
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7. Crawling

A. Child will hold 'self in hands ahd knees position with (a) handt open
and fingers forward, (b) back flat, (c) head looking in directionof movement - when being placed in this posture and told to "look up"
while attending to a toy or person at eye level in front of him, within
5 seconds of command.

(1) Child will hold head up when prone with
(a) weight supported on open hands
(b) fingers pointed forward
(c) elbows straight commencing the activity

within 5 seconds of the command "look up"
and maintaining the position for.5 seconds.

(2) Child will sit back on heels with
(a) weight supported on open hands
(b) fingers pointed forward
(c) hands directly under shoulders
(d) head looking forward within 5 seconds of the

command "look up" and maintaining the position
for 5 seconds.

Bi. Child will assume above posture by risino from prone (on abdomen)
on command "net up" or to get a toy held 91 cm. away within 5 seconds
of initiation of activity.

(1) Child will push self from prone position or elbows to
prone with arms straight with hands open, fingers forward
and head in mid-line looking straight ahead. Child will
assume the position within 10 second5 of command "Get up".

) Child will push self up from prone losition to sitting
back on heels with arms straight, bands open fingers
forward head in mid line looking straight ahead. Child
will assume the position within in seconds of command
"Get un".

Sii. Child will assume above nosture by turninc feor Littino on floor tu
hands and knees on command "crawl" or to lock :It a t.:),/ witin 5 teconds
of initiation of activity. (P32)

C. Child will crawl 3.5m with reciprocal oattrTn within 5 se;.:onds c
, being offered a toy or told "crawl" fr3Cfl

(1) Creeps on abdomen
Child will move along on abdomen ur.ing arms to propel?
1.5m within 5 seconds of command "cone here" or to ovt
a toy.

(2) Rocks on hands and knees
Child will rock forward and hack in hard= en0 kqnnc
posture after being placed in posture on r:IFT:and "rm-;
back and forth" for 30 seconds.
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8. Walking

A. Child will stand far 30 sewn& unsupported with (a) head up,

(b) back stiVia, (c) hips extended so hip joint is straight above

ankle joint, (d) knees not hyperextended (no recurvature), (e) feet

externally rotated 100 to 40°, (f) feet hip distance apart - when

placed in this posture within 5 seconds of being told to "stand up"

while attending to a toy or person at eye level in front of him.

(1) Child will bear weight on his feet with his knees in

neutral position or slightly flexed for 30 seconds if

his trunk is supported and his feet are placed flat on

floor in standing position on command "stand up" or while

attending to object.

(2) Stands self-supported when holding a stable object (desk

or chair) with 2 hands within 5 seconds of the command

"stand up" and being stabilized in the correct standing

posture by E. Child will stand for 20 seconds. (P35)

(3) Stands self-supported when holding a stable object (desk

or chair) with 1 hand within 5 seconds of the command

"stand up" and stabilized in the correct standing posture

by E. Child-will stand for 20 seconds (P35).

(4) Child will stand self-supported when holding one end of

a 60 cm. flexible hose with one hand (E. holds opposite

end of hose) after being stabilized in the correct

standing posture by E. within 5 seconds of the command

"stand up". Child will stand for 20 seconds.

(5) Child will stand unsupported for 5 seconds after being

stabilized in the correct standing posture by E. and given

the command "stand un".

( )
Child will stand for 30 seconds unsupported after being

stabilized in the correct standino posture within 5 seconds

of the command "stand up".

(7) Child will stand for 30 seconds unsupported with his knees

in neutral or slightly flexed position after being

stabilized in the correct standing posture within 5 seconds

of the command "stand up"

(8) Child will stand unsupported with back straight for 30

seconds with (a) knees in neutral or slightly flexed

position, (b) hack straight after being stabilized in

correct standing posture within 5 seconds of the command

"stand up".
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Child will stand unsupported with his feet hip distance
apart for 30 seconds with (a) knees in neutral or
slightly flexed position, (b) back straight and (c) feet
hip distance apart after being stabilized in the correct
standing posture within 5 seconds of the command "stand up".

(10) Child will stand unsupported with head up for 30 setonds
with knees in neutral or slightly flexed position, back
straight, feet hip distance apart and head up after being
stabilized in correct standing posture within 5 seconds
of tne command "stand up".

(11) Child will stand unsupported for 30 seconds with hips
extended to neutral position with knees in neutral or
slightly flexed position, back straight, feet hip distance
apart, head up after being stabilized in correct ttandinq
posture by E. within 5 seconds of the command "stand up".

(12) Child will stand unsupported for 30 seconds with knees in
neutral or slightly flexed position, back straight, feet
hip distance apart, head up, hips extended to neutral and
feet externally rotated 10"-400 after being stabilized in
correct standing posture y E. and within 5 seconds of the
command "stand up".

Bi. Child will stand up from chair without using his hands (if feet
touch floorihfle sitting in chair) in response to "stand up" or
to get a toy held above and in front of him within 5 seconds.

(1) Child will put his feet flat on floor in weinht bearing
position within 5 seconds if trunk is suonorted in standing
position on command "stand up" or while attending tc,
object.

(2) Child will pull himself to standing from sitting in a chair
by pulling on a stable object with 2 hands within 5 seconds
of the comOind "stand up".

(3) Child will pull himself to standinn from sitting in a chatr
by nulling on a stable object with 1 hand within 5 seconds
of the command "stand up".

(4) Child will null himself to standing from sitting in a chair
by pulling with one hand holding a 0 cm. flexible hose, the
other end being held by the E. within 5 seconds of the
command "stand up".

1, 6
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Bii. Child will stand up from supine unassisted with rotation in
response to "stand ue or get a toy held above and in front of him

within 5 secondS.

(1) Child will stand up from sitting on the floor by pulling
up on furniture within 5 seconds of the command "stand up".

C. Child will walk 6m. in 30 seconds maintaining above posture
(a) without losing his balance, (b) using a heel-toe gait
(i.e. steps on heel first and rolls to flat foot followed by toe
push off), (C) having reciprocal arm swing opposite to "heel-
strike" foot - t 'thin 5 seconds of command "walk" or to get a toy
on hard floor or t .peting.

(1) Child will walk designated distance (60 cm., 1.5m, 3.5m)
while holding onto a stationary object with both hands
within 5 seconds of the command "walk".

(2) Child will walk designated distance (60 cm, 1.5m, 3.50
while holding onto E finger with one hand (E. finger
should be below childsshoulder level) within 5 seconds
of the command "walk".

(3) Child will walk designated distance (60 cm, 1.5m, 3.50
while holding onto a 30 cm. flexible hose with one hand
E. holding other end and within 5 seconds of the command
"walk"

(4) Child will walk designated distance unsupported within
5 seconds of the command "walk".

(5) Child will walk 6m. in 30 seconds maintaining correct
standing posture without lossinn his balance within 5
seconds of the command "walk".

(6) child will walk 6m. in 30 seconds maintaining correct
standing posture without loosing his balance and bending
both knees in a co-ordinatee gait within 5 seconds of the
command "walk".

(7) Child will walk 6n. in 30 seconds maintaining correct
standing posture without loosing his balance bending both
knees in a co-ordinated gait and using a heel-toe gait
within 5 seconds of the command "walk".

(8) Child will walk 6m. in 30 seconds maintaining correct
standing posture without loosing his balance, bending both
knees in co-ordinated gait, using heel-toe gait and usina a
reciprocal arm swing opposite to "heel-strike foot" within
5 seconds of the command "walk".
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Stairs

A. Child will walk up 4 stilirs unassisted (a) using only the handrail
as support, (b) one fob* on each stair, (c) facing straight up stairs
within 5 seconds of being told to "walk up" and offered a toy at top
of stairs. (P76)

(1) Crawls up stairs
Child will crawl up 4 stairs within 5 seconds of being
told to "go up" or "come here" and offered a toy at the
top.

(2) Walks up with aid
Child will walk up 4 stairs (a) using handrail on one
side and holding E hand on the other side, (b) twoleet
on each step within 5 seconds of being told "walk up"
and offered a toy at the top of the stairs.

(3) Walks up curb
Child will walk up a 15 om curb unassisted within 5 seconds
of being told to "step up" and offered a toy.

B. Child will walk down 4 stairs unassisted, (a) usingonly the handrail
as support, (b) one foot on each stair, (c) facing straight down stairs
(no trunk rotation)Within 5 seconds of being told "walk down" and offered
a toy at the bottom of the stairs.

(1) Crawls down stairs
Child will crawl down 4 stairs backwards (feet first) within
5 seconds of being told to "come down" and offered a toy
at the bottom.

10. Running

A. Child wil
ib) knee
c) foot
d) arms

(1)

Walks down with aid
Child will walk down 4 stairs (a) using handrail on one
side and holding E hand on the other side, (b) two feet on
each step within 5 seconds of being told "walk down" and
offered a toy at the bottom of the stairs.

Walks down curb
Child will walk down 15 cm curb unassisted within 5 seconds
of being told to "step down" and offered a toy.

1 run 9 m with (a) consistent periods of non-support
of nonsupport leg bent more than 90* from side view,
placement near line (5 cm either side of a 2.5 cm. line)
in opposition to legs - elbow bent on command "run".

Run 10 steps
Child will run 10 steps in random fashion when told to
"run" and offered a toy within 5 seconds of command.

(2) Negotiates curves
While running, ch:ld can negotiate a
foot wide course loosing his balance
when told lelrun" and following the
front of, him.

266

900 curve in a four-
or touching the walls
E. who is running in
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(3) Run smoothly with acceleratton and deceleration
Child can run in a straight line, accelerating when
told "run faster." and decelerating wham told 4rum
slower" without loss of balance or continuity of
movement within 5 seconds of command.

11. Sitting.Motions and Activities

(1) Child wili sit on rocking horse or rocking chair for
30 seconds with his trunk supported by both of E. hands
when told to "sit" after being placed there.

(2) Child will sit on rocking horse or chair unissisted for
30 seconds after being placed there and told to "sit" -
his back must be straight with his head up.

(3) Child will sit on tricycle unassisted with his bac.:
straight and head up for 30 seconds after being placed
there and told to "sit"

(4) Child will sit on swing in erect posture and hold ropes
wilh both hands if swing is to height that he can touch
the ground with his feet for 30 seconds when told "sit"
after being placed there.

(5) Child will sit up straight unaided on a slide for 10
seconds when told to "sit" after being placed there
within 5 seconds of command.

(1) Child will get on rocking horse or into rocking chair with
his trunk supported by both of E. hands when told "get on
horse" or "get in chair" within 5 seconds of command.

(2) Child will get on rocking horse or rocking chair unassisted
when told "get on horse" or "get in chair" within 5 seconds
of command.

(3) Child will get on tricycle unassisted within 5 seconds of
being told to "get on your tricycle.

(4) Child will sit down on swing (appropriate height) unassisted
within 5 seconds of being told "sit down on swing".

(5) Child will mount a 1.5 m slide and sit down at the top
unassisted within 5 seconds of being told "you slide".
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(1) Child will sit on rocking horse or rocking chair with .his
trunk supported by both hands of E. and rock forward and
back for 30 seconds when told to "rock".

(2) Child will rock forward and back on rocking horse for
30 seconds unassisted when told to rock, within 5 seconds
of command.

(3) Child will pedal tricycle 10 feet unassisted when told
"come here" with E 10 feet in front of child within 5
seconds of command.

(4) Child will swing on swing unassisted for 30 seconds after
being told to "swing on swing" within 5 seconds of command.

(5) Child will slide independently down a 1.5 m slide after
being told to "slide down" within 5 seconds of command.

12. Hopping

A. Child will hop at least 5 hops on the left foot and 5 hops on the
right foot unassisted within 5 seconds of command "Hop" in a manner
characterized by (a) an upright carriage of the upper body above the
support leg, (b) keeping the nonsupport leg near the mid line of the
body and slightly flexed so that the foot is close to the floor
(5-10 cm.) and behind the support foot (c) both arms lifting in front
of the body during push-off phase of action; elbows are bent.

(1) Stands on one foot with aid
Child will stand on one foot supporting himself by
holding E. hand or with his hand on chair back for
3 seconds when told "hold your foot up". He must do
this on both R and L feet within 5 seconds of command.

(2) Stands on one foot without aid
Child will stand on one foot without aid for 3 seconds
within 5 seconds of command "hold your foot up". He
will do this on both R and L feet.

(3) Child will kick a ball rolled towards his foot from a

distance of 91 cm. without loosing his balance, within
5 seconds of being told "kick the ball".

(4) Hops with aid

Child will hop on one foot 5 hops (R and 0 while holding
E. hand or onto chair back with one hand within 5 seconds
of being told to "hop".
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(5) Hops without aid
Child will hop forward on one foot 5 hops unaided on '

Maw' "hop" to get a toy a reasonable distance in
front of him within 5 seconds of command.

13. Advanced Locomotion

(1) Forward somersault with aid
Child will squat down into tucked position, put his hands
and head on mat and roll over with assistance of E. within
5 seconds of being told "do a somersault". E. will guide
child between shoulders with a little push on his rear.

(2) amps from height of 30 cm.
Child will jump with both feet together from a height of
30 cm. landing on both feet without loosing his balance
within 5 seconds of command "jump down".

(3) &laps forward
Child will jump forward 25cm (both feet off floor
simultaneously) and land without loosing his balance
within 5 seconds of command "jump forward".

(4) Begins to skip
Child will skip on at least one foot, one skip within 5
seconds of tester telling him to "skip" and demonstrating
a skip.

(5) Skips
Child will skip 10 consecutive skips in a manner characterized
by (a) repetition of the step and hop on alternate feet along
a straight line, (b) arms moving in opposition to legs at
about waist level, (c) a smooth flowing transfer of body weight
from one leg to another along a straight line within 5 seconds
of being told "skip over here".

(6) Somersaults without aid
Child will do a forward somersault independently without
rolling to either side within 5 seconds of being told "do a
somersault".

2 to
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Criterion Referenced Assessment Guide

Oevelopoent of Self-Kelp Skills

Dressing - Puts on Clothing

1 2

Takes off Clothing

3

(1) Puts hat on (P20)

(2) Puts shoes on (P359 54, 67)

(3) Puts socks on (P21)

(4) Puts pants on

(5) Puts jacket/coat on

(6) Puts T-shirt on.

(1) Takes hat off (P20)

(2) Takes shoes off (P24)

(3) Takes socks off (P32)

(4) Takes pants off (P27)

(5) Takes jacket/coat off (P26)

(6) Takes T-shirt off



Fasteners - Undoes

Fasteners - Does Up

1
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(1) Unzips clothing

(2) Unbuttons clothing

(3) Unsnaps clothing

(4) Unhooks clothing

(5) Unbuckles

(6) Unties shoes

(1) Zippers Up (P25)

(2) Buttons up clothing (P61)

(3) Snaps up clothing

(4) Hooks up clothing

(5) Does up buckles

(6) Ties shoes (P58, 62, 73)



2. Eating

=4

11.111
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(1) Sucks liquids (P1,-2, 3, 5, 6)

(2) Swallows-strained food (P4)

(3) Chews semi solid foods (P9)

(4) Eats finger foods (P10, 11A)

(5)-. Uses spoon/fork (P13, 15, 29, 31,

'(6) Drinks from glais (P8, 11, 16)

(7) Spreads with knife (P70)

(8) Cuts with spoon/fork

(9) Spears with fork

(10) Cuis with knife (P71)

(11) Drinks with straw (P30)

(.12) :lours from pitcher (P44)

(13) enpeels food

(14) Uses napkin (P43)

(15) Cleans up spilled food

(16) Serves self food (P59, 63, 74)

(17) Eats full meal

(18) Sets table (P75)



4. Toileting

1 2 3

^
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(1) Washes and dries hands/face (P12, 18, 33, 39, 65)

(2) Comb, har :P78)

(3) Brushes teeth (P60, 76)

(4) Blows nose (P50, 68)

(1) Indicates when wet or soiled (P19)

(2) Uses tpi' -t .laced on it (P22)

(3) Indicates need to go to bathroom (P28)

(4) Asks to go to bathroom

(5) Uses bathroom regularly for bowel movement (P37)

(6) Asks to go to bathroom during day in time to
avoid accident. 'P40)

(7) Labels bladder and bowel functions differently (P46)

(8) Beginning night bladder control (P51)

(9) Cares for daytime toileting needs (P56)

(10) Bladder control at night :P66)

(11) Demonstrates independence with toileting (P77)
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kmating..m_aolhisa
(1) Given a hat .by the E. the child will put it on hi, head within

5 seconds of the command "Hat on lig on 2 out of 3 trials. (P20)

(2) The child will put a shoe on the correct foot when the laces are
untied and loosened, the shoe placed in front of his foot and the
correit foot indicated by the E. with the command "Shoe on". The
child will commence the activity within 5 seconds of the command
and complete the task within 30 seconds. (P35, 54, 67)

(3) The child will put a sock on his foot by grasping both sides between
thumb and side of indtx f!lig-:r when handed the article by E. with the '

command "Sock on". The child will commence the activity within 5
seconds and complete the task within 30 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials.
(P21)

(4) Given a pair of unfolded parts the child will commence putting them
on within 5 seconds of the command "Pants on". The task to be
completed within 30 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials.

(5) Given an unfastened, open coat the child will commence putting the
coat on within 5 seconds of the command "Coat on" and complete the
activity within 30 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials.

(6) Given an unfolded T-shirt the child will commence putting it on
within 5 seconds of the command "Shirt on". The task to be completed
within 30 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials.

Takes Clothing Off

(1) Given a hat on 1-is head the child will remove it within 5 seconds of
the command "Hat off " on 2 out of 3 trials.

(2) The child will remove his shoes when lacf-s are loosened within 5
seconds of the command "Shoes off". The task will be completed with-
in 30 seconds on 2 out of 3 trials.

(3) The child will take hold pf the loose end of his sock and pull it off
the foot within 5 seconc6 of the command "Sock off". (P21)

(4) lhe child will pull unfastened pants completely off by stepping o o-
seated pulling them off over his feet commencing within 5 sec.6ds
the coOmand "Pants off" and completing the activity within 30 seconds.
(P27).

274
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(5) The child will remove an unfastened open front coat on command
rCoat off", commencing the activity within 5 secon& of the casumnd
and completing the task within 30 seconds. (P26)

(6) The.child will remove his T-shirt, commencing the activity within
5 seconds of the command "Shirt off" and completing the task within
*430 seconds.

Fasteners - Does Up

(1) Wearing a snow suit the child will pull the zippe, up from the waist
to the neck commencing within 5 seconds of the command "Zipper up"
and completing the task within 30 seconds.

(2) Wearing a coat or sweater with large buttons (1.3 cm) the child will
grasp the edge of the garment and the bottom with thumb and index
finger of each hand and push the button through the hole commencing
the task within 5 seconds of the command "Do up this button" and
doing- up one button in 50 seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XV)

(3) Wearing a jacket or sweater the child will grasp the last snap at
the bottoM of the garment with thurib and index ringer and making a

small fold in the material grasps the base snap in the same manner
and snaps the two together oiven the command "Snap up your
commencing the task within 5 seconds of the command. (B.D.P. Phase XXV)

(4) Wearing pants with a slide-hook fastener the child grasps one edge
of the pants with each hand and inserts hook and fasteners given the
command "Do up your hook" commencing the activity within 5 seconds
of the command and completing the task within 30 seconds.
(B.D.P. Phase XXIII)

(5) Wearing a belt held within belt runners the child will push the belt
end through the buckle secure the appropriate hole and push the belt
end through the other side given the command "Buckle your belt"
commencing the activity within 5 seconds of the command and completing
the task within 50 seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XXI)

(6) Wearing a shoe with tightened laces the child will cross the right
lace over the left lace, tucking top under bottom lace pulling taut
to form a knot. Child brings lace end to middle of lart. forming left
loop, brings right lace around left loop, pushes under with right
finger, grasps and pulls taut. Child will commence tying his shoe
in this manner within 5 seconds of the command "Tie your shoe".
(B.D.P. Phase XXIV)



fasteners Miles

(1) Wearing a snow suit the child will pull the zipper down from theneck to the waist given the command "Zipper down" commencing theactivity within 5 seconds of the command and completing the task
within 30 seconds. (P25).

(2) Wearing a coat or weater with large buttons (1.3'cm.) the child willgrasp the edge of the garmet and the button with thumb and index
finger of each hand and push the button through the hole within 5seconds of the command "Undo this button" and undoing one buttonwithin SO seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XI)

(3) Wearing a sweater/jacket the child will undo 4 snaps by pulling
with top thumb and index finger commencing the activity within 5
seconds of the command "Open your sweater/jacket" and completing
the task within 50 seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XVII)

(4) Wearing pants with a slide hook fastener the child slides the hook
forward and out and unfastens given the command "Undo your hook"
commencing the activity within 5 seconds of the command and completing
the task within 30 seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XXII)

(5) Wearing a belt held within belt runners the child will pull thebelt end through the buckle disconnecting it from the tongue andpulling out through the other side given the command "Unbuckle yourbelt" commenciny the activity within 5 seconds of the command and
completing the task within 50 seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XIX)

(6) Wearing a shoe the child will pull the end of a lace with one hand,holding other hand still until loops disappear commencing the activitywithin 5 seconds of the command "Untie your shoe" and completing thetask within 30 seconds. (B.D.P. Phase XVIII).

Eating

(1) Held supine in an adults arms and presented with a bottle the child willsuck the nipple for 9-10 seconds once it is placed in his mouth on 2out of 3 trials. (P2)

(2) Seated on an adults knee and presented with a spoon 1/2 filled withstrained food the child will remove the food from the spoon by a
sucking motion when it is placed in his mouth on 2 out of 3 trials. (P4)

Seated on an adults knee and presented with a bite sized piece of
balana or cookie the child will chew and swallow the piece of foodafter it is placed in his mouth by E. on 2 out of 3 trials. (Fooditems maybe substituted should they be disliked by the child). (P9)

(3)

2 76
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(4) Seated on an adults lap at a table the child will take a bite sized
piece of food pieced in front of him, put it in his mouth, chew and
swallow it on 2 out of 3 trials (trials will be spread over 3 days
he will not be given 3 pieces of food at once). (P10)

Seated with a dish of food in front of him the child will grasp the
spoon/fork and transport food from the dish to his mouth and return
the utensil to the dish within 5 seconds of the command "Eat your
and on 2 out of 3 trials. (P15, 29, 31, 48)

(6) Seated at a table the child will pick up a glass 1/4 full of liquid,
bring the glass to his mouth, drink and set down the glass to the
table with minimal spillings (no more than 1/4 of contents) commencing
the activity within 5 seconds of the command "Drink your " on 2
out of 3 trials. (B.E.P. Phase VI)

(7) Seated at a table the child will spread soft buttor or topping with
a table knife on bread or toast within 5 seconds of the command

"Spread the " on 2 out of 3 trials. (P70)

(8) Seated at a table and presented with a small plate (side plate) and a

spoon/fork and food the child will grasp a spoon/fork press down on
the food and cut through the food within 5 se:onds of the command
"Cut your " on 2 out of 3 trials.

(9) Seated at a table and presented with a small plate (side plate) and
fork the child will grasp a fork and spear cut up food within 5
seconds of the command "Eat your ' on 2 out of 3 trials".
(Phase IX)

(10) Seated at a table and presented with a knife and a small plate (side
plate) containing one of such foods as ground meat, a slice of bread,
pancakes, hot dogs or cold cuts the child will grasp the knife, press
down with index finger and cut through food within 5 seconds of the
command "Cut your " on 2 out of 3 trials. (P70, B.E.P. Phase X)

(11) Seated at a table and presented with a glass 1/4 full of liquid and
a straw the child will hold the straw between index finger ,nd thumb,
put it to his lips and suck once swallowing the liquid commencing within
5 seconds of the command "Drink your " and on 2 out of 3 trials.
(P30, B.E.P. Phase XI)

(12) Standing beside or seated at a table a small pitcher or single serving
milk carton and a glass the child picks up the full pitcher/carton
aims and pours into the glass with same spilling (no more than 1/4 of
liquid) and returns the pitcher to the table commencing within 5
seconds of the command "Pour your on 2 out of 3 trials".
(P44, B.E.P. Phase XII)

(5)

277
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(13) Seated at a table and presented with food such as a banana the
child will break the skin at the top and umpeel the food commencing
within 5 seconds of the command "Peel your " on 2 out of 3
trials. (Trials presented on separate daii7F--(B.E.P. Phase XIII)

(14) Presented with a folded napkin during the meal the child will unfold
the napkin and wipe food from face and hands commencing within 5
seconds of the command "Wipe your with your napkin" on 2 out
of 3 trials. (P43, B.E.P. PhairliV)

(15) Having spilled food or liquid during a meal or "juice and cookie
break" and presented with a damp cloth the child will wipe up the
spilled food commencing within 5 seconds of receiving the cloth and
given the command "Wipe up your " on 2 out of 3 trials.

(16) Seated at a table the child will serve two scoops of two different
kinds of food which are on the table commencing within 5 seconds of
the command "Take some " on 2 out of 3 trials when the serving
dish is held by either parent or E.

(17) Seated at a table and presented with a full meal (soup, maincourse,
desert and beverage) the child will feed himself the full meal
changing utensils as required commencing the activity within 5
seconds of the command "Eat your " on 2 out of 3 trials (trials
to occur at separate meal times).

(18) The child will place 2 settings of dishes, silver, napkins and glasses
on the table in the correct positions for use at a meal commencing
within 5 seconds of the command "Set the table on 2 out of 3
trials.

Hygiene

(1) The child will turn on the water wet hands and face, soap9 rinse and
dry hands and face and dispose of paper towel (or return towel to
hanging place) commencing within 5 seconds of the command "Wash your
hands and face " on 2 out of 3 trials.
(P179 18, 339 3197716-9 B.H.P. Phase 19 D)

(2) Presented with a comb and a mirror at the appropriate height the child
will comb hair forward, make a part, comb hair down to left and right
of part to rear on back of head within 5 seconds of the command

,

"Comb your hair n on 2 out of 3 trials. (P78, B.H.P. Phase VI,D)

(3) Given a tube of toothpaste and toothbrush the child will apply tooth-
paste to the brush, brush teeth independently and replace toothpaste
and brush commencing within 5 seconds of the command "Clean your
teeth " on 2 out of 3 trials. (P69, 76 B.H.P. Phase 2, n)
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(4) The child will get a facial tissue, blow his nose, wipe clean and
place tissut in waste paper basket or his own pocket within 5 seconds
of the command "Blow your nose " on 2 out of 3 trials.
(P50, 68, B.H.P. Phase IV, D)

Toiletin9

(1) Child indicates vocally or by gesture that he is wet or soileu.
Child to be checked on the hour for the testing period - pass if
indicatEs wet at any time, fail if wet during the hour and did not
indicate. Child will indicate when wet on 2 out of 3 trials.
(P19).

(2) Child will use pot at least once when placed on it. Child 4111 sit
on pot for 5 minutes once every 1-1/2 hours given the commands "Step
up" (child steps up on box) "Sit down " "Go to the Bathroom"
(Child sits on pot 5 mins.) "Stand up"--7tep down". (P22)

(3) The child will indicate need to use the pot either gesturally or
vocally at least twice daily (spontaneously) or when taken to bath-
room by either parent or E. and given the command "Do you have to
go to the Bathroom?" whilst approaching the bathroom. Child will
indicate need within 5 seconds of the command (or spontaneously) on
2 out of 3 trials. (P28, 34.)

(4) Child will use bathroom regularly for bowel moverents and will pull
pants down,step up on stool, sit on toilet for 2 minutes (or until
eliminates) stand up, step down (parent or E. will wipe child's
bottom) and pull pants up commencing within 5 seam' of the command
"Go bathroom". The child will perform the entire sequence of
toileting activities outlined above on 2 out of 3 trials. (P37).

(5) Child will request to use toilet during the day in time to avoid all
accidents. The child will use toilet, assist with wiping self (by
pulling voer, folding and wiping, paren'i: or E. will check and
complete when necessary) flush toilet and wash hands on 2 out of 3
trials. (P40).

(6) The child will use different words to indicate his need to have a

bowel movement or urinate. These words will be used consistently-
pass if this occurs on 4 out of 5 consecutive days. (P46)

(7) The child will indicate to the parent that he needs to go to the
bathroom during the night or will proceed to use facilities
independently. Pass if bed and child are dry on 4 out of 5
consecutive mornings. (P51)

9
S. I!" )
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The child will care for daytime toileting needs independently (but
may still require assistance with wiping as in #5). May still need'
to be reminded to go to toilet. Pals if child completes previously
sqund toileting procedure on 4 out ot 5 consecutive days. (P56)

Tile child will remain dry during the night with only occasional
accidents on occasions such as during illness. Pass if child
remains dry overnight on 4 out of 5 consecutive days.

Child goes to the bathroom, uses toilet paper appropriately, flushes
toilet, washes and dries hands before leaving the room. Child will
carry out the above sequence of activities independently. Pass if
sequence completed independently on 4 out of 5 consecutive days.
(P77, B.T.P. Phase I C)

B.D.P. - Baldwin et al Dressing Program

B.E.P. - Baldwin et al Eating Program

B.H.P. - Baldwin et al Hygiene Program

B.T.P. - Baldwin et al Toileting Program
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Language

Behavior Target:

Responds to own name: will respond to own name by turning

eyes and head and focusing on the teacher momentarily.

Setting:

Any place with few distractions where

to make eye contact with you.

Materials:

None.

Procedure:

While

is in a good position

is engaged in a play activity, from out of his/her

field or vision call name.

(1) Physically guide head with hand to turn and focus on your

face.

(2) Physically guide head with one finger to turn and focus on

your face.

(3) Use a physical prompt to get to focus on your face. Move

youipfinger from eye level to yours to show him/her what

you want.

(4) Give an additional verbal prompt after calling name e.g., " look at me'

(5) Call name i.e. "look here
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NOTE: Refer to Standard Procedures for Teaching Programs for further

information.

Review:

Once has reached 3 consecutive trials at a 5 level place on

review. Call name once i day for 5 days - wait 5 seconds and score at a 5

it focuses on face 0 if Abesnt.

Maintenance:

Once criterion is reached move program to Incidental Teaching Format.
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Call name
"Look here ".____

Give additional
verbal prompt
and physical
prompt together

Give additional
verbal prompt
only " look
at me".

z

Physically guide
head with hand to
focus on your face

Physically guide
head with one
finger to focus on
your face.

_

.--------------1-4--------.

2 8
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EARLY EDUCAIIION PROJECT

Program ,Sheet

Developmental Area: Language

Behavior Target:

Receptive Language: will point at a named ubject within

5 seconds of the instruction "show in the presence nf 3 distractions

(other objects).

Setting:

Sitting at a place with few distractions. Place 4 objects in front

of and out of reach.

Materials:

Several different varieties of the 4 objects being taught e.g.

different balls.

Procedure:

(a) You will be working_on identifying two objects at the same time.

(b) The two objects will be asked for randomly throughout the session

(use random order recording sheet).

(c) Between each trial change the position of the 4 objects in relation

to one another.

(d) Each session try and vary the objects that you are using e.g. a

different ball.

2H8
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Place the 4 objects out of reach in front of and say

ushow

(1) Given maximum physical guidance with your hand to show what

you want i.e. use hand to guide pointing at object.

(2) Give minimum physical guidance with one finger to show what

you want i.e. use one finger to guide pointing at object.

(3) Give an appropriate physical prompt (model) i.e. point at the object

yourself.

(4) Given an appropriate verbal prompt e.g. ball, point to the ball.

(5) Give the instruction "show
It

NOTE: Refer to Standard Procedures for Teaching Programs for further

instructions.

Review:

Once a word or object is learned place it on review (3 consecutive

trials at a 5 level). Do once a ady at a 5 level for 5 days. If points

correctly within 5 seconds score as' a 5. If doesn't point correctly within

5 seconds score as a O. Start teaching another word from the probes and

insert a new probe word.

Probes:

Once each day probe on the other 2 articles. Use the

same instructton Ili above. Give him/her 5 seconds to respond. Score as

a 5 if points correctly and a 0 if doesn't. Mix the probes in among the

teaching trials.

2H3
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I.

Maintenance:

As each word is learned move it to the Incidental Teaching Program

e.g. what want, Want $ Pass , Get me the

290



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2

.

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

,

LEVEL 5

Get attention
,

same level-1 same level 1 same level 1 same level 1

Place 4 objects
in front child
and say ,

1!show
" 0

Give verbal and
physical prompts
together -rp

Give verbal
prompt only

Give maximum
physical guidance
to complete the
request

Give minimum
physical guidance
to complete the
request

1/2.

2:i 1
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Cognition

Behavior Target

Reach and grasp stationary object: will reach for and grasp

a brightly colored, stationary object that is within reach when lying

on back, or sitting in a supported poSition.

Setting

lying on his/her back, or sitting in a supported position

in a place with few distractions.

Materials

A variety of brightly colored objects.

Procedure

'Get attention of child (eg. call name). Hold or place the object within

reach directly in front of him/her. Say "Take it".

1) Use maximum physical guidance (hand around forearm) to guide

hand to object.. Place fingers iroureit if necessary.

2) Use minimum physical guidance (one finger behind hand) to guide

hand to touch the object.

3) Use a gesture to get to reach for and grasp the

object (eg. hold hand above his/hers and then move to the object so

child follows, move the object etc.)

4) Gi-ve a sound or vertal prompt to take the object

(eg. repeat instruction, make a noise with object, etc.

303
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5) Hold or place the object within reach, directly In front of him/her.

Say "Take it".

NOTE: For further instructions please refer to "Standard Procedures for

Teaching Programs"

Review

Once criterion reached (3 trials in a row at is 5 level), put on review.

Present object once each day at a 5 level. If reaches and

graps it within 5 seconds score as a 5. If doesn't score as a O.

Maintenance

Once criterion is reached move to Incidental Teaching Program. Give

opportunities during the day to reach and grasp objects.

304



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Get attention Get attention Get attention Get attention Get attention.

Place object
within reach and
ask to "take it"

Repeat Level I Repeat Level I Repeat Level I Repeat Level 1

Give verbal prompt
(sound) and
physical prompt
together

Repeat Level I Repeat Level I Give verbal
Prompt (sound)
only

Use maximum
physical guidance
to guide hand
toward object.
Place fingers
around it if
necessary,

Use minimum
physical guidance
to gu ide hand

toward object
(1 finger behind
wrist).

.

.

,

.
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Pregraw Sheet

Developmental Area: Cognition

Behavior Target

Cognition operations: will respond appropriately to the

instructions put in, put on take off, take out, push, pull, open and

close, regardless of the specific objects used within 5 seconds of the

instruction.

Steps

1) Child will put one object into another on the instructions "put

in regardless of the objects used.

2) Child will take one object out of another and give it to you

on the instruction "Take out and give" regardless of the objects

used.

3) Child will put one object on another of the instruction "put on"

regardless of the objects used.

Child will take one object off another and give it to you on the

instruction "Take off and give" regardless of the objects used.

5) Child will push an object appropriately on the instruction "Push"

regardless of the objects used.

6) Child will pull an object appropriately on the instruction "Pull"

regardless of the objects used.

7) Child will open an object on the instruction "Open" regardless of

the objects used.

3 09
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Child will close an object on the instruction "Close" regardless

of tike objects used.

Setting

Sitting with

all your materials handy.

in a place with few distractions. Have

fn.

Materials

All items that are listed in individual operation programs to teach

that operation.

Procedure

A) A minimum of 5 different objects will be used to Aach each of the

operations.

B) These will be randomly alternated within each block of trials that

are taught.

C) Each activity will be presented at least once within each teaching

session.

Place the objects being used in front of and give'the

appropriate instruction to him/her. Model pperation at levels 1, 2 & 3.

1) Give child maximum physical guidance (your hand over theirs) to

complete the operation you are teaching.

2) Give child minimum physicaf guidance (1 finger behind wrist) to

complete the operatiori you are teaching.

3) Give child a physical prompt or gesture to indicate what you want

(eg. indicate by pointing what you want).

3 0



,

4) Give a verbal prompt to tell.child what you want himiher to do

(eg. repeat instriction; give extra information).

4.5) Give child instructioh.

NOTE: For further instructions please refer to "Standard Procedures

for Teaching.Programs".

Review

Once criterion reached (3 trials in a row at a 5 level) put on review.

Present.operation once each day (use different materials each day) at a

5 level. If completes the activity within 5 seconds of the

instruction score as a 5. If doesn't score as a 0.

Probe

Cmce each day you will be probing other operations indicated on recording

'fleet. Materials will be presented and instruction given at a 5 level.

If child completes operation correctly within 5 seconds score as a 5.

If doesn't score as a O. Use different materials each day.

Maintenance

Once criterion is reached move to Incidental Teaching Program. Give

opportunities during the day to do the operations learned.

3,1



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2

.

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

,

LEVEL S

Get attetion Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1

Place-objects in
front of child and
give instruction
with mode.

n

,

It
Place objects in
front of child and
give instruction
(no model)

Place objects in
front of child and
give instruction

Provide verbal
and physical
prompts together.

Give verbal
prompt Eli

,

Give maximum
physical guidance
to complete
desired operation

Give minimum
physical guidAnce
to complete
desired operation
(1 finger).

...

d.

_____

3 3'
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Cognition

Behavior Target

Operations with distractors: will respond appropriately

to the instructions put in, put on, take out, take off, push, pull, open

and close regardless of sPecific objects used with 1 distractor present,

within 5 seconds of the instruction (distractor: materials that are

appropriate for different operation)

Steps

1) will respond appropriately to the commands

"put in" and "put on" when objects for both operations are placed

in front of him.

2) Once one operation is learned put it on review and start teaching

"take out".

3) Same as #2 for "take off"

4) Same as #2 for "push"

5) Same as #2 for "pull"

6) Same as #2 for "open"

7) Same as #2 for "close"

Setting

Sitting with

of your materials handy.

in a place with 'few distractions. Have ati

3 2 '2



Materials

411 those materiels appropriate for teaching the two operations you

are working on. Materials for one can be used as distractors for the

other.

Procedure

A) You will be working on teaching 2 operations, with a distractor present.

B) The two operations will be asked for randomly throughout the session

(use random order recording sheets).

You will vary the materials you are using for both operations using

a variety of activities appropriate to the instruction (as described

in previous "operations" programs.

Place materials for 2 activities in front of . One should

be appropriate for one operation you are teaching, the other for the

second. Give the appropriate instruction for the operation you are

teaching.

1) Give child maximum physical guidance. Guide his/her hand to the

activity you want completed and put through it.

2) Give minimum physical guidance. Guide child's hand to the question

you want completed.

3) Give child a physical prompt. Point at the materials for the

operation you wish completed.

4) Give a verbal prompt for child to choose one of operations and

complete it (eg. repeat the instruction).

5) Give the appropriate instruction for the operation you are

teachling.

NOTE: For further instructions please refer to "Standard Procedures

for Teaching Programs".

323
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Review

ifte criterion fs reached 0 trials fn a row at a 5 level) put on reviei.

Present materials for learned operation with those of a distracting one

once each day. If child responds appropriately to instruction within

5 seconds score as a 5. If doesn't score as a O.

Probe

Once each day you will be probing other operations when presented with

a ,distractor as indicated on recording sheet. Materials will be preseaed

and instruction given at a 5 level. If child completes the correct

operation within 5 seconds score as a 5. If doesn't score as a O. Use

different materials each day,

Maintenance

Once criterion is reached move to Incidental Teaching Program. Give

opportunities during the day where he has to choose what you ask to do

from another activity.

az



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVrL-4
- LEVEL 5

Get attention Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Smne Level 1 Same Level 1

Place materials
for 2 operations
and give appropria
instruction

It

e

is ,i
il

Give verbal and
physical prompts
together.

,

n
if

Give verbal
prompt only.

_

Give maximum
physical guidance
to choose and do
operation,

Give minimum
physical guidance
to choose the
right operation.

4mm
Over 3 trials
gradually reduce ,

length of time
hand touches.

,

325
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, EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

gram Sheet

Developmental Arei: Cognition

Behavior Target

Receptive language concepts and operptions: will select the

appropriate materials from 4 known objects and complete the specified

operation within 5 seconds of an instruction.

Steps

1) Will select the appropriate materials from 2 known objects and

complete the specified operation.

2) Will select the appropriate materials from 3 known objects and

complete the specified operation.

3) Same as the Behavior Target

Setting

Sitting in a place with few distractions;. will have the objects used

in front of

Materials

The appropriate objects for the instructions being given to the child

(eg. "Put the baby in the car").

Procedure

A) You will be working on two different combinations of materials

involving one or two operations at the same time.

a)

b)
ff3d!)
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B) These combinations will be asked for randomly throughout the

session (use'random order recording sheet).

Vary the materials you are using from session to session, eg.

different cups, spoons, etc%

Vary the position of the materials in relation to each other

from trial to trial.

Place Materials in front of child and give instructions that specifies

the materials and what operation should be completed.

1) Give maximwrphysical guidance. Use your hand on child's to

guide through the activity you have requested.

2) Give minimal physical guidance. Use 1 finger behind wrist to

guide through the activity you have requested.

3) Give child a physical prompt. You can model what you want done

or indicate by pointing which objects should be used how.

4) Give a verbal prompt. Repeat the instruction very clearly and

slowly.

5) Give an instruction that specifies the materials and what operation

should be completed.

NOTE: For further instructions please refer to Standard Procedures for

Teaching Programs.

a,

Review

Once criterion is reached (3 trials in a row at a 5 level) put that

item on review for one week. Present the materials for that instruction

plus two other concept objects and give instruction at a 5 level. If

child responds correctly within 5 seconds score is a 5. If doesn't

score as a O.

3 3



Prove

each day you will probe 2 other conceptioperat$on combinations

in the same situation. Materials will be presented and instruction given

at a 5 level. If child correctly responds score as a 5. If incorrect

score as a O.

-257-

Maintenance

Once criterion is reached move to Incidental Teaching Program.



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Get attention Same Level 1

,

Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1

Place materials
and give the
instruction

I. II

----------

If II

Repeat instruction
and give physical
prompt together

,

,

,I

Repeat the instruci
tion as a verbal
prompt.

Give maximum
physical guidance
to choose material
and do operation

.

give minimum physi-
cal guidance to
choose materials and
do operation (1
finger)

332
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AARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Motor

;

Behavior Target

Sitting supported: will sit on floor with back against

wall or in a chair with backrest for 30 seconds if he is told to "look

here" and is looking at a toy or person in front of him after being

placed in this position.

Steps

1) Hold position for 15 seconds

2) Hold position for 30 seconds

Setting

Position yourself in front of child whether on floor or in chair.

Materials

Any interesting toys or objects.

Procedure

Place in an appropriate position and say "Look here".

1) Give maximum guidance as low on trunk as possible

to maintain the appropriate posture.

N.B. Immediately bef;re the trial, apply a quick forceful stretch

over shoulders to the floor.



2), Give mintmum guidance as low on trunk as possible

to mainta4 the appropriate posture.

Immediately tiefore the trial apply the same stretch as

in (1) aboim.

3) Provide gestures to to maintain the appropriate posture.

N.B. Apply resistance downward on shoulders during the entire

trial. It is applied in same position and direction as

stretch. Apply smoothly so child puts in some effort but

do not .oush him out of position. Fade it out, during the

series of trials.

4) Provide verbal prompts to to maintain his position

eg. word gamest/counting, etc.

5) Place ./in plsition appropriate and say "Look here".

NOTE: See "Standard Procedures for Teaching Programs" for further

instructions.

Review Trials

Once completes 3 consecutive trials at a level 5 the program

goes on review. Try once a day for 5 days at a 5 level. If he/she

completes give a Z. If falls forward or to sides give a O.

Maintenance

Once criterion is reached move to the Incidental Teaching Program. Start

teaching next program in the series.



LEVEL 1 -LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Place in Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1

appropriate posi-
tion in chair or
against wall and
say "Look here"

'Give verbal prompt
and maximum physi-
cal guidance to
maintain position
for required time.

Give verbal prompts
and minimum physi-
cal guidance to
maintain position
for required time.

Give verbal prompts
and gestures to
maintain position
for required time.

Give verbal prompts
only to maintain
position for
required time.

STRETCH
before trial

STRETCH
before trail

RESISTANCE
during trial

it4
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Motor

Behavior Target

Creeping on stomach: 'will creep forward designated distance

in a reciprocal pattern on stomach when given instruction "Come here",

and offered an interesting object.

Setting

On the floor with

Steps

1) will crawl forward 2 feet

2) will crawl forward 5 feet

3) will crawl forward 10 feet

Materials

Any interesting toys or objects may be used.

Procedure

Place on floor on stomach and given the instruction "Come here".

1) Give maximal guidance to achieve the desired movement.

You will move one am forward then push opposite leg forward

(pressure downward and forward against bottom 0 the foot) then

other arm and last foot.

Give minimal (one finger guidance) to achieve desired

movement (i.e. move arms and legs in reciprocal pattern as (1)

above with 1 finger).

3,4 2
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Gesture to to achieve the desired-movement (eg. point

at toy, move it to attract attention). During the pushing motion

phase of each leg apply slight pressure against bottom of foot

with 1 finger. Heishe will push against this in moving forward.

Give verbal prompts to aihieve the desired motion

(eg. "Come to mon, keep going", etc).

5) When plaged on floor, and given instruction "come here" he/she

does. Also if you observe creeping spontaneously.

NOTE: Refer to "Standard Procedures for Teaching Programs" for further

instructions.

Review Trials

Once completes 3 consecutive trials at a level 5 the program

goes on review. Do once a day for 5 days at a 5 level. If he/she creeps

the distance required give a 5. If doesn't creep give a O.

Maintenance

_Once criterion is reached move to the Incidental Teaching Program.

Wherever feasible give him/her opportunity to creep rather than being carried.

34 3



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Place on stomach
and give instruc-
tion "Come here"

Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1

1 Give verbal
prompts and
maximum guidance
to get to creep

Give verbal prompts
and minimum
guidance to get to

creep.

Give verbal prompts
and gestures to
get Creeping
movement

.

Give verbal
prompts only to
get creeping
movement

,

Give some pressure
against feet.

,

.

May require
2 persons

May require
2 liersons

,

4,
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Self Help

Behavior Target

Drink from glass unassisted: will pick up cup with

both hands, raise to mouth, drink and return it to table unassisted

following the instruction, "You drink".

Steps.

1) Return glass to table after drinking (with assistance to drink).

2) Will tilt glass to drink once it is at mouth.

3) Will lift glass from table to mouth once hands are placed on it.

4) Will grasp glass with both hands andlift to mouth.

Setting

Have sitting in place where he/she regularly drinks. Position yourself

facing

Materials.

1) unbreakable cup

2) bib

3) juice, milk or water (1/2" in bottom).

Procedure.

1) once each step is learned at a 5 level child must continue to do

it'independently even though you may be teaching next step at a

lower level (eg. always put own glass down after Step I taught).

3 I s
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Give child maximum guidance to reach the step in the program

that is being taught.

Teaching Instructions'

, Give maximum guidance to reach the step in the program

that is being taught.

1) Give maximum guidance to complete the step in the program that

'you are teaching

(eg. Step 1 - put through drinking and putting glass down.

Step g - put through grasping and lifting glass (tilt and

put down by self)).

2) Give minimum (1 finger) guidance to complete the step that is

being taught

(eg. Step 3 - put hands on glass

- one finger on each hand to help raise to mouth

- drink and put down by self).

3) Give a physical prompt to indicate what they should do

(eg. Step 1 - put through drinking

- point at table to indicate where you want glass to go).

4) Give a verbal prompt to indicate what should be done

(eg. Step ? - say "Tip it up").

5) Give child an instruction "You drink".

NOTE: Please refer to "Standard Procedures for Teaching Programs" for

further information.

319
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. Review

Once has reached 3 consecutive trials at a 5slevel for

Step 4 the program is on review. Do once a day at level 5 for 5 days.

Socre 5 if drinks completely unassisted within 5 seconds of instruction

"You drink" and 0 if doesn't.

Maintenance

Once the task is learned it is moved to the Incidental Teaching Format.

Always require

not provide assistance.

to drink independently. Following this do



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

7----
I Put through to

ctpo being taught Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1

Give instruction
a) you drink
b) put glass down

Pr6vide verbal and
physical prompt
apprppriate for
step together

Give verbal
prompt appropriate
to step only

4

I Give maximum
guidance to com-
plete the step.

Give minimum
guidance (1 finger)
to complete the step

,

-4

Once a step learned

----.
.......

always make child do it indeperldently.

,

...-- ,....--.
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Behavior Target

Eating with spoon:

-273-

EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Self Help

will scoop food with spoon, raise to

mouth, remove food and return spoon to plate independently.

Steps

1) Return spoon to dish.

2) Move spoon from 1 inch from mouth, eat and return spoon to dish.

3) Move spoon from dish to mouth, eat and return spoon to dish.

4) Scoop food, carry to mouth, eat and return spoon to dish.

Setting

At mealtimes when serving food it is appropriate to eat with a spoon.

Materials

small spoon

bowl

food that child can scoop

Procedure

1) Once each step is learned at a 5 level child must continue to do

it independently even though you may be teaching next step at a

lower level.

2) Always take hand in yours and put through the task

to the step you are teaching. Then proceed with the teaching

instructions.

353



Teaching Instructions

I) Guide through the step you are working on with you hand over

child's.

2) Guide through the step you are working on with 1 finger (eg. 1

finger behind his/her wrist).

3) Give a physical prompt (gesture or model) appropriate to the step

you are working on (eg. point at table to put spoon down, model

bringing spoon to mouth).

Give a verbal prompt appropriate to the step you are working on

(eg. "Put your spoon down").

5) Give instruction "Eat your food"

NOTE: Refer to "Standard Procedure for Teaching Programs" for further

instructions.

Review

Once is able to scoop food onto spoon and feed self completely

at a 5 level for 3 consecutive trials put program on review. Check once

a day at a 5 level for one week. If he/she feeds self independently score

as a 5. If requires assistance with every spoonful score O.

Maintenance

Once program has reached criterion put on Incidental Teaching Format.

Always reauire to feed himself/herself 4henever possible.



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Say "Eat with
spoon"

Same as Level 1 Same as Level 1 Same as Level 1 Same as Level I

Give verbal and
physical prompts
together.

"
Give verbal
prompts only

Guide through
step working on
with hand.

Guide thrdugh step
working on with
I finger.

357
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Self Help

Behavior Target

Puts on socks puts on socks (with heel in the correct

position) within 5 ceconds of the iLstruction "Put on socks".

Steps

1) Puts on sock when just above heel.

2) Puts on sock when just below heel.

3) Puts on sock when toes started in.

4) Puts on sock when handed to him with heel in correct position.

5) Puts on sock (heel in correct position)

Setting

Have k

top, floor).

sitting in a safe and comfortable position (eg. table,

Procedure

1) Once each step is learned at a 5 level child must continue to do

it independently even though you may be teaching next step at a

lower level.

2) Put sock on child to point where you will be teaching from.

Teaching Instructions

Give maximum guidance to the step in the program that you

are teaching.

1) Give maximum guidance to complete the step that is being taught
361
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(eg. with you hands over pull sock over the heel).

2) Give minimum (1 finger) guidance to complete the step that is being

taught (eg. with 1 finger on each hand guide to pull sock up

from heel).

3) Give a physical prompt to indicate what they should do

to complete the task (i.e. use a gesture or a model).

4) Give a verbal prompt to indicate what should be done

(eg. pull your sock up).

5) Give an instruction (i.e. "Put on sock").

NOTE: Please refer to "Standard Procedures for Teaching programs" for

further information.

Review

Once has put sock on completely at a 5 level for 3 times

in a row put it on review. Do once a day at a 5 level for one week.

If he/she does it withopt assistance score as a 5. If requires assistance

score as a 0.

Probes

Once each day while you are teaching this program you will probe two

other dressing or undressing asks. Give an instruction.

If he/she completes the task independently score as a 5. If requires

assistance to complete score as a O.

Maintenance

Once program has reached criterion put on Incidental Teaching Format.

Always require to put on his/her own socks.



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LE"EL 5

Put sock on to
step being taught. Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1 Same Level 1

Give verbal in-
sti.uction ("Put on
sock")

.

Give verbal ind
physical prompt
together.

,

,

Give verbal prompt
only to complete
the step.

Give maximum

physical guidance
to cbmplete the
step.

Give minimum physi-
cal guidance (1
finger) to complete
the step.

,

.

,
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APPENDIX C

SCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR LANGUAGE, COGNITION,

AND SELF-HELP SKILLS
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APPENDIX C

EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Language

Behavior Target:

Actions and sounds:

for an action and 2 sounds.

will imitate your model within 5 seconds

Setting:

With facing you in a place with few distractions (e.g. T.V.

persons).

Materials:

Whatever is indicated with the action.

Procedure:

(a) Precede the trials up to a level 4 with the attend signal.

At levels 4 and 5 use only a verbal instruction (e.g. 'Look,...') and no

signal.

(b) You will be working on one action and one sound at the same time.

(c) The two responses will be presented randomly throughout the session.

(Use random order recording slieet.)



Action

Get action (use signal

as described in (a) above. Give

instruction with a model of action.

(1) Physically guide with your

hand to imitate the action.

(2) Physically guide with 1 finger

to imitate the action.

(3) Give physical prompt or

gesture to indicate what

action you want

(4) Give an additional verbal

prompt (e.g. you roll the

ball). Describe the action.

(5) Give instruction "you do it"

with the model

Sound

Get attention (use) signal as

described in (a) above. Give instruction

"Say...." with appropriate sign.

(1) No maximum physical guidance.

(2) No minimum physical guidance.

(3) Give physical prompt to indicate

you want a sound (e.g. point at

your mouth and then his).

(4) Give additional verbal prompt

(repeat sound).

(5) Give instruction with appropriate

sign accompanying ("say....").

NOTE: Refer to Standard Procedures for Teaching Programs for further

information.

37.3
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Probe Trials:

Once each day probe two untrained words. If repeats the word within

5 seconds score as a 5. If says the wrong thing, is unintelligable or says

nothing score as a O.

Review:

Once has reached 3 consecutive trials at a 5 level for either

an action or sound place on review. Do once a day at a 5 level for 5 days -

wait 5 seconds. Score as a 5 if imitates the action or sound and a 0 if

doesn't. Replace item in program with another action or sound to be taught.

Maintenance:

Once criterion is reached move that sound or action to Incidental Teaching

Format. Once two sounds have reached criterion move on to next program.

Receptive Language:

If is given an activity reinforcer or object, request it from

him/her saying "Give me "9 with accompanying gesture or hand prompt. If

does not resiond, repeat the inStruction and physically guide him

through the motion of gi,ing. This receptive procedure is not reiorded.

Reinforcement:

If imitates the sound you ask always repeat that sound in your

verbal praise (e.g. Good talking, You said oh).



LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Get attention
fuse signal) Same as Level 1 Same as Level 1 (No signal) Same as Level 4

Give instruction
and model together

.,
I.

Same as Level 1 Same as Level 1

Give additional
verbal prompt
and physical
prompt together

" " Give additional
verbal prompt only

allikke^Physichally guide
with and to
imitate the
response

Physically guide
with 1 finger to
imitate the
response.

Addikkik.allikbAddilL.

376
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EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

Program Sheet

Developmental Area: Language

Behavior Target

Sounds and words:

for sounds and 2 words.

will Amitate your model within 5 seconds-

Setting:

With facing you in a place with few distractions. Have the

two of you at the same eye level.

Materials:

Objects for the words that are being taught.

Procedure:

(a) Precede trials up to a Level 4 with the attend signal. At levels 4 and

5 use only a verbal instruction (i.e. 'Look, ') and no signal.

(b) You will be working on one sound and one word at the same time.

(c) The two responses will be presented randomly throLghout the session.

(Use random order recording sheet).
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Sound

Get attention (use signal as

described above). Give instruction
0

"say,...." with appropriate sign

(1) No maximum physical guidance

(2) No minimum physical guidance

(3) Give physical prompt to

indicate you want a sound

(e.g. point at your mouth and

then his).

(4) Give additional verbal prompt

(repeat sound).

(5) Give instruction with appropriate

sign accoMpanying ("say....")

'Word

Get attention (use signal as

descr'bed in (a) above). Give

instruction and hold up object

(1) Nu maximum physical guidance

(2) No pininium physical guidance

(3) Give a physical prompt to

indicate you Ant word

repeated (point at object and .

1

then Muth).

(4) Give additional verbal prompt

(repeat word).

(5) Hold up object and give

instraction "Say...."

NOTE: Refer to Stnadard Procedures for Teaching Pronrams for further

information.

378 a
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Prat* Trials:

Once each day probe two untrained wordt. If repeats the

word within 5 seconds score as a 5. If says the wrong thing is unintelligable

or says nothi- ',core as a O.

Review:

Once has reached 3 consecutive trails at a 5 level for either a

sound or a word place on review. Do once a day at a 5 level for 5 days. Score

as a 5 if imitates the sound or word within 5 seconds. Score as a 0, if says

wrong thing, is unfntelligable or says nothing. Replace item in program with

another sound or word to be taught.

Maintenance:

Once criterion is reached move that sound or word to Incidental Teaching

Format. Once.two words have reached criterion move on the next program.

Receptive Language:

If is given an activity reinforcer or object, request it from the

child saying 'Give me...', with accompanying gesture or hand prompt, pointing

to object and then your hand. If does not respond, repeat the

instruction and physically guide through the motion of giving. This receptive

procedure is not recorded.

Reinforcement:

If imitates the word you ask, give him the object and let him play

with it for a moment or play with him with the object. Always repeat the word

or sound in your verbal praise. (e.g. that's right, you said ball).



LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Get attention Get attention Get ettention

441411116

Give instruction
and present the
appropriate
object

Same Level 3 Same Level 3

Give verbal and
physical prompt
together (e.g.
point at object
and repeat word)

Give verbal prompt
only (e.g. repeat
word).

,
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COGNITION'OPERATION

Behavior Tarlet: S will respond appropriately to the commands "put in",
"put on", "take out", "take off", "push", "pull", "open", "clasp'', regardless
of the specific objects used within 5 seconds of the command.

Baseline: E will give S each of the above command on 5 separate occasions
iiiiiirTg-the specific materials listed mnder the "materials" section. If S
responds appropriately on 4/5 trials go to next program. If S does not,
see program below.

S will perform an operation within 5 seconds of instruction.

Procedure: Give at-,ending signal before all trials. Place objects in front
arriagive appropriate command, specific materials used are randomly
alternated. Socially reinforce all correct responses with direct feedback.
After three consecutive correct responses move to the next level of prompting.
If S makes no response (NR) or an incorrect response return to the previous
level and reach criteria at that level before moving up.

Level I Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Store 1.

Leve,1 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate geeture and
,verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
(There may be. more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradudlly fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S responds correctly on comand before prompts can be givcn, :core
with a circle around the level he/she should be working on. AfLor five
consecutive circled nuaors put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on co:wand, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on
Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
1-6-842,: of the trials put on Maintenance. If 5 does not, return to program at
a Level 5.

3 8 2
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for fivq weeks. If S responds correctly
10 Kg. of the trials discontihue the progidm. If S does not, return to:
Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Materidls: Cup, blocks, peg, pegOoard, sracking rings, penny bank, ten
pokerchips, hat, box with lid etc.

1R3
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OPERATIMIS WITH DISTRACTORS

Behavior S will respond appropriately to the commands "put in",
"put on" , "take out" , "take off" , "push" , "pul I" , "open" , "close" ,

regardless of specific objects used with 1 distractor present within 5
seconds of the command.

Baseline: E will give each of the abcve commands %ith I distractor present
on 5 separate occasions varying the specific materials listed wider the
"Materials" section. If S responds appropriately on 4/5 trials go to next
program. If S does not, see program below.

Steps: Operations will be taught in pairs. Select 2 operations that the
child did not reach criterion on during baseline and randomly alternate as
on the data sheet. When 1 operation is learned replace with another that
has not yet reached criterion.

Procedure: Gi ve attending signal before all trials. Place objects in
front of S and give appropriate command. Distractors and specific materials
used are varied. Socially reinforce all
correct responses wi th di rect feedback. After three consecuti ve correct
respomes rove to the next level of pro:ipting. I f S makes no response (NO
or an incorrect resi.,ciLe return to th2 previous level and reach criteria et
that level before wovin9 up.

Level ca use of an appropria
an6 verbal prc::.pt. St:ore 1.

Level 2 - Ono fine,er ii rce, v.,e of an appropriate cj7,ture ;:nd
velLal pri,:.pt. Score L.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropri a te verbal prot. Score 3

Levol 4 - Appropriate vortal prcTpt. Score 4.
(There hay be :Lore dilcndin2 on the prograin).

Level 5 - On colimand. 'Score 5.

Gradually ft.tle the level of guidance or proxpting over the throe trials
at each level.

If S rosponds correct ly on ro-and hc.lorc pre: ,it(, ca l)o q Vtfl core:
wi th a circle arotmd the level he/sh,. !;hould t n on, After Ii vt!
: aiViec tit i yt? C I rclej nu':!.ers ptit on kevicw. If the child co;:lctcs terwinal
behavior on co;;;:l.inJ, score with a star (*). After three siars pu: behavior on
Review.

Review: Review k t:vi or once dai ly ler lIve days. I f S responds correctly
to VU, of the trial put on Maintenance. If S do2s not, return to progrini
a Leyel 5.
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctlyto 80% of the trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return toReview.

PrObes: Present trial for the next program in the strand

Materials: Cup, blocks, peg, pegboard, stacking rings, penny rank, tin
pockerchips, hat, box with lid.

33
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STRINGING LACING HOCES

Behavior Target: On 3 consecutive trials when sitting at the table S will

push a shoelace with stiffened end through a 1/4" diameter hole ir a 1" square

of cardboard held in S's hand and'oull string through from the back on the

command "Lace the card". Response must be initiated within 5 seconds and

complettd within 15 seconds of command.

Baseline: Give S a 1" square uf cardboard with 1/4" hole in non-dominant

hand andshoe lace in the other hand, give command "Lace the card", if S

responds appropriately on 4/5 trials go to next program. If S does not, see

program below.

Steps: (1) S will push shoelace through a 1-1/2" hole

(2) S will push shoelace through a 3/4" hole
(3) S will push shoelace through a 1/4" hole

Prpsedure: Give attending signal before all trials.

3-4 children at the table. Place appropriate lacing
S and give the command "Lace the card".

correct responses with direct feedback. After three
responses move to the next level of prompting. If S

or an incorrect response return to the previous level
that leel before moving up.

S sits in group of
materials in front of

Socially reinforce all
consecutive correct
makes no response (NR)
and reach criteria at

Level I - Complete physical guick.nce, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal premp4 Scor^ 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidanee, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score:2.

1;evel 3 Gesture ?rd appropriete verbal prompt. Scern 3

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
(There may be more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three trials

at each level.

If S Tigpondt: correctly on command before prompts can be given, score
with a ciTele around the level he/she should be working on. After five

consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on comand, scOre with a star (*) After three stars put behavior on

Review.

Revipr Review bf,havior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly

to 80r4 of the triajs put on Maintenance. If S does not, neturn to program at

a Level 5.

I f
)
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S respond§ correctly
to 80% of the trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to
Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand

Materials: 3, 1" squares of cardboard with 1-1/2" hole, 3/4" hole and
1/4" hole. Shneiace with stiffened end.
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6 PIECE PUZZLE

Non-interlocking

Behavior Tar et: S will complete a 6 piece (non-interlocking) wooden puzzle
Firiiutt ng t e pieces in random order within 5 seconds of-command "Put in".

.0

Baseline: S sits at table or on rug with gnaup. Givc attending signal and

shows the complete puzzle and then dumps the pieces oat. Arrange pieces

randomly in front of S with puzzle board. Give commend "Fut in". If S

completes the puzzle within 30 seconds of command on 4/5 trials, proceed to

next program. If not refer to program below.

Steps: (1) S will put last piece in puzzle
(randomize last piece over trials)

(2) S will put in 5th and 6th piece of puzzle (randomize)

(3) S will put in 4th, 5th, 6th piece of puzzle (randomize)

(4) S will put in 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th piece of puzzle (randomize)

(5) S will put in 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th piece of puzzle (randomize)

(6) S will put in all 6 pieces of puzzle (randomize)

Steps may be skipped or grouped.

Procedure: S sits at table with group. Give appropriate attending signal

for the level the child is working at and set puzzle and pieces in front of

S. If S does -not attend within 5 seconds move on to another child. If S

attends within 5 seconds give the command "Put in". Socially reinforce all

correct responses with direct feedback. After three consecutive correct

responses move to the next level of prompting. If-S makes no response (NR)

or an incorrect response return to the previous level and reach criteria at

that level before moving up.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture

00 and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and

verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.

(There may be more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5,

Oi.adually fade the level of guidance or prompfing over the three trials

at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score

with a circle around the level he/she should be working on. After five

consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal

behavior on command, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on

Review.
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Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not9 return to program at

a Level 5.

Maintenance: Once a week for 5 weeks give S the command "Put in" and record.
Naally reinforce if S responds correctly.

Probes: If S is working on a step 1 thru 5 of the program, once a week probe
757-778. If S is working on step 69 probe next program.

Materials: Variety of wooden puzzles with 6 pieces not interlocking e.g.
Fisher-Price

3'9.9
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PUTS TOGETHER _INTERLOCKING PUZZLE'

Behavior Target: .0n 3 consecutive trials wten sitting at the table S will
complete a 6 piece interlocking wooden puzzle by putting the pieces in, in
random order within 1-1/2 minutes of the command "Put the pieces in the
puzzle".

Baseline: S sits at table with group show S the completed puzzle., Dump
FriZeiCiut and arrange randomly in fr,nt of S with the puzzle board. Give
the command "Put the pieces in the puzzle". If S completes the puzzle within
1-1/2 minutes of the command on 4/5 trials proceed to next program, if not
refer to program bekw. Count and record how many pieces are put in.

Steps.: (1) S .011 put last piece in puzzle (randomize last piece over trials)
(2) S will put in 5th, 6th pieces of puzzle (randomize)
(3) S will put in 4th, 5th and 6th pieces (randomize)
(4) S will put in 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th pieces (randomize)
(5) S will put tn 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th pieces (randomize)
(6) S will put in all 6 pieces of puzzle

Procedure: Give attending signal before all trials. S sits at table with group.
Give child puzzle and pieces in frcnt of S. Give the command, "Put the pieces
in the puzzle". Socially reinforce all correct responses with direct feedback.
After three consecutive correct responses move to the next level of prompting.
If S makes no response (NR) or an incorrect response return to the previous
level and reach criteria at that level before moving up.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score 2.

lev21 3 Gesture and eppropriate verbdl prompt. score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
(There may be more depending on tit, program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the ievel of guidance or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S responds correctly on commzIno !-efore prompts can be given, score
with a circle around the level he/she should be working on. After five
consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on command, score with a star (*). After Uiree stars put behavior an
Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
to 80% of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, return to program at
a Level 5.
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks.
to 80% of the trials discontinue the program. If
Probes: If 5 is working on step 1-5 once a week
working on step 6, probe next program.

A

Materials: Fisher Price Puzzle 0515 (some Pieces taped in)

If S responds correctly
5 does not, return to Review.

probe for T.B. If S is
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BODY PARTS PROGRAM

Behavior Target: On 3 consecutive trials when sitting at the table, on
command "Show " S will point to each of the body parts below: nose,

hair, tummy, mouth, 1nee, back, foot, chin, eye, thumb.

Baseline: Give the command "Show " for each of the above on 5 separate
icaTiTifis, randomly alternating the trials, if S responds appropriately on 4/5
trials go to next program. If S does not, see program below.

Steps: Give command "Show " S will show appropriate body parts within
5 seconds of command. .

Procedure: Randomly choose 2 of the above body parts and work with those. As

iiiirem reaches criterion place it on review and add another item from above.
Give the command "Show ", give verbal prompt e.g. "Show nose"- point
to your nose. Give attenifirT4iignal before all trials. Socially reinforce all
correct responses with direct feedback. After three consecutive correct
responses move to the next level of prompting. If S makes no response (NR)
or an incorrect response return to the previous level and reach criteria at
that level before moving up.

Level I Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 7 One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal 13rompt. Score 4.
(There may be more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score
with a ci-rcle around the level he/she should be working on. After five
consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on command, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on

Review.

Review: Review behavior once Aaily for five days. If S responds correctly

to BO% of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, return to program at

a Level 5.
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly
to 80% of the trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return toReview.

Probes: Ear, elbow, finger.

Materials: None.

393



SHOW NOSE PROGRAM

Behavior Target: On 3 consecutive trials when sitting at the table S will
point to 4 body parts (nose, hair, eye, mouth) on a doll, flannelboard man,
or picture within 5 seconds of command, "Show man's (doll's)

Baseline: Give the command "Show man's " for each of the body parts
ToF37iTarate occasions, randomly alternifiT6 the trials, if S responds
appropriately on 4/5 trials go to next program. If S does not, see program
below.

Steps: Give command "Show man's " S will show appropriate body part
within 5 se,onds of command.

Procedure: Start with first two body parts that need to be trained. As an

item reaches criterion place it on review and add next item. Randomly alternate
presentations of the 2 body parts. Socially reinforce all correct responses
with direct feedback. After three consecutive correct responses move to the
next level of prompting. If S makes no response (NR) or an incorrect response
return to the previous level and reach criteria at that level before moving
up.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
(There may be more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

GriOually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three
trlals at each level.

If S responds correctly on coward before prompts can be given, score
with a circle around the level he/she shculd be working on. After five
consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on command, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on
Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
ItiT3EFE of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, return to program at
a Level 5.
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PWintenance:
to 80% of the
Review.

Review once weAly for five weeks. If S responds correctly
trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Materials: doll, flannel board man, etc.
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SHOW NOSE PROGRAM

Behavior Target: On 3 consecutive trials when sitting at the table S will add
4 body parts (nose, hair, eye, mouth) to a blank flannelboard or picture face
initiating within 5 seconds and finishing within 15 seconds of the command
"Make the face".

Baseline: Test target behavior on 5 separate occasions.

Slepi: (1) S adds I missing part randomly alternated on trials

(2) S adds 2 missing parts randomly alternated

(3) S adds 4 parts randomly alternated

Procedure: Give attending signal before all trials. Place flannelboard face
in front of S with the appropriate number of missing parts below the face.
Socially reinforce all correct responses with direct feedback. After three
consecutive correct responses move to the next level of prompting. If S makes
no response (NR) or an incorrect response return to the previous level and
reach criteria at that level before moving up.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
.(There may be more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Cradially fade the level of guidance.or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score
with a circle around the-level he/she should be working on. After five
consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on command, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on
Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
to 80% of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, return to program at
a Level 5.
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly
inOrlinhe trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return toReview.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Materials: Flannelboard face and/or picture with separate pieces for

3 9
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PENCIL GRASP PROGRAM

Behavior Taught: Ch three consecutive trials sitting at the table in a group
;S will pick up crayon with left hand and place in right hand with pencil grasp
(between thumb and 1st two fingers) and color for 5 seconds. S will initiate
within 5 seconds of command "Color".

Baseline: Test target behavior on 5 separate occasions', if responds
appropriately on 4/5 trials go to next program. If S does not, see program
below.

Steps; (1) S will\ull left hand away independently after being guided to
pick up crayon in left hand and place in open right hand. E
will guide S to close right hand in pencil grasp and color 5
seConds.

(2) S will place crayon in right hand and pull left hand away
independently after being guided to pick up crayon in left hand
E will guide S to close right hand in pencil grasp and color
5 seconds.

(3) S will pick up crayon with left hand, place in right hand and pull
left hand away independently. E will guide to close right hand
in pencil grasp and color 5 seconds.

(4) S will pick up crayon with left hand, place in right hand, pull
left hand away and close right hand into pencil grasp independently.
E will guide S to maintain grasp while coloring 5 seconds.

(5) S will pick up crayon with left hand and place in right hand with
pencil grasp and color 5 seconds.

Procedure: Give attending signal before all trials. Socially reinforce al]
correct responses with direct feedback. After three consecutive correct responses
move to the next level of Orippting. If S makes no response (NR) or an incorrect
response (X), return to the'previous level and reach criteria at that level before
moving up. If the child completes the terminal behavior on command, score with
a star (*). After three stars put behavior on Review.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and verbal
prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.

(There may be more depending on the program)

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three
trials at each level.

3, 8
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If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score
with a circle around the level he/she should be wor*ing on. After 5 consecutive
circled numbers put on review.

Review: Review behavior once daily foqve days. If S resPonds correctlyMN of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, neturn to program ata Level 5.

Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly to80% ofrthe trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the sIrand.

399
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VERTICAL STROKES PROGRAM
(without guide)

Behavior Taught: On 3 consecutive trials when sitting at the table and given
a crayon (pencil size) S will draw a 3" vertical line on a sheet of paper from
the top green dot to the bottom red dot between 2 parallel lines 1/2" apart on
the commend "Draw a line". Response must be initiated within 5 seconds and
completed within 15 seconds of command. S will hold crayon in a pencil grasp
on 3 consecutive trials.

Baseline: When seated at the table give S baseline sheet (see materials) and
a crayon. E says "Draw a line". If responds appropriately on 4/5 trials go
to next program. If S does not, see program below.

Steps: (1) S will draw first 1/4" of vertical lire from dot to dot

(2) S will draw first 1/2" of vertical line from dot to dot

(3) S will draw first 3/4" of vertical line from dot to dot

(4) S will draw complete 3" line from dot to dot.

Procedure: Give attending signal before all trials. S sits at table in a
group. Procedure is the same as Writing program #1(a), but use appropriate
sheet for the steptS is working on. Verbal prompts, "start", "stop". Socially
reinforce all correct responses with direct feedback. After three consetutive
correct responses move to the next level of prompting. If S makes no respons6
(NR) or an incorrect response return to the previous level and reach criteria at
that level before moving.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an app:opriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
(There may be more depending on the program)

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score
with a circle around the level he/she should be working on. After five
consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on command, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on
Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
to 80i of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, return to program at
a Level 5.

1:1(j
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly
Inbi-R-The trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to
Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Materials: Baseline sheet.

;..

Ok

[

/

. 5-1/2"

17
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1/2"
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DRAW A CIRCLE PROGRAM

Behavior Target: On 3 consecutive trials when sitting at the table and given
a pencil sized crayon and a sheet of paper 8-1/7!" x 5-1/2" S will draw a
circle by starting at the top of the circle, wit!, a counter clockwise motion
joining circle at starting point. Response must be initiated within 5 seconds
and completed within 21) seconds of command. S will hold crayon in pencil grasp
on 3 consecutive trial!,.

Baseline: When 1.eated at the table give S a sheet of paper 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" and
a crayon. E says "Draw a circle", if S responds appropriately on 4/5 trials go
to next program. If S does not, see program below.

Steps: (1) S will draw last 1/4 Jf,circle
(2) S will draw last 1/2 of circle
(3) S will draw last 3/4 of circle
(4) S will draw complete circle with model presented
(5) S will draw complete circle, without model

Procedure: Give attending signal before all trials. Socially reinforce all
correct responses with direct feedback. After three consecutive correct
responses move to the next level of prompting. If S makes no response (NR)
or an incorrect response neturn to the previous level and reach criteria at
that level before moving up.

Levet 1) - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal proMpt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompt. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt.- Score 4.
(There may be more depending on the program).

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score
with a circle around the level he/she should be working on. After five,
consecutive circled numbers put on Review. If the child completes he terminal
behavior on command, score with a star (*). After three stars put behavior on
Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. S responds correctly
to 80% of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does not, return to program at
'a Level 5.
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MAintenance: Review once weekly cor five weeks. If S. responds correctlyto BO% of the trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return totReview.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Materials: sheet of paper 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" and a pencil sized crayon.
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CRAWLING PROGRAM 1: POSTURE

Behavior Taught (target):

Child will hold self in hands and knees posture for 10 seconds with

(a) hands open and fingers forward
(b) back flat

(c) head looking forward: after being Ilaced in this position with the
instruction "look up".

Directions for Teachinr:

Baseline:

Teacher will place child in hands and knees posture and give instruction
"look up". A toy is placed at eye level in front of child. If child will hold
himself in crAwl posture as specified above for 10 seconds on 4/5 trials,
proceed to next program. if not, proceed to program below.

Steps:

1. Child is prone on stomach and hold head up with

(a) weight supported on open hands
(b) fingers pointed forward
(c) elbows straight fill- five seconds

If child does not hold his head up refer back to head control prone program.

2. Child sits back on heels with

(a) weight supported on open hands

(h) f.ingers forward

(c) hands directly under shoulders
(d) head looking forward for five seconds

3. Child maintains hands and knees position with

(a) hands open and fingers forward
(b) head looking forward for five seconds

4. Child maintains target behavior posture for 10 seconds with

(a) hands open and fingers torward
(b) head looking forward in direction of movement
(c) back flat.

404
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'Procedure: Place child in posture appropriate to the step and give instruction
"look up". A toy is placed at eye level in front of the child.

For Steps l'and 2:

If child has clenched fists first stroke closed fist on floor then stretch closed
fist into more flexion and open hand placing it flat on floor with fingers forward.

Levels: (1) Teacher and child maximal guidance to maintain appropriate posture.
Record "1" N.B. Imnediately before each trial teacher applies
momentary stietch, a quick forceful push as indicated below:

Step 1 & 2: Teacher places his hands on child's shoulders and pushes
down perpendicular to the floor.

S tep 3: Teacher places his hands on child's hips and pushes down
perpendicular to the floor.

Step 4: Teacher places his hands on child's back and pushes down
gently towards floor.

(2) Teacher gives minimal guidance to maintain appropriate posture.
Record "2". Stretch is applied immediately before each trial as
in level 1.

(3) Teiwher gestures to child to maintain the appropriate posture or
or models the appropriate posture. Record "3". N.B. During the
entire trial Teacher applies resistarce to child. The resistance
must be applied smoothly. It must he enough to make child put out
some effort but never so great as to prevent motion or push him out
of the position. It is applied in the same position and direction
as the stretch in level 1 above. The resistance is faded out during
the series of trials.

(4) Teacher gives an additional verbal prompt. "Look up", "look at me"
in order to maintain the posture. Record "4".

(5) Teacher gives command. Score "5".

After 5 correct scores on three consecutive trials, move to next
If an incorrect response or no response is made, score "x" and drop back to a
previous level. Reach criterion at that level and continue to gradually fade level
of guidance over the three trials for each level.

Skipping Zrocedure: After 5 consecutive subscripts "5" move to review.

Review Trials: Test once a day for five days. If 80% is attained, proceed to
next program: if not, return to program.

Maintenance: N/A.

Material: None.
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WASHES HANDS AND FACE PROGRAM

Behavior Tarset: On 3 consecutive trials S washes hands and face with water,
dries. S will wash hands in water, rub wet hands over face, then dry hands
and face with towel on command "Wash hands and face".

Baseline: Sit S in front of basin of water with a towel folded to the left
of the basis. If S begins to wash hands and face (as specified below step 6)
within 5 seconds of the command and completes the tasks within 60 seconds
of the command on 4/5 trials go to next grooming program. If not, proceed
with program below.

Steps: (1) S rubs wet lace with towel until no moisture remains
(2) S rubs wet hands and face with towel until no moisture remains
(3) S picks up towel and dries hands and face
(4) S rubs wet hands on cheeks, mouth, chin, nose and forehead, picks

up towel and dries hands and face.
(5) S rUbs hands in water, washes face, picks up towel and dries hands

and face.

Procedure: Give attending signal before all trials. E sits S in front of
Eiiii-67water with towel folded to left side of basin an(' gives command
approrriate to the step.

Socially reinforce all
correct responses with d'rect feedback. A-er three consecutive correct
responses wove to the next level of prompting. If S rakes no response (NR)
or mi incorrect respcnl,e return to the previous level and reach criteria at
that level before moviny up.

Level I Co;.ple,a physical guidahce, u.a uf an appropriate gesture
and verbal prcmpt. Score 1.

level 2 One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture and
verbal prompi:. Score 2.

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3

Level 4 - Applopriate verbal prompt. Score 4.
(There may be more dependincj on the program).

Level 5 - On conimand. Score 5.

Gradually fad2 the level of guidance or prompting over the three trials
at each level.

If S respo-ds correctly on ccr..mand before prompts can .be given, score
with a cirile aroild 14?vol 1,,hhe should IT w:Irking dn. After five
Consecutive circled fiul.!,ers put tm Review. If the child completes the terminal
behavior on ceilvan..1, :,coie with a star (*). After three stars put behavior Oh
Review.

Review: Revicw Ileh3vior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
to BW, of the trials put on Maintenance, If S does not, return to program at
a Level 5.
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Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly
to 802 of the trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to
Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Materials: One wash basin, towels.

407
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COAT ON PROGRAM

Behavior Taught: S will put on unfastened.open front coats sweater or jacket
on commandtoe on". S will initiate on command within 5 seconds and complete
activity in 30 seconds.

Baseline: E gives command "Coat on" on 5 separate occasions. If S responds
appropriately on 4/5 trials go to next program. If S does not, see program
below.

Steps: (1).

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

puts on coat when
left arm in above el
S puts on coat when
S puts on coat when
S puts on coat when
S puts on coat when
S puts on coat when

right side on shoulder (right arm in sleeve)
bow.

right side on shoulder, left hand in sleeve.
right arm is in.
right hand started in sleeve.
guided to hold right side
handed to him.

Procedure: E gives command "Coat on". Socially reinforce all correct responses
with direct feedback. After Wnee consecutive correct responses move to the
next level of prompting. If S makes no response (NR) or an incorrect response
(X), return to the previous level and reach criteria at that level before moving
up. After three consecutive correct level 5 trials put on Review.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate
gesture and verbal prompt. Score 1.

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gesture
and verbal prompt. Score 2. .

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3.

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Socre 4.
(There may be more depending on the program)

Level 5 - On command. Score 5.

Gradually fade the level of guidance or prompting over the three
trials at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, score with
a circle around the level he/she should be working on. After five consecutive
circled numbers put on Review. ,

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctly
to 80% of the trials put on Maintenance. if S does not, return to program
at a Level 5.

Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly to
80% of the trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Material: one jacket.

C?
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SOCK ON,PROGRAM

Behavior Taught: S will put sock on foot by grasping each side with thumbswben handedsock on command "sock on", S will initiate within 5 seconds andcomplete within 30 seconds of command.

Baseline: E will give S command "Sock on" on 5 separate occasions. If SrespoWappropriately on 4/5 trials go to next program. If S does not,see program below.

Steps: (1) S puts on sock by grasping each side with thumbs when justabove heel.
(2) S puts on sock by grasping each side with thumbs when justbelow heel.
(3) S puts on sock by grasping each side wilA thumbs when toesare started in.
(4) S puts on sock by grasping each side with thwtbs when sockhanded to him/her.

Procedure: E. gives command "Sock on". Socially reinforce all correctresponses with direct feedback, After three consecutive correct responsesmove to the next level of prompting. If S makes no response (NR) or anincorrect response (X), mturn to the previous level and reach criteria atthat level before moving up. After three consecutive correct Level 5trials put on Review.

Level 1 - Complete physical guidance, use of an appropriate
gesture and verbal prompt. Score 1

Level 2 - One finger guidance, use of an appropriate gestureand verbal prompt. Score 2

Level 3 - Gesture and appropriate verbal prompt. Score 3

Level 4 - Appropriate verbal prompt. Score 4
(There may be more depending on the program)

Level 5 - On command. Score 5

Gradually fade the lelyel of guidance or prompting over the threetrial; at each level.

If S responds correctly on command before prompts can be given, scorewitA a circle around the level he/she should be working on. After fiveconsecutive circled numbers put on Review.

Review: Review behavior once daily for five days. If S responds correctlytc-7-SK of the trials put on Maintenance. If S does.not, return to program ata Level 5,

Maintenance: Review once weekly for five weeks. If S responds correctly toBOl'of the-trials discontinue the program. If S does not, return to Review.

Probes: Present trial for the next program in the strand.

Material: 1 sock.
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Incidental Teaching

Ei...tland Initiated Activities

In this situation, the child indicates either through gestures or
through verbalization that he would like to obtain something from the
teacher. A number of situations have been utilized to encourane the
child's initiation of language with the teachers and parents in the
classroom.

Preschool C i ass room

Dressinn and Toiletinr

(a) The child indicates to a parent or teacher by gesture or
verbalization that he or she requires help to nut on or take off an
article of clothing or net on or off the Potty or toilet. The teacher
responds with nv12.121,nflar or "want un?"

(b) If the child is trvino to tie shoelaces, do buttons, or
a similar activity, the teacher asks "want help?"

LlayinD with Obiects in thp Classroom

(a) The child indicates by word nr gesture that he/she renuiresheln to utilize an object. The teacher responds "want help"

(h) The child attempts to operate an object unsuccessfully hut
does.not ask for help, for example, the child is at the chalkboard looking
for chalk. The teacher or parent holds the chalk and asks "what want"

The Child Regyests Objects that are Inaccessible

(a) ,The child indicates to teachcr or narent by word or gesture
:Jiat he/she requires help to obtain a toy or object.

(h) The child attempts to obtain an object or toy that is
inaccessible (for example, more juice or treats at juice time, or toys

Toddler Class oom:

Incidental rlressinf) and Toiletinn

(a) The child indicates to teacher or narent hv gesture or verbali-
zation that he/she require heln to put on or take off an article of
clothinn or net on or off the potty.

(b) The child is havinn difficulty nutting on or taking off an
article of clothing or netting on°or off the !lottv hut doe7, not asV for
help.

4
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The Child Re uires AssistanCe in Pla in with an Ob ect or To in the

Classroom for examp e, turning the crank on a Jac in e ox, place
Small Fisher Price man in bus, etc.)

(a) The child indicates by word or gesture that he/she requires
help to play with an object or operate the toy.

(b) The child attempts to operate the toy or object but is unable
to do so and does not request assistance.

The Child Requests Objects that are out of Reach or Inaccessible (for
example, child -requests juice at a time other than juice time or requests
a toy that is on top shelf or behino plexiglass)

(a) The child indicates to the teacher or parent by word or
gesture that he/she requires help to obtain an object or toy.

(b) The child attempts to obtain an object that is out of reach
or ihaccessible.

Situation 2 - Teacher Selected and Initiated Activities

The second condition in which incidental teaching procedures have
been instituted is in a teacher selected and initiated situation. In this
instance, the child is engaged in an activity where, although there is not
any assistance required by the child, the teacher is able to initiate an
intervention designed to facilitate teaching and further introduce the child
to the idea that a request, however limited, will result in assistance or
help,

Toddler Classroom

Guided Play

(a) Picking up toys - teacher says "put toys on shelf"
"pick up----"

(b) The child is looking at a book - teacher says "show me----"
(for known words or for new words) teacher says "Here's a --. Say--"

(c) Child is playing with a toy - teacher says "What's that?" or
teacher asks "Is this a --?"

(d) Playing catch - teacher says "What want?"
child says "ball" or "want ball"
teacher throws the ball,to child

Playing House

(a) The child is playing with an object.
The teacher says "What's that?" or "That's a --. Say --"

4 12
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(b) Child is playing with an object inappropriately (e.g. putting
and iron in with the dishes), teacher says "That's an - Do this" and
models appropriate behavior for the'Child.

(c) The child is playing appropriately with objects (e.g1 eating
with a fork and plate). The teacher gives the child an additional object
(e.g. knife) and says "Here's a --" The child doesn't use the added
object appropriately. The teacher models and says "Do this cut).

(d) The child is playing appropriately (eating with fork and plate)
a teacher extends or adds a new activity (washing dishes). The teacher
says "Let's --"

Juice Time

(a) The teacher holds juice or a snack and asks "What want?" The
child responds "want --" or "(labels object)" or "more --".

(b) When the child is finished with the snack, the teacher says
"I want a cup". The child gives the cup to teacher.

(c) If the child has any refuse from the snack, the teacher says
"Put -- in garbage."

Wiping Nose

The child sneezes or has a running nose. The teacher hands the
child a kleenex and says "wipe nose."

Coughing

The child coughs. The teacher models covering the mouth when
coughing. The teacher gives command "Do this, hand on mouth."

When the child W-sits on the Floor

The teacher says "feet forward"

Additional Situations in Which Instructions are Provided are the
Following:

Commands Some Possible Materials

Put in names in chart, tokens in cup, pegs in boards
Take out sand in pails

Give to toys, block
Bring me



Commands

Is this your --

Is this a --

Pick up
Put on

What want
Bring me

-

Some Pcmsible Materials

clothes, pictu.res, toys

tokens, toys, blocks
toy/shelves, dishes/table, clothing/child,
figure/flannel board

any objects

Pour sand, water, juice

4 ;4
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Toddler Classroom

treeplay - incidental teaching for individual or groups of two or of
two or more (teacher and parent initiated).

(a) Put in - teacher sits child down on rug (with 1/2" yellow
blocks and large bowl)

- teacher gives Child block and command "Put in"
- teacher holds out bowl to child

(b) Take out - teacher sits child down on rug
- teacher shows child bowl with block(s) in and gives

command "Take out"
- teacher holds out bowl to child

(c) Give to - using above example situations
- teacher gives block to child and gives command

"Give to" (i.e., Danny give to Steven. Steven put in")
- teacher holds bowl of block and vives command "Take

out". "Give to Steven, Steven give to me or --(names)".

(d) Put on - teacher gives child stacking ring or block and commands
"Put on".

(e) Take off - teacher presents stack of rings on peg to child and
gives command "Take off"

(f) Give to - using above example and situations
- teacher gives ring to Danny giving command, i.e.,

"Danny give to Steven, Steven put on"
- teacher gives command, i.e. "Danny take off, give
to Steven, Steven give to me."

(g) Hlt - teacher holds out drum and gives the child the drum stick.
.The teacher gives command "Hit drum"

Give to - teacher using incident above, i.e., "Danny hit, Danny
give to Steven (stick)"

(h) Push - teacher gives the child car and command5 "push" (car with
wheel and string attached)

Pull - teacher gives the child car with string and commands "pull"

(i) Throw in - teacher gives the child bean bag and commands "throw
-in" (basketball gdme)
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(j) Pick up - teacher drops block in front of the child and gives
command "pick up" (e.g., Pick up Danny, give to

put in
throw in

(k) Go get - teacher places row of block on shelf and gives command

"Go get"
- teacher holds out hands and give', comaand "give -- to

me"/bring me

Juice Time - Come here (to the table)

(a) The teacher stands at table and gives command "cone here"

(b) Want juice - teacher points to juice cup. Teacher prompts
child to point to cup, gesture towards cup or
make sound. Teacher then gives the child juice.

(c) Want cookie --teacher points to cookie. Teacher prompts child

to point to cookie, gesture.towards cookie or
make sound. Teacher then gives child cookie.

§elf-Help

(a) Wiping nose

(b) Coughing -

- child sneezes or has running nose. Teacher hands
child kleenex and gives command "wipe nose"

child coughs. The teacher models covering mouth.
When coughing, the teacher gives command, Do this,
hand on mouth"
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APPENDIX E

RAU1 DATA FOR NORMATIVE TESTS OF MENTAL DEVELOPMENT,

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE, AND EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

. 4 1 7



HOME PROGRAM MA/CA

CA

Test

MA

1

CA

Test

MA

2

K CA

Test
MA

3

K CA

Test 4
MA

C
23

7 7 1.0 16 15 .93 27 19 .70 - - -

C
24

15 6 .40 24 14 .58 29 17 .59

C25 10 6 .60 18 11 .61 30 18 .60 - -
.

C
26

10 7 .70 18.:' 15 .83 25 17 .68 - -

C
27

12 8 .67 17 14 .82 25 18 .72 - -

C
28

19 5 .26 25 12 .48 32 16 .50 36 18 .50

C
29

16 13 .81 23 18 .78 28 21 .75 - - -
C
30

8 3 .38 16 10 .63 - - - - -

C31
7 6 -.86 15 13 .87

C
32,

5 3 .60 13 11 .85 18 12 .66
C33 15 12 .80 23 17 .74 _

C
34

6 4 .67 12 10 .83 16 14 .88 -

C
35

20 6 .30 26 11 .42 30 13 .43

C
3f,,

19 5, .26 27 14 .52

C
37

24 10 .42 30 14 .47

C38 6 4 .67 12 8 .66

C
39

31 24 .77 36 30 .83 ! : '1
.

C
40

4 3 .75 12 10 .83 !!.. !
C
41

3 2 .67 10 8 .80
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C1

- C2

C
3

C
4

C
5

C
6

C
7

C
8

C9

Test 1

CA MA

60 22 .36

39 20 .51

55 30 .54

36 22 .61

54 20 .37

32 18 .36

42 23 .54

69 23 .33

42 15 .36

27 14 .51

60 14 .23

21 12 .57

30 6 .20

22 14 .63

20 8 .40

31 14 .45

67 11 .16

24

22 10 .45

24 13 .54

c
11

,C
12

C
13

C
14

C
15

C16

C
17

C18

C
19

C
20

C
21

C
22

SCHOOL PROGRAM MA/CA

CA

Test 2

MA R CA

Test

MA

3

R CA

Test 4

MA R

68 28 .41 71 29 .40 Mie

-
53 34 .64

64 32 .5n 67 39 .58

57 22 .38 65 29 .45
-

44 36 .74 nob

60 20 .33 66 22 .33 MMI

38 29 .76 45 33 .73

46 27 .59 50 29 .59

74 31 .42 4 7

7 7

45 13 .28 52 22 .42 57 20 .35
36 19 7.52 39 21 .53 44 20 .45
67 17 .25 72 22 .30 4 4 4
31 19 .61 35 24 .68 40 22 .55
39 18 .46 42 18 .43 -

31 16 .51 35 19 .54 40 21 .53
27 13 .48 34 22 .65 38 21 .55
38 19 .50 42 20 .48 47 22 .47
75 16 .21 81 21 .25 84 19 .22
31 13 .42 37 15 .40 41 16 .39
30 19 .63 38 26 .68 41 27 .65

38 21 .60



HOME PROGRAM VA/CA

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4

CA VA R CA vA R CA V.A R CA VA R

C23

C24

C25

C26

C27

C28

C29

C30

C31

C32

C33

C34

C35

C36

C37

C38

C39

C40

C41.

7 7 1.0 16

15 7 .47 24

10 7 .70 18

10 7 .70 18

12 7 .58 17

- 25

16 11 .69 23

8 <7 .01 16

7 7 1.0 15

13

15 8 .53 23

6 <7 .01 12

20 7 .01 26

19 <7 .01 27

24 6 .25 31

6 <7 .01 12

31 26 .84 37

110 IOW

13 .81 27 17 .63 - - -
11 .46 29 20 .69 -
11 .61 30 14 .47 _ _

11 .61 ) 14 .56 -
10 .59 25 21 .84 - - -

7 .28 32 10 .31 36 15 .41
19 .83 28 22 .79 -

9 .56 _ _ - - -
11 .73 - _ _ -

9 .69. 18 9 .50

10 .43 - - - -
7 .58 16 10 .63 - -

10 .38 30 10 .33

17 .63 - _ - _ - _

MID

MEM

.1!

13 .42

7 .58 -
34 .92

!IR

dale

.1!

NEM
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Test 1

SCHOOL PROGRAM VA/CA

Test 2

CA VA R CA VA R

Test 3

CA VA

Test 4

CA VA R

C
1

i 59 21 .35 66 24 ...36 71 30 .42 - - -
C2 38 11 .29 45 19 .42 54 26 .48 56 30 .54C3

55 21 .38 60 22 .37 67 33 .49 72 30 .42C4 49 7 .14 56 14 .25 63 22 .35 68 26 .38C
5

34 17 .50 41 26 .63 47 31 .66 52 33 .63C
6 53 9 .17 59 18 .31 66 20 .30 71 23 .32C
7

32 11 .34 38 26 .68 43 29 .67 48 28 .58C
8 46 22 .48 50 24 .48

C9 - - - 73 26 .36 77 32 .42 - - -
C10 59 34 .58 62 38 .61 - - -

C
11

39 6 .15 45 6 .13 52 11 .21 57 20 .35
C
12

27 9 .33 33 10 .30 40 15 .38 45 18 .40C
13

59 7 .12 66 7 .11 73 13 .18
C
14

24 11 .46 28 14 .50 35 21 .60 40 23 .58
C
15

31 <7 .01 37 14 .38 42 10 .24
C16 24 7 .29 28 8 .29 35 16 .46 40 28 .70
C
17 27 7 .26 33 15 .45 38 24 .63

C
18

30 <7 .01 35 7 .20 42 19 .45 47 23 .49
C19 66 7 .11 72 9 .13 79. 11 .13, 84 15 .18
C20 24 0 .01 31 7 .23 37 11 .30 41 13 .32
C
21 30 18 .60 36 21 .58 41 26 .63.

C2 24 12
. 35 24 .69 - Mr MP
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HOME PROGRAM EA/CA

EA

Test 1

CA R EA

Test 2

CA R EA.

Test 3

CA R EA

Test 4

CA R

C
23

C
24

C
25

C
26

C
27

C28

C29

C30

C
31

C
32

C
33

C34

C
35

C
36

C
37

C38

C3
9

C
40
C41

7

15

10

10

7

-

16

8

7

_

15

6

20

19

24

31

6

6

6

6

6

-

11

6

6

-

10

6

6

0

6

26

.86

.40

.60

.60

.86

-

.69

.75

.86

-

.66

1.0

.30

.01

.25

.84

16

24

18

18

17

25

23

16

15

13

23

12

26

27

30

37

11

11

9

13

14

9

18

9

13

17

13

6

10

6

10

32

.69

.46

.50

.72

.82

.36

.78

.56

.87

.54

.52

.50

.38

.22

.30

.86

4111

27

29

30

25

25

32

22

_

_

18

_

16

30

-

-

18

19

18

15

18

10

18

_

_

9

_

9

10

_

.67

.66

.60

.60

.72

.31

.64

_

_

.50

-

.56

.33

-

_

law

-

_

-

_
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SCHOOL PROGRAM EA/CA

Test 1 Test 2
EA CA R 'EA CA R

Test 3
EA CA R

Test 4
EA CA R

C1 59 15 .25 66 23 .35 71 26 .37 - _ -
C 38 13 .34 45 28 .62 54 29 .54 56 30 .542
C3 55 24 .43 60 23 .38, 67 26 .39 72 26 .38
C4 49 19 .39 56 25 .45 63 25 .40 68 28 .41
C5 34 18 .53 41 21 .51. 47 24. .51 52 28 .54
C6 53 14 .26 59 17 .29 66 22 .33 71. 24 .34
C7 32 11 .34 38 21 .55 43 22 .51 48 22 .46
C8 - - - 46 19 .41 50 23 .46 - - -
C9 - - - 73 25 .34 77 25 .32 - _ -
C10 59 27 .46 62 32 .52 - - _ - - _

C11 39 6 .15 45 9 .20 52 11 .21 57 12 .21
C12 27 9 .33 33 11 .33 40 18 .45 45 20 .44
C13 59 6 .10 66 12 .18 73 13 .18 _ - -
C14 24 7 .24 28 13 .46 35 23 .66 40 22 .55

-C15
31 <7 .01 37 13 .35 42 10 .24 - _ =M.

C16 24 <7 .01 28 9 .32 35 17 .49 40 22 .55
C17 - - - 27 7 .26 33 14 .42 38 24 .63
C18 30 6 .20 35 9 .26 42 15 .36 47 22 .47
C19 66 7 .11 72 10 .14 79 11 .14 84 14 .17
C20 24 0 .01. 31 7 .23 37 9 .24 41 12 .30
C21 - 30 1.8 .60 36 20 .55 41 27 .66
C22 24 14 .58 35 26 .74 - _ --

v . ...
_

.


